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1. ORIGIN OF LATERALITY: ASYMMETRY, CHIRALITY 
AND PARITY  
 
 
The word laterality is derived from the Latin word latus, meaning “side” (Smith 
& Lockwood, 1976; Kábrt, Kucharský, Schams, Vránek, Wittichová, & Zelinka, 2001). 
This meaning of side (or rather, side preference) was informed by the finding that most 
manifestations in living nature result from the spontaneous violation of symmetry. 
 We recognise two types of symmetry – spherical symmetry (static) and 
functional symmetry (dynamic). A lot of objects, even planets or stars, seem to be 
spherically symmetrical. This means that if we produced their mirror image, nothing 
would change from the structure perspective – we would just see a perfect mirror image 
(we do not consider its magnetic field properties, space orientation like south, north, 
west, east) (Fig. 1). We talk about their spherical symmetry. Nevertheless, this kind of 
symmetry exists only provided our observed object is not moving.  
 
 
Figure 1. Examples of spherically symmetric object 
 
Once we consider that the object performs some movement, for instance a spin, from 
this moment on it is necessary to assign handedness – laterality to this object (Gardner, 
2005 p.47).  
From the perspective of physics, the functional symmetry state is generally 
considered to be unstable (Coleman & Weinberg, 1973; Imry & Ma, 1975; Hambye & 
Teresi, 2016) because nothing is being produced. From the perspective of 
thermodynamics, the balance state of entropy represents a very good example of a 
symmetrical state. If an open system reaches an entropy thermodynamic balance 
(symmetry), this system produces zero energy. If we applied this state to a human or a 
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plant, this individual or plant would be dead (Aoki, 1995). Therefore, violation – a loss 
of symmetry due to a transition from one energy state to another energy state (some 
symmetry is conserved in a certain energy state, but after the transition to a lower state, 
this symmetry disappears: spinning flywheel, stopping flywheel or vice versa) allows to 
spend or produce energy.  
Possibly a more precise description of asymmetry was given from a molecular 
perspective (Decker, 1974; Peng et al., 1998). This asymmetry was well described by 
Pasteur in the 19th century on crystals of grape acid. When, for instance, the two types 
of crystals from industrially produced acid are separated, it was found that the crystals 
in one type of acid rotated polarised light clockwise, while the crystals in the other type 
rotated polarised light counter-clockwise. It is interesting to note that the acid-
containing crystals that rotated polarised light clockwise enabled implemented 
microorganisms to reproduce and metabolize, while in the second type of acid 
(containing crystals that rotated polarised light counter-clockwise), microorganisms 
were not able to start the metabolism (Flack, 2009; Gal, 2011; Musálek, 2014). In other 
words, we have two molecules which contain the same elements – particles related to 
the same atoms. However, each of these molecules has a different property. This 
difference is due to different space distribution of atoms of which the molecule is 
composed, (Fig. 2), and refers to the specific kinds of asymmetry called chirality 
(Rauchfuss, 2008; Riehl, 2010)  
 
 
           Figure 2. Chiral molecule of Alanin 
 
At present, it is known that most molecules in laboratory conditions occur in two 
forms that are of a mirror character (stereoisomer) to each other (Nicolle, 1962). These 
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are also known as chiral molecules (Woolley, 1976; Salam & Meath, 1998; Barron, 
2009). It has been revealed that a certain property of molecules that depend on their 
spatial distribution of atoms is very important for living systems – including humans. 
Let’s focus on proteins, which have many different functions in living organisms (e.g., 
building, transportation and storing, muscle contraction, protection). Proteins are 
composed of amino acids. Interestingly, these amino acids are almost exclusively L-
amino acids, which rotate polarised light to the left. This selective preference of one 
specifically space distributed molecule is called homochirality (Huggins, 1952). It is 
important to note that there is also one amino acid without L or D polarisation – glycin. 
Glycin, which gives it a plane of symmetry about its α carbon (Fig. 3) (Lodish et al., 




Figure 3. Glycin, amino acid without L or D polarisation 
 
Another example of selective chirality is related to sugars where nature prefers D- 
sugars like D-glucose. Thus we can conclude that life is necessarily chiral. Just try to 
image what happens whether we reverse some things known for our daily life. How fast 




Figure 4. Different directions can imply in different behaving: Examples of reverse direction of 




The selective preference for almost exclusively one type, such as D- sugars or L-
amino acids, prompted scientists to ask why life does not use D- amino acids or L-
sugars. When we talk about compounds in both L and D forms, we talk about a racemic 
structure – for instance, the existence of amino acids in L and D form. This “sameness” 
is called parity which represents another type of symmetry. Therefore, violation of 
parity – sameness (Riehl, 2010) is crucial in order to understand how important it is to 
realize that life is full of asymmetry. 
There were hypotheses 60 years ago that universe was perfectly symmetrical – 
conservation of parity: sum of the particles before and after each physical process must 
be equal.  During decomposition of the 60Co nuclei, Wu, Ambler, Hayward, Hoppes, 
and Hudson, (1957) and Chien-Shiung Wu (1959) found that electrons are mainly 
emitted in the direction of the magnetic poles. Results showed that more electrons were 
set free at one pole than at the other. It was the first time when breaking of parity was 
verified.  Spontaneous violation of symmetry leads to the creation of asymmetry 
(Senjanovic & Mohapatra, 1975; Viedma, 2007).  
Asymmetry can be seen as spatial asymmetry – chirality; dynamic asymmetry – 
spin; movement preference, or violation of parity, etc. All these manifestations of 
asymmetry determine the property of higher systems and are common for open living 
systems – like humans. Therefore, when we look at the best known and continually 
investigated functional and structural asymmetry in humans – the handedness – we can 
look at it as a human property with different aspects like maturation, development, 





In the past, numerous studies have been dedicated to human laterality, which 
represents a multidimensional, not only human trait/property (Corballis, 2010). It is well 
known, for instance, that in the adult population 90% of people prefer to use their right 
hand for common manual tasks, whereas about 10% of the population are so-called left-
handers (Annett, 1994; Raymond et al., 1996; Bryden et al., 1997; McManus, 2004). 
Another important finding is that throughout human life, the development of laterality is 
a very active process affected by both genetic and environmental factors (see: Porac et 
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2. STRUCTURE OF MOTOR LATERALITY: CONCEPTS OF 
HANDEDNESS AND FOOTEDNESS THROUGH OPTIC OF 
CONFIRMATORY FACTOR ANALYSIS  
 
 
Before we start to describe and assess the main outcomes of factor analysis 
studies in human laterality that offer interesting views on the structure of motor 
laterality, we should briefly explain the idea of confirmatory factor analysis.  
Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) represents one approach to data analysis 
from a wide range of structural equation modelling (SEM). The concept of SEM or 
casual modelling can be perceived as a complex statistical methodology consisting of 
many procedures which usually aims to find common factor/s (construct/s) for certain 
test items or verify relations or diagnostic quality of a test tool within a certain research 
domain. When someone wants to use the principles of CFA, it must be emphasized that 
the formulation of a structural hypothesis is always required. The formulation of a 
structural hypothesis means that based on a theoretical background and empirical 
experience the researcher determines a structural model (names of factors and relations 
with corresponding items) which they then compare with empirical data. In other words, 
the researcher looks into how well empirical data (results of tests, answers to 
questionnaires, etc.) fits the suggested structural model.  In CFA as well as in other 
procedures within SEM, there are two kinds of variables. The first group represents a 
so-called indirectly measurable characteristic that determines the field and objective of 
the investigation. We usually call this variable a construct; a factor in mathematics. 
When considering our research, human laterality could be perceived as a very wide 
construct describing certain indirectly measurable human properties.  
The construct is sometimes also called a “hypothetical construct” or a “latent 
variable” (Bollen, 2002). The second group of variables are directly measured indicators 
(test, task, questions from questionnaires) from which we get real data. These variables 
can have the nature of categorical, ordinal or continuous data. Each indicator used in 
research is composed of several parts. 
 




In this model, Xj is a directly measured value – indicator (score in test, answer on Likert 
scale from questionnaire) on ith item, μ represents a possible difficulty of indicator, F is 
an indirectly measurable characteristic (common attribute), λi is labelled as factor 
loading. Its values show the indicator sensitivity of attribute F, a so-called indicator – 
common factor relationship. The higher the factor loading, the better the indicator 
characterizes the indirectly measurable construct. The last symbol Ei covers indicator 
uniqueness which comprises random error and item specificity.  
 
As Brown put it (2006, p.7): “In the typical CFA, indicators are defined as linear 
functions of the latent variable, plus error; that is indicators are considered to be the 
effects of the underlying construct.”  
 
We should remember that factor analysis is basically a method that reduces or 
divides certain amount of tests or items to several domains called factors. These factors 
can represent human properties, e.g. anxiety, movement ability, skills or laterality.  
The use of factor analysis in handedness is nothing new. In the following part we 
will summarize the main findings and conclusions mostly related to the area of 
handedness. In the 1970s, the interest to use factor analysis for handedness grew. 
Between the 1970s and the turn of the millennium, the majority of authors used 
exploratory factor analysis or principal component approach. This approach does not 
require formulation of any structural hypothesis. In other words, you just have a group 
of items which you assume measure somehow a certain domain or property. However, 
you are not able to say or cluster them to common domains. Sometimes even 
researchers did not know how they should name these common domains (factors) which 
covered certain group of items with strong convergent validity. Nevertheless, it is 
important to note that “handedness” was also used as a good example for explaining the 
principles of factor analysis, see Smith (1950). Smith was one of the earliest researchers 
who described advantages of factor analysis using an example of a questionnaire that 
looked into the development of handedness. Later on, different authors used a variety of 
items and tests for assessing and modelling of the human laterality. In the past 60 years 
or so, diversity of test approaches along with the development of new and more precise 
statistical methods has shown that human laterality is a complicated multidimensional 
trait, within which left and right is by no means black and white.  
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Using exploratory factor analysis (EFA), Leonard (1960) verified the factor 
structure of hand performance and hand-eye coordination tests. He concluded that the 
results of the hand performance factor which consisted of tests of accuracy and speed 
were significantly related to the results of hand-eye performance tests. A thorough 
investigation of how many factors human handedness contains was done, for instance, 
by Barnsley and Rabinovitch (1970). Although these authors worked with a rather small 
research sample of just 50 males and 50 females who scored 61 independent variables 
in 32 tests of hand preference as well as hand performance, they revealed 9 interpretable 
factors of hand performance. Moreover, they pointed out that handedness questionnaires 
that assess hand preference cannot adequately represent the range of handedness or the 
degree of difference in manual proficiency between the preferred and non-preferred 
hand. In 1971, Oldfield (1971) published one of the most famous inventories assessing 
handedness. The Edinburgh handedness inventory (EHI), which has been cited more 
than 28,000 times (google scholar Autumn, 2018), is composed of 10 items (the 
activities include writing, drawing, throwing, scissors, toothbrush, knife (without fork), 
spoon, broom (upper hand), striking match (match) and opening box (lid) and many 
researchers use this inventory to determine the structure of handedness. White and 
Ashton (1976) was one of the first researchers who investigated structure of EHI by 
EFA and they found two factors within EHI. One was named “handedness” and 
contained items which have the character of preference for using a tool (in which hand 
you hold spoon, pen, knife, etc.). The second factor was dependent on the formulation 
of the task. Bryden (1977) arrived at very similar results; he assessed more than 1,000 
participants, 620 men and 487 women, using both the Crovitz-Zener (1962) and EHI 
Oldfield (1971). EFA of the items from both questionnaires revealed three factors: a 
primary handedness these items had the character of preference for using a tool; and 
two factors that are specific to the wording of the questions. Further information about 
the usefulness of the factor analysis in the field of handedness was presented by 
Richardson (1978), who explained that factor analysis was valuable as a means of 
appraising multivariate instruments for measuring handedness and made a rather strong 
assumption to the effect that there is a single underlying dimension of handedness. 
McFarland and Anderson (1980) were the first authors who verified on adult population 
a psychometric quality of some handedness inventories, in particular EHI. They pointed 
out that EHI is a single factor inventory where certain portion of unimanual items 
(assessing the hand preference when using some tool in daily life) are stable but some of 
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the original items, specifically those with bimanual character (using broom, opening 
lid), did not load well on the handedness factor and were generally unstable in relation 
to this factor. Moreover, it was suggested for the first time in this study that scores 
weighted by corresponding factor loading should be used. Slightly different approach 
was used by Williams (1986), who also investigated diagnostic properties of EHI, this 
time, though, using the principal component analysis. Results showed that EHI is rather 
a single factor diagnostic tool, which is in line with McFarland and Anderson (1980), 
who suggested that bimanual items broom and opening lid did not represent the 
handedness factor well and that they should be excluded from EHI.  
Roszkowski, Snelbecker and Sacks (1981) assessed the item consistency of 15 
preference tool items (like writing, drawing, cutting) in a wide age range population (8–
70 years) and found high reliability Cronbach alpha = .96. Also these authors used EFA 
approach and found that hand preference tool indicators form a single dimension. A 
similar single dimension of handedness was reported by McFarland and Anderson 
(1980) and by Richardson (1978). Healey, Liederman and Geschwind (1986) used EFA 
on a wide range (61 items) of manual activities called hand preference tasks. Results 
showed four separate factors. Interestingly, one of the factors was composed of items 
that involved more strength than dexterity. It means that hand preference dimensions 
can be distinguished on the basis of those requiring movement of the distal musculature 
(fingers and hand) and those requiring movement of the proximal musculature. 
According to the authors, hand preference for items on this factor was less laterally 
biased than on factors which included such fine motor behaviours as writing or drawing. 
This represented a new finding in factor analysis which suggested that manual 
preference could involve more than one neural system and that these systems may be 
independently lateralized. Moreover, Healey, Liederman and Geschwind (1986) 
suggested that handedness is not a unidimensional trait. In the same year, a publication 
by Liederman and Healey (1986) also supported the suggestion that handedness in not 
unidimensional when a factor analysis used on a new sample confirmed the results of 
the previous study.  
In contrast to both previous studies, Steenhuis and Bryden (1989) did not find 
any support for the aforementioned hypothesis that the handedness domain contains two 
independent factors related to 1) movement that requires proximal muscle groups and 2) 
movement of distal muscle groups. Instead, Steenhuis and Bryden determined, based on 
EFA factor, 1) “skilled” activities – the use of tools and manipulation of other objects 
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writing, drawing, hammering, needling, scissors, knife when cutting, strike match, 
erasing, using tooth brush, using spoon, throw by ball, deal card Second and third factor 
“less skilled” or “unskilled” activities that included, for example, picking up objects 
were therefore linked to the 2nd and 3rd factor in the given model. A significantly lower 
level of lateralization was revealed for activities such as picking up objects, from small 
to relatively large ones. However, the involvement of strength in the given activity 
played a significant role that affected the level of preference. A fourth factor relates to 
the use of bats and axes, a bimanual activity. 
 Steenhuis, Bryden, Schwartz and Lawson (1990) verified the psychometric 
properties of the Waterloo Handedness Questionnaire (WHQ). The main aim was not to 
verify its structure but to show the applicability and reliability of this 32-item tool. This 
study also showed that left-handers were less consistent in test-rest scoring. In addition, 
the importance for determining the hand direction (hand preference) as well as the 
degree of handedness was emphasized. An interesting comment was offered by Peters 
and Murphy (1993), who claimed that previous research analysed handedness by factor 
analysis mainly by pooled data. “The factor structure and item loadings that result from 
pooled data are misleading and cannot inform meaningfully about the relation of hand 
preference to handedness. Similar problems can be anticipated in other 
neuropsychological l applications of factor analysis, where data from heterogeneous 
groups is pooled” (Peters & Murphy, 1993). 
The structure of handedness was also analysed in relation to nationality. Possible 
differences in the structure of handedness assessed by WHQ between Indian and North 
American populations were analysed by Singh and Bryden (1994), who did not reveal 
any significant deviations from the previously suggested structure Steenhuis and Bryden 
(1989), where hand preference consists of two main factors – skilled activities and 
unskilled activities of hand preference. However, in this study the fact that Indian 
population had significantly lower prevalence for left-handedness compared to North 
American population can be attributed to social pressure. Nevertheless, in another study 
Bryden, Ardila and Ardila (1993) the structure of handedness in native Amazonians 
assessed by WHQ was significantly different compared to North American populations. 
In addition to skilled and unskilled factors, other handedness factors related to specific 
tool use and to strength were revealed in Amazonians. According to the authors, this 
data showed “that hand preference can be modified through positive reinforcement at 
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an appropriate age, and that hand preference is the precursor of skill differences rather 
than vice versa”.  
Investigations of structure of handedness was not constrained only to hand preference 
tasks. Hurley and Foundas (2001) aimed to verify whether principal component analysis 
carried out on hand preference items from EHI and Briggs and Nebes inventories in 
combination with cluster analysis of hand performance tests (grooved pegboard, finger-
tapping and grip strength) will show reasonable categorisation of people according to 
their handedness with respect to the direction of hand preference and the degrees of 
handedness. They found that “skilled activities”, mostly unimanual, had the strongest 
relation to hand preference. On the other hand, a single measure of hand performance 
tests did not always correctly classify an individual as right- or left-handed. 
Nevertheless, using both approaches – hand preference items along with hand 
performance tests – proved to be an optimal way to assess human handedness.  
Van Strien (2003), like other authors before him, pointed out that some tasks or 
questions are influenced by social pressure, for instance writing. Therefore, this author 
excluded this item from the evaluation of hand preference. Nevertheless, other included 
indicators of hand preference questionnaire were strongly linked to the use of tools. The 
test, which includes 16 tool skilled preference items, revealed one single handedness 
dimension. This conclusion supported the suggestion of Steenhuis and Bryden (1989) to 
the effect that skilled motor activities form one/separate handedness factor.  
Kang and Harris (2000) offered an extensive view on human laterality when 
they added information about the structure of footedness. These authors used two 
inventories – EHI and Waterloo footedness questionnaire (WFQ-R). Results of EFA of 
the EHI revealed two handedness factors, which is in conformity with previous studies. 
In addition, results from WFQ-R showed two footedness factors 1) skilled unipedal 
actions and 2) balancing-stabilizing. 
We must not also forget that previous studies have mostly perceived human 
laterality as a continuous latent variable with a certain direction and certain degrees 
(strong, consistent, inconsistent). In contrast, McManus (1985), who proposed a genetic 
model of handedness with a single right-handedness gene, considers laterality as a 
dichotomously scored variable. Therefore, it is currently not absolutely clear whether 
human laterality represents discrete categories or rather a continuous domain (Annett, 
1985; McManus 1991; Corey et al., 2001; Dragovic, Milenkovic, & Hammond, 2008).   
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At the beginning of the 21st century, further studies verifying the structure of 
handedness and using principal component analysis or EFA approaches confirmed 
previous findings about the existence of two or one factor in the handedness domain. 
The results mainly depended on the kind of indicators that were used – skilled or 
unskilled – and whether preference indicators were or were not combined with a 
performance test. This stagnation phase was interrupted by the use of new approaches 
linked to a wider methodology called structural equation modelling (SEM) which began 
to be used for assessing the structure of human laterality or re-evaluating the quality of 
previously developed diagnostic tools. The family of SEM methods also includes the 
confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) which by some authors (e.g. McDonald, 1991, 
1999; Kline, 2011) represents a more suitable approach for verification of a defined 
structure because it enables to test structural hypotheses or theories. According to 
Costello and Osborne (2005), CFA, “can allow researchers to test hypotheses via 
inferential techniques, and can provide more informative analytic options”. 
This method requires knowledge or an assumption about a certain structure of 
the modelled domain. We can say that if we want to use CFA, it is necessary to develop 
a structural hypothesis about the relations within the modelled structure. Therefore, 
according to some psychometricians CFA is a more rigorous statistical technique than 
EFA (Jöreskog, Sörbom & Du Toit, 2001). 
The first studies where CFA was used were focused on handedness 
questionnaires and still kept handedness is a latent continuum. Since items in 
handedness questionnaires are scored on two-, three- or five- point Likert scale, it was 
necessary to take into account a special type of correlations. In case of dichotomy 
scored items the tetrachoric correlations were used: (see Brown & Benedetti, 1977; 
Divgi, 1979; Muthén & Hofacker, 1988). In case of polytomous scored items 
Polychoric correlations were used (see Muthén, 1984; Jöreskog, 1994). One of the first 
researchers who used a more specific approach derived from factor analysis rather than 
EFA was Dragovic. Dragovic (2004) evaluated the structure of the Edinburgh 
Handedness Inventory (EHI) using CFA. For the first time the results showed a strong 
co-linearity between the items writing and drawing. It means that both these items 
assess handedness with almost the same power and their correlation is close to “1”. 
Further, Dragovic encountered the same problems with items that were based on 
bimanual activity (broom, open lid) and supported the conclusions of previous studies 
which also found some problematic items (Bryden, 1977; McFarland & Anderson, 
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1980; Williams, 1986). Musálek (2012) analysed by CFA the structure of selected 
unimanual and bimanual hand preference tasks in a population of young adults. His 
results showed that unimanual items focused on hand preference when using tools like: 
knife, hammer, scissors, brush, pen; develop a very strong factor in contrast to unskilled 
– non-tool or bimanual – items. In addition, working with over 3,300 participants (data 
from Falnders study) Nicholls, Thomas, Loetscher and Grimshaw (2013) also found that 
the hand preference indicator could be divided to tools and object control factors. The 
main aim of this study was to show that questions in hand-preference questionnaires are 
time-dependent. It means that the type of questions must correspond to “technological 
progress”. For instance, the question “which hand do you use to wind the clock” was 
perfectly OK in the 1970s but now, at the beginning of the 21st century, participants, in 





2.1 Reaching Tasks as Appropriate Indicator for Assessing of  Handedness in 
Middle Age School Children 
Even though it is clear that a lot of work has been done in modelling and 
investigating of the laterality structure, only a very small part of research has been 
devoted to the analysis of the structure in child population. One of the possible reasons 
is that laterality preference or side dominance in motor tasks and tests develop as the 
brain hemispheres mature and that the development of laterality is a very active process 
(Annett, 2002; McManus, 2004). Further, according to several theories, this maturity 
process can be influenced by genetic factors and many environmental factors can affect 
handedness, such as antenatal maternal stress (Talge et al., 2007; Reissland, Aydin, 
Francis & Exley, 2015), and prematurely born children, newborns or children who had 
problems in prenatal period are more likely to become non-right handers (Geschwind & 
Galaburda, 1987; Ross, Lipper, & Auld, 1987; Schwartz, 1988; Fride & Weinstock, 
1989; Powls et al., 1996; Domellöf, Johansson, & Rönnqvist, 2011).  
These factors, along with gradual brain maturation, imply that laterality 
preference or performance may not to be so clear in children. Research of laterality in 
children has shown that it has different phases. McManus et al. (1988) suggested that 
handedness in children contains one handedness factor which can be recognised and 
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better fixed around the age of 3. After that the stabilization of handedness usually 
happens between 3 and 7 years of age. Surprisingly, according to the authors, 
stabilization gradually weakens between 7 and 9 years of age (McManus et al., 1988). 
Whittington and Richards (1987) or Cavill and Bryden (2003) proved that the direction 
of handedness (right or left) can be clinically observed in children relatively early; 
however, the strength/degree and consistency of handedness can vary significantly. 
Lateral consistency – mainly handedness in children was significantly clarified by 
researchers who used so-called reaching tasks (e.g., Bishop, Ross, Daniels, & Bright, 
1996; Bryden & Roy, 2006; Carlier, Doyen, & Lamard, 2006). In this case, reaching 
tasks are focused on whether a child would also manipulate with a tool using the 
preferred upper limb in case the tool was placed counter-laterally to the preferred hand. 
These tasks are also called crossing midline tasks and previous research done on 
children aged 2 to 12 (Schofield, 1976; Cermak, Quintero, & Cohen, 1980; Stilwell, 
1987) showed its association to handedness and the degree of the development of 
handedness. Results from reaching tasks, therefore, showed that consistency of 
handedness is age-dependent and complexity-dependent (Leconte & Fagard, 2004).  
Bryden and Roy (2006) and Carlier et al. (2006) found that 6- to 10-year-old children 
demonstrate a significantly more stable consistency of upper limb preference compared 
to younger children. In other words, consistency of handedness increased with age and 
with the level of motor demands. Highly complex, e.g. fine motor tasks, showed a 
higher handedness consistency. This complexity of certain motor tasks was also shown 
as major variable which influences the degree of performance differences between the 
preferred and non-preferred upper extremities (Annett, 1992). Research in the area of 
using Quantification of Hand Preference (QHP) also revealed that the degree of 
handedness is also complexity-dependent. In other words, it is necessary to consider the 
difficulty (pointing versus placing) of the task when assessing hand preference (Calvert, 
1998; Pool, Rehme, Eickhoff, Fink, & Grefkes, 2015). 
In summary, reaching tasks seem to represent a suitable approach to fine 
assessing of handedness in children. Overall, the findings reveal that younger children 
(i.e., 3- to 5-year-olds) have weaker cerebral lateralization and hand preference 
tendencies and are therefore less likely to cross the midline in comparison to older 
children (i.e., 7- to 12-year-olds), who are strongly lateralized, and thus reliant on their 
preferred hand. Nevertheless, the place of QHP in the structure of the hand preference 
domain remains unclear. 
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Based on the aforementioned observations, we identified two questions which 
had not been clearly answered yet: 1) what structure of the hand preference domain will 
be revealed in middle age school children when using common hand preference tasks; 
2) whether the card reaching task usually used as a single test for assessment of 
handedness is valid in the structure of hand preference in middle age school children. 
Even though literature provides a sufficient amount of validated laterality 
questionnaires or inventories, their usefulness in children is questionable, mainly with 
respect to understanding the questions and being able to imagine what each scale point 
(always, rather, both equally) means. Therefore, some authors suggest that 
performance-based measures are more objective for the evaluation of hand preference in 
children (Bryden, Roy, & Spence, 2007, Scharoun, & Bryden, 2014).  
 
Research question: 
Will the reaching task in middle age school children be a sufficiently valid 
indicator together with other unimanual tasks used for the assessment of hand 
preference? 
In our case, we first had to select a proper item bank of preference tasks and verify its 
diagnostic quality. This selection of tasks and hand preference battery composition was 
carried out in line with the rules for validation studies (Štochl & Musálek, 2009; Lane, 
Raymond, & Haladyna, 2015). All steps included evaluation of content validity of 
indicators; the sample selection of children and data analysis are described in details in 
Musálek (2014).  
Two of the selected tasks were reaching tasks. According to (Bishop et al., 
1996), these motor tasks enable to quantify hand preference because they assess hand 
preference in reaching throughout the regions of hemispace. In fact, any hand 
preference task with repetition (e.g., throw three times ball on target, kick three times 
ball on goalie, throw dice in three attempts, etc.) quantifies the degree of hand 
preference. During the reaching task, participants repeat a movement under space 
constrained requirements because participants work in both ipsilateral and contra lateral 
hemispace, which often leads to manual midline crossing. Various authors claim that 
such behaviour corresponds to a shift from extracallosal to callosal control of 
interhemispheric communication (Liederman, 1983) and in this way it plays a crucial 
role in the development of  a skilled preferred hand (Bochner, 1978; Provine, & 
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Westerman, 1979; Ayres, 1980).  Originally, QHP was limited to one task (i.e., 
Bishop’s card reaching task). 
Bishop’s card reaching tasks contained seven coloured cards placed at 30-degree 
intervals within hemispace in definite space. The task is to point or turn a card 
according to instructions by the examiner. The examiner usually repeats the instruction 
five or seven times. In this task the examiner investigates which hand worked as first 
when touching, pointing or turning the middle card, and if the participant also uses this 
hand when the examiner asks them to work with a card placed contralateraly to this 








For the purpose of this study, middle age school children aged 8 to 10 years 
were selected. Participants were pupils of state elementary schools of the Capital City of 
Prague, Czech Republic, and were selected using an intentional selection process. More 
specifically, participants were selected from schools without art, sport, language or 
technical specializations. Furthermore, children could not be enrolled in integrated 
classes for children with special needs. Nevertheless, we have to admit that other factors 
which may influence performance (e.g., activities outside of school, including sports, 
hobbies and activities) were not considered and we realize this is a limitation of the 
study.  Participants were selected using the following purposeful method of sampling. 
In cooperation with the Institute of Educational and Psychological Counselling, a 
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complete list of primary schools from each district in the City of Prague was obtained. 
Only those schools that were attended by at least 50 individuals of the given age were 
selected, the number of the participants per school was set at 40. Out of these schools, a 
list was created from which one primary school was randomly selected from each 
district of Prague. In total, 10 primary schools were selected. The Ethics commission of 
the Faculty of Physical Education and Sport, Charles University, granted an ethics 
approval. Written parental consent was obtained for all children. Research sample 
finally consisted of 376 children (184 boys and 192 girls), (Mage = 9.2, SD = 0.4). 
 
Procedure: 
In order to determine hand preference, five unimanual motor tasks and one reaching 
task were selected.  These hand preference tasks have been validated for use with Czech 
children (Musalek, (2014).  
The tasks included: (1) draw a leaf according to the model (Draw);  
(2) take the bell in one hand and ring it (Ring);  
(3) take the ball in one hand 
and throw it at the target (three attempts; Throw);  
(4) show how many points you can roll 
with the dice (three attempts; Cube);   
(5) demonstrate how you brush your teeth (Brush). 
All hand preference tasks were scored dichotomously, where 0 indicated the task was 
performed with the left hand and 1 indicated performance with the right hand. Throw, 
Cube, Cards and Matches tasks included repetition; therefore, the scores comprised of a 
sum of attempts performed with the right hand. 
 
(6) Reaching task 
Bishop’s card reaching task (Bishop’s). 
Participants sit on a chair at a desk for the duration of the task. The researcher 
places a sheet of paper (42 cm x 29.7 cm; divided in half by a vertical line) on the desk 
in front of the participant. The paper contains seven rectangular boxes (6 cm × 3 cm) at 
successive 30 degree intervals forming a semicircle. There were three boxes in left 
space, one at the midline, and three boxes in right space. Each box is 
labelled from -3 (far left) to +3 (far right), with the box at the midline labelled 0. The 
researcher placed a card (all different colours) in each box and asked the participant to 
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turn the card of a designated colour using one hand. The card placed at the midline was 
selected first. If the participant used the right hand, selection progressed in the following 
order: +2, ±2, +3, ±3. If the participant used the left hand, selection progressed in the 
following order: ±2, +2, ±3, +3. After each trial (i.e. after each card was selected) hand 
selection was recorded on a score sheet. A 
value of 0 indicated left hand selection whereas a value of 1 indicated right hand 
selection. Musalek et al. (2016). 
 
The hand used to pick up the card in each region of hemispace was recorded 
(Bishop et al., 1996). In previous studies the Bishop’s card reaching task displayed high 
homogeneity and sufficient test-retest reliability (.78 - .80) (Doyen & Carlier, 2002). 
Furthermore, Bishop et al. (1996) were able to successfully identify right-handers based 
on the degree of hand preference.  
 
Statistical analysis: 
Since we wanted to evaluate a certain structure and investigate the relationship 
between manifest indicators (hand preference tasks) and a theoretical concept – hand 
preference, we used a specific approach from the “family” of Structural Equation 
Modelling (SEM). All hand preference tasks were dichotomous (or ordered categorical 
type) scoring items; therefore, categorical confirmatory factor analysis (CCFA) was 
selected as an appropriate psychometric approach from SEM. If we model a definite 
structure, it is also important to consider the criteria for acceptance of the model. In 
other words, it is essential to know when to decide that a suggested theoretical model 
explains sufficiently our empirical data.  Literature contains many different fit indices 
(see Tucker, & Lewis, 1973; Muthén, 1984; Bentler, 1990; Steiger, 1990; McDonald, 
1999) that are used to express the quality of a model. In this study, the quality of 
structural models was evaluated according to the recommended cut-off lines using five 
fit indices: (1) Chi-square test (Sattora-Bentler scaled chi-square) and significance of 
model p>0.05; (2) Comparative fit index (CFI) , >.95; (3) Root mean square of 
approximation (RMSEA) , < .06; (4) Tucker-Lewis index (TLI), >.95; and (5) 
Weighted Root Mean Square Residual (WRMR) < .80. Sensitivity of the QHP Bishop’s 
card reaching task was evaluated using chi-square contingency tables. The data was 







The proposed unidimensional model with six indicators displayed very good values of 
fit and high factor loading of all six indicators of hand preference (Fig. 6, Tab. 1). In 
this one-factor structure, Bishop’s card 
reaching task proved to be a suitable indicator of hand preference (factor validity = .89) 
(Fig. 6, Tab. 2) 
 
 
Figure 6. Fit of the one factor model with factor loadings  
Adapted from Musalek, Scharoun and Bryden (2016). Using Bishop’s Card Reaching Task to 
Assess Hand Preference in 8-to 10-Year-Old Czech Children. PloS one, 11(11) 
 
 
So the first impression was that the results were exactly as expected. In 
conformity with previous findings it was revealed that tool using tasks (using pen, 
throwing ball, ringing by bell, tooth brushing) strongly discriminate handedness. 
Further, we can see that Bishop’s reaching task corresponds sufficiently to the hand 
preference structure λ=.89. However, when the structure of definite concept is analysed, 
it is important to check whether high factor loads are not in conflict with possible 
multicollinearity of some motor tasks (i.e., excessive mutual correlation). The question 
of multicollinearity is linked to the redundancy of some items/indicators/tests in the 
model which can artificially inflate the model fit. It is a common methodologist 
question: Why have three or four tests which measure exactly the same? For this reason 
a correlation matrix was created to verify the discriminant and convergent validity of 
each used indicator. In this case, based on the data character, the polychoric correlations 
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were used for ordered categorical data, and tetrachoric correlations were used for 
dichotomously (binary) scored data (Fig. 7). 
 
Figure 7. Correlation matrix of had preference tasks 
Adapted from Musalek et al. (2016). Using Bishop’s Card Reaching Task to Assess Hand 
Preference in 8-to 10-Year-Old Czech Children. PloS one, 11(11) 
 
 
The correlation matrix clearly displays a strong (>.90) correlation between the 
individual indicators (Fig. 7). On average, the weakest correlations (though still at high 
levels) were recorded for Bishop’s card reaching task. A detailed analysis showed that 
two motor tasks, Brush and Draw, displayed the strongest correlations with other tasks. 
Previous research showed that hand preference in some daily motor activities could be 
caused by socio-cultural pressures on hand preference (Harris, 1990; Medland et al., 
2004; Zverev, 2006). Therefore, we decided to exclude Brush and Draw items and thus 
verify their redundancy in the proposed one-factor model. After excluding the Brush 
and Draw motor tasks, the one-factor model with four indicators showed improvement 
in fit values (Fig. 8).   
 
 




Adapted from Musalek et al. (2016). Using Bishop’s Card Reaching Task to Assess Hand 
Preference in 8-to 10-Year-Old Czech Children. PloS one, 11(11) 
 
 
In this abridged model, chi-square did not change significantly from the 
statistical point of view; however, model significance increased markedly from p = .08 
to p = .25. The reliability, with its lowerbound estimate expressed as Cronbachs α, 
decreased non-significantly (Fig. 8). We can conclude that the items that are highly 
dependent on socio-cultural environment like Brush and Draw can bias the degree of 
handedness in this study. Therefore, these tasks might be redundant in the presented 
model.  Moreover, the conditional probability that a person who uses one hand for 
brushing will use the same hand for drawing is enormously high r=0.985. From this 
perspective, when handedness is not the main aim of a study, researchers sometimes use 
only one socio-culturally dependent variable, usually which hand a participant uses for 
writing or drawing.  However, as shown above, this approach for identification of 
human laterality may not be sufficient.  
In addition to the sufficient discriminative property and suitability of Bishop’s 
card reaching task within hand preference structure we found that Bishop’s card 
reaching is also sensitive enough for the identification of right-handers and left-handers. 
Further, we investigated the sensitivity of Bishop’s card reaching task in comparison to 
the composite score achieved by children from the five hand preference used tasks. 
Children who performed all five tasks with the right hand were described as strong 
right-handers whereas those who performed all tasks with the left hand were described 
as strong left-handers: right-handers (n = 306) and left-handers (n = 31). Results showed 
that the sensitivity of Bishop’s card reaching is sufficient mainly in field testing for 
identification of both right- and left-handers. In addition, the sensitivity was 
approximately 7% lower (right-handers = 97.4% and left-handers=90.3%) in identifying 
left-handers compared to right-handers. Nevertheless, chi-square criterion showed that 




Bishop (2005) argues that her task is a measure of developmental maturity. 
Groen, Whitehouse, Badcock and Bishop (2013) found in children aged 6-16 a 
significant association between hemispheric asymmetries during speech production (as 
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measured with functional transcranial Doppler ultrasonography) and handedness 
determined by reaching card task r=0.40 in contrast to low association r=0.16 in the 
long version of the Edinburg inventory; and peg moving r=0.13 performance test. Since 
in assessing of handedness we can talk about visual motor integration in the Bishop’s 
card reaching task, there is one novelty compared to the standard task “throwing, 
drawing, etc.” – the participant must be space-oriented during performance. This 
connection between visual spatial function and motor executive function along with 
bigger portion of attempts can provide the Bishop’s card reaching task with unique 
properties in the process of assessing the handedness which was supported in its 
sensitivity when revealing an abnormal handedness pattern in children with specific 
language impairment (SLI) or developmental coordination disorder (DCD). These 
children did not differ in laterality quotient when inventory or unimanual tasks like 
writing by hand were used. However, when planning and space orientation were added, 
right-handed children with SLI, DCD, and the younger controls reached predominantly 
with the right hand to spatial positions located to the right of their body’s midline and 
with the left hand to positions situated to its left. Right-handers in the age-matched 
control group showed a significantly greater tendency to use their right hand to reach to 
all spatial positions. The increased tendency of the children with SLI to use the non-
preferred hand was particularly striking because it was seen both in those with and 
without recognised motor difficulties. The QHP task appears to be a sensitive, but non-










































2.2 Highly Complex Tests for Assessing of Footedness – Does It Make Sense? 
Motor laterality is, however, not only a question of limb preference. It is 
important to note that also proficiency and performances tests play a significant role in 
the process of appropriate determination of the degree of laterality. The above-
mentioned diagnosis of preference (previous part) allows only a limited detailed 
expression of the strength of motor laterality like handedness or footedness. Motor 
proficiency tests are more time-consuming and therefore generally less attention has 
been paid to them in literature (Rigal, 1992; Corballis, 2009). In past decades mainly 
performance tests for upper limb have been created and verified. These tests primarily 
focus on the differences in speed, precision or correctness of execution between the 
preferred and non-preferred upper limbs (see more in Scharoun & Bryden, 2014). In 
both children and adults these aspects of hand proficiency to a significant degree 
correspond with upper limb preference (Peters, 1976; Rigal, 1992; Cornish & 
McManus, 1996; Nalcaci et al., 2001). Nevertheless, we have to note that the degree of 
association between hand preference and hand proficiency highly depends on the type 
of performance test. In this context  Annett (1992)  Roy, Kalbfleisch and Elliott (1994) 
or Sainburg and Kalakanis (2000) emphasize that higher skilfulness of the preferred 
upper limb is observed primarily in complex motor activities in which higher demands 
are put on coordination and integration of more segments of the limb involved in the 
activity (e.g., shoulder and elbow joints).   
Although there are different types of peg moving tests, manual dexterity tests 
and tests of hand-eye coordination, much less attention has been paid to investigating 
the question of whether also foot performance tests are useful in determining the degree 
of footedness. Some performance tests for evaluation of different skilfulness of the 
lower limbs have been created (see Knights & Moule, 1967; Beling et al., 1998). 
However, their congruency with foot preference showed to be significant only in adult 
population. One suggested answer to why foot performance shows inconsistencies is 
that laterality of the upper and lower limbs does not develop in parallel as has been 
observed particularly in children. Compared to handedness, footedness stabilizes later in 
life. For instance, Coren, Porac and Duncan (1981) found a significant right-hand 
preference in preschoolers and selected population of high-school students. 
Nevertheless, pre-school children had a significantly less distinct lower limb preference. 
Also Gabbard et al. (1991), Gabbard (1992) and Gentry and Gabbard (1995) found that 
foot preference in 3- to 5-year-old children is much less consistent than hand 
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preference. In particular, according to Gabbard (1996), who carried out a systematic 
review focused on the relationship between handedness and footedness in pre-school 
age, mixed-footedness appears twice as often as mixed-handedness. According to 
Gentry and Gabbard (1995), significant stabilization of lower limb preference happens 
later, between 8 and 11 years of age. However, in connection with this finding we have 
observed that there are not enough studies attempting to verify whether later 
stabilization of the lower limb preference is also manifested in the results of 
performance tests for lower limbs that are used to diagnose laterality in the child 
population. The difference in motor laterality of the upper and lower limb is also 
explained by the fact that the primary role of the upper limbs is manipulation, whereas 
the lower limbs’ primary function is postural and body transportation Woodburne and 
Burkel, 1994, p. 87; Christou et al., 2003; Palastanga and Soames, 2011, p. 202). 
Musálek (2014) investigated the SEM link between foot preference and foot 
performance/proficiency in middle school age children and adolescence population. The 
aim was to compare the discriminatory power – factor validity of the same foot 
proficiency tests for both children and adolescents). These were complex motor 
activities which integrated more body systems: (1) moving a small object by the lower 
limb in a limited space and (2) slalom with a tennis ball between obstacles and (3) an 
activity which focused primarily on speed while performing a simple task – foot 
tapping. Although in middle school children, foot proficiency tests showed to have poor 
relation to foot proficiency factor, the same tests fit well into the foot proficiency 
structure in adolescents. Only simple speedy test foot tapping had acceptable validity 
λ=0.84 in middle school children. These results suggested that the development of fine 
motor foot proficiency tests is not particularly important for assessing of footedness. 
Together with the hypothesis that laterality of the upper and lower limbs does 
not develop in parallel, a large body of studies exists which also found significant 
differences in laterality, particularly consistency, between males and females 
specifically in handedness. Males are significantly more frequently left-handers and 
mixed-handers (e.g., Whittington and Richards, 1987; Sommer et al., 2008; Johnston et 
al., 2009). So there is also the question whether motor laterality preference and 
proficiency develop in parallel with respect to sex. Research has provided some 
evidence that from the neurology perspective boys’ and girls’ brains develop in a 
slightly different manner. From the point of view of ontogenesis, a very interesting 
difference between males and females has been revealed in the strength of neural 
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pathways leading into the cerebellum. These pathways which are involved, among other 
things, in realization of fine motor skills are according to Gurian et al. (2010) 
significantly stronger in females. Moreover, Amunts et al., (2000) revealed significant 
differences related to handedness in interhemispheric asymmetry of the central sulcus 
between males and females. In female brains, the interhemispehric asymmetry between 
right and left central sulcus was much lower compared to males. These results suggest 
that anatomical asymmetry might be associated with handedness only in males and not 
in females. In other words, the authors assume that differences exist between sexes in 
the cortical organization of hand movements. Another view on brain structural 
asymmetries was provided by Savic (2014). In this research, the asymmetry of cerebral 
gray and white matter and structural volumes in relation to sex hormones and 
chromosomes was assessed. Results showed that the asymmetry in the planum 
temporale area and the occipital cortex seem related to the processes associated with the 
male hormone testosterone, whereas the observed cerebellar asymmetries suggest a link 
with X-chromosome escapee genes.  
Based on these findings, the second question studied in this research is whether 
the level of laterality assessed as a difference in skilfulness between the preferred and 
the non-preferred limb will differ significantly in males and in females. We suppose that 
such a difference might be revealed in the form of a different level of relationship factor 




Based on this information we designed a study to answer two questions: 1) usefulness 
of motor complex tests assessing the degree of footedness in middle school age 
children; 2) whether foot proficiency tests modelled in the structure of footedness 
concept will be sex-dependent.  
Since we accepted previous suggestions that  laterality of lower limbs is: 1) delayed 
compared to upper limbs laterality; 2) function of lower limbs is different  (also seen in 
different neural pathways) compared to upper limbs we assumed that in the given 
category of 8- to 10-year-olds skilled foot performance tests (spiral tracing by small 
cube, slalom with ball between obstacles) will show fewer differences and more 




A total of 210 typically developing 8- to 10-year-olds (n = 107 males and n = 103 
females; Mage = 9.1, SD = ± 0.78) from the Czech Republic whose parents signed an 
informed consent were recruited for this study. The main reason for the selection of 
middle age school children aged 8 to 10 was because at this age children’s motor skills 
are harmoniously developed along with stable somatic development and stable 
coordination patterns (Ljach, 2002). All participants were from three state primary 
schools in the capital of Prague. The same schools also participated in the validation 
study of tests and tasks for the determination of motor laterality the results of which 
were published in Musálek (2014). The following criteria for the selection of 
participants were used: 
 (1) participants were chosen only from schools which had a similar number of 
pupils in the given age category, 
 (2) only schools without any specific specialization (e.g., technical, artistic, 
sport, or linguistic) were selected, 
 (3) schools and classes with integrated children with special needs were not 
included in the selection. 
We decided for this concept of an intentional selection process method in order to 
ensure a maximum homogeneity of the sample with respect to the findings from 
Musálek (2014). The research was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of 
Physical Education and Sport, Charles University, and the parents of all participants 
signed an informed consent. The data were anonymized. 
 
First, hand and foot preference patterns were assessed by seven observable 
preference measure tasks. The indicators used for the evaluation of hand preference and 
foot preference were validated for the Czech child population aged 8–10 in study 
Musálek (2014). Factor loads of hand preference indicators: λ = 0.85–0.93, generic 
reliability McDonald ω = 0.95; factor loads of foot preference indicators: λ = 0.66–0.90, 
generic reliability McDonald ω = 0.81 (Musálek, 2014). The results of the preference 
observable measure tasks also served to determine the preferred and the non-preferred 
limb as a necessary precondition for the selected skilled performance tests to be carried 
out in accordance with the given rules. Six of the seven observable preference measure 
tasks have already been used in previous research where these indicators were approved 
as valid and reliable either as questionnaire items or preference tasks (e.g., Annett, 
1970; Barnsley & Rabovitch, 1970; Oldfield, 1971; Sharman & Kulhavy, 1976; Tapley 
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& Bryden, 1985; Rigal, 1992; Coren, 1993; Bishop et al., 1996; Doyen & Carlier, 2002; 
Mamolo, Roy, Rohr & Bryden, 2006; Musálek & Honsová, 2013). 
Preference strength was determined based on laterality quotient calculation, for 
which equations from previous studies were used (e.g., Humphrey, 1951; Harris, 1958; 
Bryden, Roy & Spence, 2007; Kalaycıoğlu, Kara, Atbaşoğlu & Nalçacı, 2008). Each 
execution in preferential tasks was marked 1 when the right limb was used and 0 when 
the left limb was used. 
Laterality quotient for the upper and lower limbs was calculated using the formula 
LQ = (R−L/R+L)*100 
 
Our selected sample consisted of 136 children who had uncrossed right side 
lateral preferences (right-handed and right-footed), (65 males and 71 females) LQ = 
100, and 18 children who had left side uncrossed lateral preferences (left-handed and 
left-footed), (10 males and 8 females) LQ = 0. The LQ of the remaining 56 children (32 
males and 24 females) ranged within LQ = 31.25–75. 
 
Table 1  
Preference tasks for assessing of hand and foot preference 
Hand preference tasks Foot preference tasks 
1. Throwing on target  1. Kick to the ball on target 
2. Ring by bell  1. Using one foot, tap the rhythm that I am 
clapping 3. Card reaching task (Bishop task) 2. Perform jumps forward using one leg 
4. Erasing  
 
For assessing the performance/proficiency component of handedness and 
footedness five validated tests for the Czech child population aged 8–10 years and two 
new tests (foot proficiency) were used. Five validated tests – four for handedness: (1) 
spiral tracing, (2) dot-filling, (3) tweezers and beads, (4) twisting box; and one for 
footedness: foot tapping – had an acceptable level of factor validity with respect to the 
modelled factors: (1) hand performance λ = 0.58–0.82 and (2) foot performance            
λ = 0.92. Generic reliability of the tests modelled only under one factor “performance of 
locomotive organs” was McDonald ω = 0.83 Musálek (2014).  
These five tests have already been replicated in several studies. Scharoun, 
Bryden, Otipkova, Musalek and Lejcarova, (2013) focused on differences in 
performance tests between preferred and non-preferred hand in children with ADHD 
and their neurotypical controls. Musálek, Scharoun and Bryden (2015) investigated 
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relation between cerebellar dominance and hand skilled performance tests in right-
handed children (details of this study in the end of this chapter).The results of these 
studies revealed that all five performance tests are sufficiently sensitive to determine the 
performance of the preferred hand. 
 
Table 2  
Skilled performance tests 
Skilled hand performance tests Skilled foot performance tests 
1. Spiral tracing 1. Foot tapping 
2. Dot-filling 3. While standing, slalom with ball between 
obstacles  3. Moving beads from one box into another 
using tweezers  
4. Spiral tracing by small cube  
4. Turning a box alternately with the front 
and the rear side on the table 
 
 
First, it was necessary to confirm that skilled hand performance tests have 
sufficient convergent validity with selected hand preference tasks. Correlations between 
seven hand preference tasks and seven skilled hand performance tests were in the range 
r = 0.56–0.89 (Fig. 9). These results suggested that the differences in performance 
between the preferred and non-preferred hand in selected hand performance tests are 
significantly linked to hand preference. This finding supports the assumption that the 
more complex the motor test, the greater the differences in performance between the 
preferred and non-preferred hand (Annett, 1992) 
 
 
Figure 9. Convergent validity between hand preference tasks and hand performance tests 
Adapted from Musalek (2015). Skilled performance tests and their use in diagnosing 





On the other hand, in the correlation matrix of foot preference and skilled foot 
performance tests two of the three performance tests (slalom between obstacles and 
spiral tracing with small cube) did not manifest a satisfactory convergent validity r = 
0.25–0.46 (Fig. 10). Only foot tapping was recognised as sufficiently discriminating the 
performance between the preferred and non-preferred foot.  These results suggested that 
fine motor or complex tests for lower limbs are not sufficiently sensitive to distinguish 
between the preferred and the non-preferred lower limb in the given age group. It means 
that the assumption that the more complex the motor test the greater the difference in 
performance between the preferred and non-preferred limb seems not to be supported 
for lower limbs. 
 
Figure 10. Convergent validity between foot preference tasks and foot performance tests 
Adapted from Musalek, (2015). Skilled performance tests and their use in diagnosing 




The lack of sensitivity of skilled foot performance tests was also confirmed 
when comparing performances of the preferred and non-preferred lower limb. Among 
skilled foot performance tests, only the “tapping” test showed significant capacity to 
determine the difference in skilfulness of the preferred and the non-preferred lower limb 
p < 0.05 and Cohen d = 1.22. The other two tests, which were of a complex motor 
character, with the “slalom with a ball between obstacles” test having extra demands on 
balance, did not confirm the significance of the different performance of the preferred 
and the non-preferred lower limb Cohen d ranging within d = 0.22–0.27, p>0.05. These 
results together with findings regarding convergent validity for the lower limb (Fig. 10) 
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support the hypothesis that fine motor or complex tests for diagnosing lower limb 
laterality in children of the given age category are not suitable due to their low 
discrimination capacity between the preferred and the non-preferred lower limb. It is 
quite interesting that Kauranen and Vanharanta (1996), who assessed motor 
performance of upper and lower limbs regarding handedness in adults, found much 
lower reliability (intraclass correlation coefficient – ICC) of coordination lower limbs 
tests compared to coordination upper limb tests. In addition, in coordination tests plate 
tapping for hands and conceptually the same test for feet, participants performed with a 
significantly higher accuracy in hand coordination test compared to feet. Further, this 
study showed that significant differences in the reaction time of the preferred hand 
existed in adults. On the other hand, the speed of movement was significantly higher in 
feet performance. 
 
In next step we focused our attention on new investigation. Previous research in 
the area of motor or psychomotor development has mainly looked into whether there are 
any differences in the degree of gross motor or fine motor skills between boys and girls 
(e.g., balance, locomotion, coordination, object control etc…).  
It is generally accepted that girls perform better in fine motor tasks (Schneck & 
Henderson, 1990; Blöte & Hamstra-Bletz, 1991; Junaid & Fellowes, 2006; Kokštejn, 
Musálek, & Tufano, 2017). Neverthless, there is very little information as to whether 
the used tests have or have not a significantly different discrimination power regarding 
gender.  Information whether tests discriminate equally between males and females is 
highly necessary when estimating the degree of a certain human trait/property. Several 
previous studies showed that ignoring the different discrimination power leads to 
inadequate interpretation of the results (overestimation or underestimation effect) 
(Burtscher, Furtner, Sachse, & Burtscher, 2011; Komarc & Harbichová, 2015).  
  
A number of previous studies that assessed the difference in handedness 
revealed that males are significantly less consistent, i.e. there is much higher portion of 
mixed-handers among males (e.g., Whittington & Richards, 1987; Sommer et al., 2008; 
Johnston et al., 2009). Moreover, Kauranen and Vanharanta (1996) concluded that the 
degree of handedness in males and females changes differently during the lifetime. 
While males were in general faster in non-complex motor tasks foot tapping and finger 
tapping and achieved higher speed of movement in coordination tests, females were by 
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far more precise. These differences between males and females are generally associated 
with ontogenesis as well as phylogenesis. For instance, research studies have shown 
differences in the strength of neural pathways leading to the cerebellum. These neural 
pathways that, among other things, participate in the performance of motor activities are 
much stronger in females (Gurian et al., 2010). 
Therefore, our second research question was to verify whether the differences in 
proficiency between the preferred and non-preferred limb will be significantly sex 
related. We suppose that such difference might be revealed in the form of a different 
level of relationship factor loadings – in selected performance tests to modelled factors: 
(1) hand performance, (2) foot performance. 
The multigroup two-factor model for females and males revealed only one 
significant difference in factor load with respect to sex. The “foot tapping” performance 
test had significantly weaker factor loading in males, λ = 0.56, compared to females, λ = 
0.74, p < 0.05 (Fig. 11). This finding probably has several causes. Firstly, the 
stabilization of lower limb performance in males may take longer. The differences in 
foot tapping performances between the preferred and non-preferred lower limb were not 
so clear. Secondly, the smaller difference in the performance of the right and the left 
lower limb may be caused by the relationship between the character of the test and a 
certain environmental factor. Since it is known that boys spend more of their leisure 
time doing physical activity compared to girls (Trost et al., 2002; Vilhjalmsson & 
Kristjansdottir, 2003; Marques, Ekelund, & Sardinha, 2016), it is possible that using 
both lower limbs, for instance, for kicking, hopping, climbing can mean that foot 





Figure 11. Factor loadings of hand and foot performance tests in males and females  
Adapted from Musalek (2015). Skilled performance tests and their use in diagnosing 





The first important finding was that the difficulty of skilled performance tests for 
upper and lower limbs was not equal to the degrees of hand or foot preference in middle 
age school children. In the case of handedness, it was revealed that fine motor or 
complex tests determine hand preference quite well. This is in line with the conclusions 
of studies demonstrating that different skilfulness in speed, precision and correctness of 
execution of the motor activity strongly corresponds with the preferred upper limb in 
children (e.g., Annett et al., 1979; Rigal, 1992; Carlier, Duyme, Capron, Dumont & 
Perez-Diaz, 1993; Cornish & McManus, 1996; Nalcaci et al., 2001). On the other hand, 
lower limb skilled performance tests were poorly linked to foot preference. These 
results suggest that lower limb lateralization in children is probably not identical in 
strength with upper limb lateralization. 
Interestingly, the lower limb performance test “slalom between obstacles”, 
which has been validated in the Czech Republic also for the adult population in 
Musálek (2014), did not reveal similar problems with the detection of the preferred and 
non-preferred lower limb. This finding is in conformity with studies Knights and Moule 
(1967) or Beling et al. (1998), which revealed agreement of results of performance tests 
with determined foot preference solely in the child population. Same like (Coren et al., 
1981; Gabbard et al., 1991; Gabbard, 1992; Gentry and Gabbard, 1995; Gabbard, 1996) 
we assume that the lower limbs undergo a longer process of lateralization as compared 
to the upper limbs. This longer process of lateralization might be affected by the 
function of the lower limbs. While the upper limbs are intended for manipulation, the 
lower limbs are responsible mainly for postural and locomotion functions. In addition, 
we should not overlook a previous finding to the effect that the spino-cereberllar paths 
and tracks are different for the upper and lower extremities. Different paths for 
proprioceptive information for the upper and lower extremity lead from the spine 
(Chusid, 1982; Kandel, Schwarz, & Jessel, 2000). We see as a concrete application of 
these findings primarily the assessment of laterality by motor tests. In assessment of 
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laterality of lower limbs we should have taken into account the fact that fine motor or 
complex lower limbs tests are age dependent. 
Results from multigroup modelling showed that the sensitivity of all seven 
skilled performance tests in a two-factor model for detecting laterality of the upper and 
lower limbs is quite similar for both genders. This means that the lateralization process 
for the upper and lower limbs is probably quite similar in females and males at this age. 
The only difference revealed that was of some significance was related to factor load of 
the “foot tapping” test in females r = 0.74 and males r = 0.56 with factor validity 
coefficient for females being significantly p < 0.05 higher in comparison with factor 
validity of this indicator in males. This difference might be explained by some 
environmental factors, in males primarily by collective sports where both lower limbs 
are used (e.g., football). Consequently, the “foot tapping” test might not be sufficiently 
sensitive to determine the difference between the preferred and the non-preferred lower 
limb in males. On the other hand, in females who are not affected by these 
environmental factors, or are affected to a much smaller extent, the “foot tapping” test 
determines the relation to footedness concept more clearly. 
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3. GROSS AND FINE MOTOR PERFORMANCE IN CHILDREN 




We should realize that human laterality and its assessing are an important source 
of information about brain development, its disorders or diseases. For instance, a large 
body of studies found an unusual handedness pattern specifically in sense of higher 
frequency of left- and mixed-handers in schizophrenia patients, people with 
developmental coordination disorders, children with the Attention Deficit Hyperactivity 
Disorder (ADHD) syndrome, or children with developmental learning and reading 
challenges (e.g., Gur, 1977; Wheeler, Watkins, & McLaughlin, 1977; Roussounis, 
Gaussen, & Stratton, 1987; Shaw & Brown, 1991; Sommer, Aleman, Ramsey, Bouma, 
& Kahn, 2001; Dragovic & Hammond, 2005; Rasmussen & Levander, 2009; Rodriguez 
et al., 2010).   
Therefore, assessing of motor laterality allows us not only to derive the degree 
of handedness but it could also be seen as a suitable tool which can help us find the 
answer to the question whether non-standard laterality patterns (like cross laterality 
preference or small differences in performance between the dominant and non-dominant 
extremity in certain tests) are a consequence of impaired or decreased brain 
lateralization.  
The Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) syndrome is one of the 
research areas where motor performance in fine and gross activities along with motor 
laterality patterns or laterality profile have been heavily investigated in the last few 
decades.   
The Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) is a neurobehavioural 
disorder characterized by a disruption of inattention and/or hyperactivity-impulsivity 
(Weiss & Hechtman, 1993; Hinshaw, 1994; Barkley, 1997; APA, 2013; Glozman, 
2013). ADHD affects approximately 5% of children, although in literature the range 
varies from 3% to 20% (Swanson et al., 1998; Polanczyk & Jensen, 2008; Romanchuk, 
2010). It is also important to realize that ADHD is a neurobehavioural disorder 
persistent to adulthood even though its prevalence varies with age. For example, 
Willcutt (2012) reports 11.4% in 6- to 12-year-olds, 8% in 13- to 18-year-olds, and 5% 
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in individuals aged 19 and older. The prevalence is ten times higher in children with 
learning disabilities (Glozman, 2013) and three times higher in male children compared 
to female children (Arcia & Conners, 1998; Nøvik et al., 2006; Rasmussen & Levander, 
2009; Willcutt, 2012). Although the ratio decreases with age, the difference is still 
evident in adults aged 19 and older (Willcutt, 2012).  
Many previous studies have shown that individuals with ADHD face common 
challenges with fine and gross motor activities in upper and lower limbs (e.g., Wade, 
1976; Pitcher, Piek & Hay, 2003; Harvey et al. 2007; Pan, Tsai & Chu, 2009). It is 
generally accepted that between 30% and 50% of children with ADHD have motor 
impairments, which can undoubtedly affect their daily life (Hartsough & Lambert, 
1985; Barkley, DuPaul & McMurray, 1990; Piek, Pitcher & Hay, 1999; Pitcher, Piek & 
Hay, 2003; Visser, 2003; Fliers et al., 2010). Pitcher et al. (2003), who assessed the 
degree of fundamental motor skills (Movement Assessment Battery for Children 
(MABC)) and fine motor skill (Purdue Pegboard) of male children with ADHD and 
their neurotypical counterparts, found significantly higher prevalence of movement 
impairments in all three subtypes of children with ADHD: ADHD-PI (58%), ADHD-HI 
(49%) and ADHD-C (47%), consistent with developmental coordination disorder 
(DCD). The characteristics and presence of ADHD motor difficulties and the 
probability of the diagnosis have been linked to possible brain anomalies and to non-
standard cerebral lateralization of motor function (e.g., Ludors et al., 2010; Gilliam et 
al., 2011). The large systematic review by Siedeman, Valera and Makris (2005) 
concluded that the most replicated alterations in ADHD in childhood include 
significantly smaller volumes in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, caudate, pallidum, 
corpus callosum, and cerebellum. Mostofsky et al. (2006) found decreased activation in 
primary motor cortex during simple tapping test in ADHD children compared to 
controls. 
Neuroimaging data have revealed aberrant cerebral connectivity in individuals 
with ADHD, which manifests itself in difficulties with internal timing mechanisms 
(Rubia, Noorloos, Smith, Gunning & Sergeant, 2003). As a result, movement 
programming is altered in individuals with ADHD, thus leading to poor fine and gross 
motor skills. In addition, ADHD syndrome was related to a lower increase of dopamine 
on the periphery and a reduced lactate response to exercise (Wigal et al., 2003). In the 
area of  associations between ADHD and human laterality, non-right and/or mixed-
handedness or footedness have been linked to some characteristic of ADHD: 
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mixed/handedness and inattention (Rodriguez et al., 2010; Lin & Tsuang, 2018); 
impulsivity and direction and consistency of handedness (Simoes, Carvalho & Schmidt, 
2017; Schmidt, Carvalho, & Simoes, 2017) an increased risk of depression and impaired 
psychosocial functioning in children with ADHD who demonstrated a non-right motor 
preference (Beiderman et al., 1994); mixed-footedness  and probability of ADHD and 
high impulsivity scores and left-; and mixed footedness (Tran & Voracek, 2018). A 
different brain structure, poorer brain lateralization or different biochemical responses 
of ADHD individuals compared to neurotypical peers have been perceived as possible 
causes of higher probability of motor difficulties in ADHD. It has been suggested that 
motor impairments in ADHD can be explained by poor attention. However, recent 
investigations have identified motor impairments as a separate entity from attention 
deficit (Miyahara, Piek, & Barrett, 2006; Fliers et al., 2008). Approximately 41% of 
children with ADHD displayed atypical motor skills, which could result from a cortical 
maturation delay in prefrontal regions (see Shaw et al., 2007). Overall, the 
aforementioned studies highlight that children with ADHD may possess an inherent risk 
for developmental delays in motor skill performance.   
It became a little complicated to generalize the above information on ADHD 
population when investigations brought very inconsistent results in motor performance 
of ADHD males and ADHD females. Whereas some studies have demonstrated 
differences in ADHD functional impairment between males and females (Biederman et 
al., 2002; Cole, Mostofsky, Larson, Denckla, & Mahone, 2008) others have revealed no 
difference (e.g., Gaub & Carlson, 1997; Nøvik et al., 2006; Fliers et al., 2008). It is thus 
unclear whether motor characteristics (gross and fine motor manifestation) of ADHD 
are the same in both sexes. Some light into this area was brought by Dirlikov et al. 
(2010), who, by neuroimaginary approach, revealed structural deficits in different 
investigated brain regions between ADHD boys and ADHD girls. Girls had overall 
reductions in total prefrontal cortex (dorsolateral, left inferior lateral, right medial, 
orbitofrontal and left anterior cingulate). These areas play an important role in planning, 
decision-making, and synthesis of information from other brain regions. On the other 
hand, boys with ADHD showed an overall reduction in total premotor cortex.  Premotor 
cortex is greatly involved in complex motor activities.  
Further, due to higher prevalence of ADHD in males (1:3-5) compared to 
females there are much fewer studies with a balanced sample of ADHD males and 
ADHD females.  
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Although research has been done that aimed to shed light on the causes of motor 
impairment in ADHD, which is also related to human laterality, still many questions 
remain open. Castellanos and Proal (2012), who summarized functional and structural 
anomalies/differences in brain regions and networks of ADHD individuals compared to 
controls, emphasised that these networks (visual, motor, fronto-parietal and default) 
cannot be exhaustively or equally relevant to all individuals with ADHD, but they 
provide a straightforward framework for converging attempts to parse the pertinent 
dimensions of symptoms and constructs (Castellanos & Proal, 2012, p.22) 
 
Taking into account previous findings and suggestions, we carried out a study in 
which we tested differences in motor performance between ADHD children and 
neurotypical controls in specific fine and gross motor tests. The core of the study was to 
use tests in which we assessed the activity of different brain regions (indirectly). This 
specificity was built on motor or planning requirements, whether test contained 
continuous movement with high demand on hand-eye coordination or discontinued 
movement with high demand on hand-eye coordination (with or without subject 
transportation); whether movement had rotation (pronation and supination) or a swing 
arm (two types of plate tapping) character.  
 We were interested to learn whether:  
1) motor impairment in fine and gross motor performances will be the same in 
middle school age ADHD boys and ADHD girls 
2) ADHD boys and ADHD girls will differ significantly and equally in specific 
fine (generally stronger cerebro-cerebellar neuropathways) and specific gross 
motor performances from neurotypical peers 
3) ADHD boys and ADHD girls will display significantly smaller differences in 
fine and gross motor performances between the dominant and non-dominant 
upper and lower limb compared to neurotypical peers.   
First, we had to prepare a test bank which contained items/tests sufficiently 
reflecting the finding that ADHD individuals have difficulties with internal timing 
mechanisms. Implications of these difficulties have been shown in children with 
ADHD or children at risk of ADHD, including lower accuracy and higher variability 
within hand-eye tracking and pursuit tasks (e.g., copying of shape; threading beads, 
drawing a line) compared to neurotypical peers (Kalff et al., 2003; Rommelse et al. 
2007; Lavasani & Stagnitti, 2011).  We also worked with the assumption that items 
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with higher demands on motor coordination (complex motor activities in which 
higher demands are put on coordination and integration of more segments of the 
limb involved in the activity) (Annett, 1992; Roy et al., 1994; Sainburg & 
Kalakanis, 2000) should show the biggest differences in performance between the 
preferred and non-preferred hand. When considering these theoretical outcomes, we 
selected seven motor tests from gross motor to higher fine motor character using the 
content validity process (Table 3). 
 
 
Table 3  
Fine and gross motor tests 
Fine motor tests Gross motor tests 
1. Spiral tracing 4. Turning a box alternately with the front 
and the rear side on the table  
2. Dot-filling 5. Small plate finger tapping   
3. Moving beads from one box into another 
using tweezers  
6. Big plate finger tapping 
 7. Foot tapping 
 
Research sample: 
First we had to determine the age category of children. Since the middle school 
age is considered a very stable period in motor and somatic development (Ljach, 2002), 
we selected children aged 9 to 11. The second requirement in this study was to obtain a 
balanced sample in terms of gender of ADHD children. Children with ADHD were 
recruited from the National Institute of Pedagogy and Psychology (IPPP) database of 
neurobehavioural disorders. These children were enrolled in a special state school in 
Prague for children with ADHD who were first diagnosed with ADHD when they were 
5 or 6 years old, and who are re-tested on a yearly basis to confirm the accurate 
diagnosis. For more details about the diagnostic process see Scharoun et al. (2013). In 
the end, the research sample of ADHD children contained 58 participants (males=29; 
females=29) and 58 neurotypical controls (males=29; females=29). All ADHD children 
passed the tests without any medication such as ritalin. Neurotypical children were 
selected from schools without any specific specialization (e.g., technical, artistic, sport, 
or linguistic). Ethics approval was granted by the Ethics Commission of the Faculty of 
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Physical Education and Sport, Charles University. In addition, parental consent was 
obtained for all individuals. 
Procedure: 
Hand preference: 
Hand preference was determined based on results from three specific tests contained in 
a battery validated for Czech children Musálek (2012): 
1) throwing at a target; 2) ringing a bell; 3) cutting with a knife.  
Eleven of the participants were identified as left-handed. This included three 
neurotypical children (two males and one female) and eight children with ADHD (two 
males and six females).   
For more details see Scharoun et al. (2013) 
 
Results: 
Our finding can be seen from three perspectives 
1) Performance by preferred and non-preferred hand: 
a. Firstly, in all tests regardless of character (fine, gross) or its specificity, 
the preferred hand achieved a better performance compared to the non-
preferred hand in both ADHD children and neurotypical controls.  
b. Secondly, the degree of difference in performance between the preferred 
and non-preferred hand was similar (non-significantly different) in 
ADHD children and neurotypical peers.  
2) Differences in motor performance between ADHD children and neurotypical 
controls 
a. ADHD children performed significantly worse in high complex fine 
motor tests with high demands on hand-eye coordination (spiral tracing, 
dot filling, tweezers and beads) regardless whether it was a movement 
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continuous or a movement discontinuous test. Nevertheless, children 
with ADHD were significantly worse only in the performance of the 
preferred hand compared to neurotypical peers. Further, it is interesting 
to note that in a specific foot tapping test where participants had to 
change heel toe part of the foot during the test – which means high 
coordination demands on acral part of the lower limb – ADHD children 
also performed much worse compared to neurotypical controls. 
b. On the other hand, in gross motor “speedy” tests where the level of 
motor accuracy was not included, no significant differences were found 
between ADHD and controls regardless whether the movement had a 
rotation or swing character.  
3) Differences in motor performance in interaction – ADHD vs. controls vs. gender   
a. Gender effect was revealed only in spiral tracing test which had a 
character of a complex continuous movement test with high demand on 
hand-eye coordination.  ADHD girls were significantly faster than 
ADHD boys. Still, ADHD girls were significantly worse in spiral tracing 
performance by the preferred hand compared to neurotypical girls. In 
addition, boys with ADHD were significantly worse in spiral tracing 
performance by the non-preferred hand compared to nerotypical boys. In 
speedy rotation test twist box, a major effect of gender was also revealed. 
Boys did significantly more twists than girls but ADHD children and 
neurotypical controls did not differ in performance. In swing arm gross 
motor tests 1) small plate tapping and 2) big plate taping no effect 
regarding group ADHD vs. neurotypical peers or gender was found. 
Although this study showed that highly complex tests with high demand 
on hand-eye coordination or foot coordination caused the biggest 
differences in motor performance between ADHD children and their 
neurotypical peers and also suggested variability in performance even 
within ADHD children considering gender we realized several 
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limitations of this study. Our first plan in this investigation was to do 
precise motor and sensoric laterality evaluation; however, we were not 
able to fulfil this aim. Due to the very specific work with ADHD 
children and the many compromises we had to make during testing, we 
were not able to acquire objective information about possible cross 
laterality of ADHD children (hand-eye, foot-eye). Since previous 
research showed that higher evidence of hand-eye cross laterality exists 
in ADHD population, we perceive the absence of this information as the 




Although in this study the motor laterality profile was limited only to 
handedness of the participants, its results support previous findings that non-right 
handedness is more common in ADHD population. In addition, it was found that highly 
complex motor tasks emphasising hand-eye or foot coordination showed significant 
motor impairment in ADHD children compared to neurotypical controls. In these tests, 
ADHD children’s performance was worse by about 11–16%. These results are in 
conformity with previous studies focused on – hand-eye coordination. Lavasani and 
Stagnitti (2011) have observed poorer performance in children with ADHD when 
placing dots in a grid pattern and drawing lines. Meyer and Sagvolden (2006) revealed 
significant impairment in children with ADHD within a Maze Coordination task. In 
addition, many studies also revealed poor handwriting in ADHD children, which is 
highly coordination demanded  (e.g. Barkley, 1998; Flapper et al., 2006; Racine et al., 
2008) Since previous studies suggested that ADHD syndrome in associated with higher 
prevalence of mixed handedness (Beiderman et al., 1994; Rodriguez et al., 2010; Lin & 
Tsuang, 2018) as a possible result of poorer brain lateralization, we would expect a 
much lower difference in motor performance between the preferred and non-preferred 
hand in ADHD children. The unpublished data available in Appendix 1 shows that mix-
handedness was higher in the ADHD sample (24%) compared to neurotypical peers 
(18%).  Also the degree of right-handedness calculated as laterality quotient (LQ) from 
hand preference tasks was stronger in neurotypical children 91.7% compared to ADHD 
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children 84.7%. Interestingly, lower LQ was found in ADHD girls (83.1%) than in 
ADHD boys (86.1%) even though it was hypothesised that male population would 
manifest generally lower right side lateralization (Whittington and Richards, 1987; 
McManus, 2004; Sommer et al., 2008).  
Although we had some evidence that the ADHD sample in our study expressed 
higher variability and lower lateralization of upper limb, when we compared the data 
distribution and performances of the preferred and non-preferred limb, we found non-
significant differences between ADHD individuals and neurotypical peers. ADHD 
children as well as their neurotypical peers displayed a similar degree of performance 
(from 58 to 67%) of the preferred limb in the highly complex test where the differences 
between the preferred and non-preferred limb were the greatest (Scharoun et al., 2013). 
It means that ADHD children were (according to our laterality assessment, restricted 
only to the upper limb) less lateralized and showed systematically worse performance 
by the preferred and non-preferred limb in highly complex tests demanding 
coordination and place or timing accuracy compared to neurotypical peers. Impairment 
of coordination in fine motor activities could be explained by decreased level of 
catecholamines in brain of ADHD individual especially in prefrontal cortex (Carter, 
Krener, Chaderjian, Northcutt & Wolfe, 1995; Arnsten & Li, 2005; Arnsten & Pliszka, 
2011) or on the periphery which has been documented by Hanna, Ornitz and Hariharan 
(1996) or Wigal et al. (2003).  
We can understand the motor difficulties of ADHD children in fine motor tests 
also when taking into account the evidence of structural anomalies in connections 
between and within specific brain regions and reduction of volume in certain brain 
regions which has been well documented in ADHD individuals (e.g. Siedeman et al., 
2005; Mostofsky et al., 2006; Rubia et al., 2003). When it comes to the question 
whether motor difficulties in ADHD boys and ADHD girl are different, we have to 
conclude that they seem to be of a similar extent. The only test where ADHD girls 
performed significantly better was fine motor continuous movement test spiral tracing.  
These results, however, are in contrast with the findings of Meyer and Sagvolden 
(2006), who noted that female children with ADHD perform the maze coordination task 
and the grooved pegboard task significantly slower than male children with ADHD. In 
our study, ADHD girls were significantly worse than ADHD boys in foot tapping. It has 
to be noted, though, that in this test also neurotypical girls performed significantly 
worse than neurotypical boys. It can thus be suggested that sex differences in fine motor 
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skills are limited. This is in line with Gaub and Carlson’s (1997) meta-analysis and 
critical review, where no sex differences in ADHD were revealed. When observing 
gross motor skills, similar to Fliers et al. (2008), female children with ADHD displayed 
similar motor coordination problems as male children with ADHD. What we perceive 
as a major challenge for further research is to consider, in addition to lateral preference, 
also cross laterality patterns which have not been commonly studied in ADHD in 
relation to motor difficulties even though especially the connection between visual and 
motor network has been documented by neuroimagery studies as significantly impaired 
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As described in the first chapter, handedness in humans can be perceived as the 
most transparent functional asymmetry since 90% of people are right-handers and 10% 
are left-handers (e.g., Annett, 2002; McManus, 2004; Hugdahl & Westerhausen, 2010). 
Here I would like to emphasize that previous research determined that handedness is a 
behavioural property which reflects the structural and functional lateralization of the 
human brain (see Geschwind & Levitsky, 1968; LeMay, 1976; Pujol, Deus, Losilla & 
Capdevila, 1999; McManus, 2004; Takao, Hayashi & Ohtomo, 2013; Annett, 2013; 
James et al., 2015). The origin and deviations of this functional brain lateralization have 
been investigated from a genetic perspective – genetic models of handedness 
inheritance (Annett, 1985, 2002; Gangestad & Yeo,1994; Levy & Nagylak, 1972; 
McManus, 1984, 1985, 2002) as well as from an environmental perspective where it 
was found that factors like premature birth (Ross, Lipper, & Auld, 1987; Saigal, 
Rosenbaum, Szatmari & Hoult, 1992; Domellöf, Johansson, & Rönnqvist, 2011), 
prenatal level of testosterone (Geschwind & Galaburda, 1985; Tan, 1990; Beking, 
Geuze, van Faassen, Kema, Kreukels & Groothuis, 2018); birth stress (Bakan, 1977; 
Van Strien, Bouma, & Bakker, 1987; Coren, 1995) can influence brain lateralization 
with relations to handedness and limb motor performance. However, most of these and 
other studies have been focused mainly on structural (like lobes or gyri and sulci) and 
functional (pathways) lateralization of the cerebral right and left hemispheres.  
A large body of research has verified that movements of the preferred hand are 
controlled by the contralateral cerebral hemisphere, which also exhibits a higher brain 
activity and involves an extensive area of the motor brain map compared to the 
ipsilateral cerebral hemisphere, (e.g., Amunts et al., 1996; Viviani, Perani, Grassi, 
Bettinardi & Fazio, 1998; Volkmann, Schnitzler, Witte, & Freund, 1998; Gut et al., 
2007). However, movement manifestation is not just a question of the cerebral 
hemispheres function. A voluntary movement is possible only when a complex of 
occurrences takes place in the brain network involving many regions. For instance, 
neuroimaginery studies revealed that basal ganglia, which are connected with cerebral 
cortex, play an indisputable role in voluntary movement. In addition, functional as well 
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as structural asymmetries in certain parts of basal ganglia related to handedness were 
found during movements (e.g., Scholz et al., 2000; Klöppel, Mangin, Vongerichten, 
Frackowiak & Siebner, 2010). In addition to basal ganglia and limbic system, which 
will not be part of the current study, it is important to realize that other brain structures, 
like cerebellum, are involved in the performance of movement. Therefore, in the 
following part I will outline the cerebellar function and its possible connection to human 
laterality. In particular, cerebellum could be described as a fantastic computer involved 
in both motor actions (sensomotor control, information about position, balance control 
and muscle tension control) (Ito, Yoshida, & Obata, 1964; Keele & Ivry, 1990; Nicholls 
et al., 2001; Ito, 2002; Stoodley & Schmahmann, 2010) and cognition 
(Schmahmann,1997; Nixon & Passingham, 2000; Stoodley, 2012).  
Previous research has repeatedly shown that the cerebral hemispheres are 
contralaterally connected to the cerebellar hemispheres. The connection of these two 
structures creates a cerebrocerebellar communication loop (Kelly & Strict, 2003; 
Jissendi, Baudry & Baleriaux, 2008; Stoodley & Schmahmann, 2009; Salmi et al., 
2010). An increase in blood oxygen flow in the contralateral region of motor cortex and 
ipsilateral cerebellar cortex was observed in unimanual motor activities (Nair, Purcott, 
Fuchs, Steinberg, & Kelso, 2003; Hu, Shen & Zhou, 2008). From this we can conclude 
that each of the cerebellar hemispheres participates in motor control on the ipsilateral 
side of the body (e.g., Eccles, 1967; Chollet et al., 1991; Cui et al., 2000; Yan et al., 
2006; Ito, 2012). Since, from the point of motor control, cerebellum is believed to play 
an important role in particular in the timing of movement, the discovery of the 
cerebrocerebellar loop led to a better understanding of the involvement of cerebellum in 
its responsibility for motor coordination of the motion (Miall & Reckess, 2002; Gowen 
& Miall, 2007). For instance, the neuroimage study of Snyder et al. (1995) revealed in 
right-handers a significant relation between the hand preference and the cerebellar 
torque (Spearman correlation r = .52). Further, Gao et al. (1996) and Grafton, Arbib, 
Fadiga & Rizzolatti (1996) found a stronger blood flow in the right cerebellar 
hemisphere in right-handers when performing a reach and grasp activity. Very 
important findings were provided by He et al. (2006). These authors revealed 
handedness-related functional connections in cerebellar-prefrontal, cerebellar-parietal, 
cerebellar-temporal and cerebellar-limbic connectivity which support the assumption of 
a significant role of cerebellum in the concept of handedness. In addition, Begliomini, 
Nelini, Castiello, Caria and Grodd (2008) found that cerebellar and cortical activation is 
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related in grip and handedness. According to them, this might indicate a possible 
involvement of the cerebellum in the process of adaptation and precision of the shape of 
the hand intended for grip and manipulation (Begliomini et al., 2008). Although some 
authors (e.g., Rosch, Ronan, Cherkas, & Gurd, 2010) consider the research in the field 
of functional cerebellar asymmetry an essential complement to cortical studies in the 
understanding of human laterality, primarily in the field of the concept of 
thedevelopment of hemispheric specialization, the question of functional lateralization 
of the two cerebellar hemispheres and their relationship to handedness is still an open 
issue. 
Understanding the connection between human laterality and cerebellar function 
could be helpful in many fields (pedagogical, psychological, sport) to improve or 
increase the effectiveness of motor learning (explicit versus implicit approach) for 
acquiring of fundamental or specific motor skills (Veraksa, Aires, Leonov & Musálek, 
2018). 
Prof. Kamil Henner, a leading Czechoslovak neurologist, was among the first to 
obtain results from investigating the association between handedness and cerebellar 
function during clinical testing of muscle tone. Henner revealed that the right-handed 
adult population exhibited a significant level of hypotonia, a higher articular flexibility 
in the non-preferred, i.e. left upper limb, observed as synkinesis during walking 
(Henner, 1927, 1936). Since cerebellum is also composed of two hemispheres, Henner 
(1936) defined the revealed asymmetry as a physiological extinction syndrome or 
manifestation of cerebellar dominance. Henner’s followers, Tichy and Belacek (2008, 
2009), confirmed that asymmetric cerebellar hypotonia is well detectable in joint 
junctions, for instance during walking (see also Plate, Sedunko, Pelykh, Schlick, 
Ilmberger & Bötzel, 2015), or in controlled parallel falls of the upper or lower limbs, 
when it takes the form of a significantly larger extent of motion of the non-preferred 
limb. Tichy and Belacek (2008) were also first to find, using clinical evaluation (by 
aspection and palpation) of muscle tone and articularis passivity that Henner’s 
hypothesis of cerebellar dominance on the non-preferred hand works also in right-
handed children. On the other hand, a follow-up study Tichý, Běláček, Nykl and 
Kaspříková (2012), conducted on healthy adults (n=26 right-handers and n=35 left-
handers), revealed that cerebellum dominance does not manifest itself with the same 
specificity regarding handedness of participants. Hypotonia, which was again evaluated 
(by aspection and palpation) as a difference in the number of swings in the wrist, 
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shoulder, elbow, knee joints and in the ankle during controlled free falls proved to be 
significantly detectable in the non-preferred limb exclusively in the right-hand 
population. Left-handers showed significant variability that did not correspond to the 
specified principles of cerebellar dominance (Tichý et al., 2012).  
Even though the aforementioned clinical studies by Henner (1927, 1936) and 
Tichy et al. (2008 – 2012) showed with a lot of consistency a greater hypotonia on the 
non-preferred limb in right-handed children and adults, it must be still taken into 
account that these studies evaluated primarily the relationship between laterality and 
cerebellar dominance by clinical methods (aspection, palpation). This may have a 
significant impact on the quality of the acquired data. Further, there has not been any 
evidence showing that motor performance of the preferred and non-preferred hand will 
also support the suggested link between hand preference and cerebellar dominance. 
Therefore, in our research we aimed to extend the approach to include the 
assessment of a certain manifestation of cerebellar dominance (so-called physiological 
extinction syndrome) in the upper limb in middle age school right-handed children. At 
the same time, we aimed to reveal whether the performance of the preferred and non-
preferred limb in right-handers might be connected to a different muscle tone, which is 
significantly influenced by right and left cerebellar hemispheres. In other words, 
whether a higher muscle tone implies or may imply a better control. Since, unlike in the 
previous studies, we designed and used a novel photoscopic method of assessment of a 
selected manifestation of cerebellar dominance (articular passivity), it was first 
necessary to verify the test- retest reliability of the assessment of articular joint passivity 
in a selected joint connection (wrist), where it was assumed that consistent results 
would be obtained. At the same time, this study aimed to assess the relationship 
between handedness performance measures and the assessment of the joint passivity of 
the wrist, which might show that the cerebellum controls the dominant and the non-
dominant limb in a different way.  
It was hypothesized that a significant relationship between the difference in the 
performance of the preferred and non-preferred hand would be observed. Acquiring 
such information will allow a deeper insight into the questions of cerebro-cerebellar 
asymmetries in humans and it can open additional research areas targeting motor 






In line with the approach used in previous studies to find a homogenous sample 
of children in the age range when the human body expresses quite stable patterns of 
motor behaviour including motor laterality of the upper limb, we focused our selective 
attention on middle age school children (age 8 to 10 years). Children were recruited 
from public elementary schools in the Capital City of Prague and they were selected 
using an intentional selection process. More specifically, schools and pupils without any 
specific specialization (e.g., technical, artistic, sport, or linguistic) were selected. We 
used a list of schools from each Prague district (there are 10 main districts) and selected 
one school from each district. All selected schools had to have a similar number of 
children in age category 8-10 and classes with integrated children were excluded, so as 
not to bias the results. In the Czech education system, it means that our sample 
consisted of children from 2nd to 4th grade. Ethics approval was granted by the Ethics 
Commission of Faculty of Physical Education and Sport, Charles University.  In 
addition, a parental consent was obtained for all individuals.  
A total of 193 typically developing 8–10-year-olds from Czech primary schools 
without previous injury of upper limbs were selected for the present study. Since it 
proved to be too difficult to get a proportional sample of right- and left-handed children, 
we limited our investigation only to right-handed children. Results of hand preference 
tasks from test battery Musalek (2013) validated for Czech children confirmed that 157 
of the children were pure right-handers (71 boys and 86 girls; Mage = 9.2 years, SD= 




Four difference motor tests were used to assess hand performance: spiral tracing, 
dot filling, tweezers and beads, twisting box. These tests were validated for Czech 
children by Musalek (2014). The applicability of these tests was previously verified for 
children of the same age in studies Scharoun et al. (2013), Musalek (2015). A detailed 
characteristic of these tests from the methodology and motor perspective is given in 
publications: Scharoun et al. (2013), Musalek (2014), Musalek (2015), Musalek, 
Scharoun and Bryden (2015).  
Developing a maximally objective tool that could be used in field testing conditions 
presented a new challenge for the assessment of articularis passivity as replications of a 
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previous suggestion about manifestation of cerebellar dominance. In the first step, it 
was necessary to determine a sufficiently sensitive joint in which suggested hypotonia 
could be assessed. Since human hands are adapted for manipulation and transportation, 
we decided to measure the differences in articularis passivity in the left and right wrists. 
In the next step, the unilateral immobilizer was made using the technology of shaping 
thermoplastic on a gypsum model (for more detail, see Figure 1 and the description of 
the developing process in Musalek at al., 2015). 
 
Methodology for the use of the portable immobilizer: 
In each participant the following anatomical markers were found: centre of the 
humerus capitulum, the lateral epicondyle of the humerus, styloid process of the ulna, 
and the distal end of the fifth metacarpal. All these markers were labelled by a tip pen. 
Then the height of the immobilizer was adjusted for each participant to a comfortable 
position. The arm fixed in the immobilizer was locked to ensure that the participant’s 
elbow remained at a 75° angle. The accuracy of the fixed joint angle was checked by the 
cross line laser. The participant was then asked to relax the wrist (see Figure 2. in 
Musalek et al., 2015). While the participant maintained the fixed position, the 
researcher took a photograph of the preferred and non-preferred arm and hand using a 
digital camera attached on tripod and kept at a fixed distance of 150 cm from the 
immobilizer throughout the duration of the study. All participants went through the 
measurement procedure twice (test-retest) with a 90-min break between assessments. 
The angle of the right or left wrist at the end of the test was calculated from connected 
anatomical markers in Dartfish program.  
Before we started to analyze all collected data, we had verified the reliability 
(time stability) of the portable immobilizer developed for assessing of articularis 
passivity. The reliability of left- and right-wrist joint angles, as assessed by correlating 
measurements of articular joint passivity in the first and second assessment (r = 0.97), 
showed that our photoscopic method was highly stable across 90 min (see Table 2 in 




In all hand performance tests participants achieved a significantly better 
performance by the preferred hand (see Table 1 in Musalek et al., 2015). Further, it was 
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found that the non-preferred upper limb (left) in the research group of right-handed 
children demonstrated significant hypotonia p < .01 (i.e., higher articular joint passivity; 
see Figure 4 in Musalek et al., 2015). Nevertheless, a detailed analysis revealed that the 
increased passivity in the left wrist assessed in a static relaxed position using a 
photoscopic method was found in 95% of cases; eight right-handed children 
demonstrated a reverse result (i.e., hypotonia being detected in the preferred [right] 
upper limb). Further, significant correlations between articular passivity in the wrist as 
the manifestation of cerebellum dominance and hand performance tests r = 0.36 – 0.59 
were revealed (see Table 3 in Musalek et al., 2015).  




Unlike in previous studies Tichy and Belacek, (2008, 2009), a new photoscopic 
method was used to determine neocerebellar extinction syndrome as a manifestation of 
cerebellar dominance. The test-retest verification of reliability showed that in the 
defined conditions (repetition of tests after 90 min) the measurement of articular 
passivity was highly stable (r = 0.97). Our results considering greater hypotonia on the 
non-preferred hand are in line with conclusion of Tichy and Belacek (2008). A 
subsequent correlation analysis of articular joint passivity which revealed a significant 
relationship with hand performance tests (p < .001) adds important information to the 
existing literature (e.g., Beaton, 2003; Beaton & Mariën, 2010; Jäncke, Specht, 
Mirzazade & Peters, 1999; McManus & Cornish, 1997; Peters, 1995; Snyder et 
al.,1995), which suggests that cerebellar dominance plays a unique role in handedness. 
Our finding represents possible supplementary information to the common 
understanding of the statement that the preferred hand is usually also more skilful in 
hand performance tasks. Therefore, we suggest that a higher muscle tone could be a 
prerequisite for a better performance. More specifically, the correlation between 
articular joint passivity and motor performance tests for the upper limb, which has 
always worked with the given tool grasped by fingers in a certain way, support the 
findings of the study Begliomini et al. (2008), in which a correlation between 
cerebellum activation, handedness and grasp-related core areas was observed. In 
addition, in this study hand performance tests were used in which the final test result 
was affected by the level of precision and speed, which can also be formulated as the 
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ability of time synchronization of movements where muscle tone control plays an 
important role (Keele & Ivry, 1990; Miall, Reckess, & Imamizu, 2001; Miall & 
Reckess, 2002;Gowen & Miall, 2007).  
Therefore, based on our results we suggest that the indirect manifestation of 
cerebellar dominance observed as different articularis passivity in the preferred and 
non-preferred hand might show that the preferred and non-preferred upper limb is 
controlled differently by each cerebellar hemisphere.  
Recently it has been observed in several sports that left-handers have a certain 
advantage – in tennis, table tennis, fencing, at least from the space perspective. The 
information about cerebellar dominance could be used in situations when the coach is 
not sure about the child’s handedness or in situations when parents want to change a 
child’s natural handedness (mostly from right-hander to left-hander) with the aim to 
increase the child’s chance to succeed in a sport discipline (tennis player Rafael Nadal). 
In addition, we assume that the information about cerebellar dominance could represent 
a novel supplementary approach in the assessment of handedness which could 
overcome socially dependent preference items and tasks. Acquiring such information 
will allow a deeper insight into the questions of cerebro-cerebellar asymmetries in 
humans and it can open additional research areas targeting motor learning process and 
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5. FUNDAMENTAL MOTOR SKILLS – ITS ESSENCE 
 
 
The majority of our research devoted to laterality contained a fine motor 
performance component. We have used at least three fine motor complex tests (spiral 
tracing, dot-filling, tweezers and beads). These tests can be also perceived as tests of 
manual dexterity. The term dexterity as it is currently accepted was defined by Latash 
and Turrey (1996), who built on Berstein’s theory of motor control as “harmony in 
movements” (p. 20). In humans, manual dexterity represents a multidimensional trait 
with at least five factors (Fleishman & Hempel, 1954) and is mostly described as the 
ability to perform precisely (accuracy, speed, fluency) fine motor movements 
(Rosenblum & Josman, 2003) respecting children’s developmental age (Kohlmeyer, 
1998; Jenkinson, Hyde, & Ahmad, 2008) and it belongs to a more general concept 
called “motor competences”. However, we should point out that the term “motor 
competences” (MC) seems to be developed as a universal term. For instance, Robinson 
et al. (2015) stated that “contemporary use of the term motor competence “…reflect[s] 
various terminologies that have been used in previous literature (i.e., motor proficiency, 
motor performance, fundamental movement/motor skill, motor ability, and motor 
coordination)” (Robinson et al., 2015 p. 1274). 
Motor competence can be conceptualized as a person’s ability to execute 
different motor acts, including coordination of both fine and gross motor skills in 
physical activities and specific sports (Henderson & Sugden 1992; Corbin, Pangrazi, & 
Franks, 2000).  
One of the terms within the motor competence domain in called fundamental 
motor skills. Fundamental motor skills (FMS) as a concept were first described by 
Wickstrom (1977, p. 3) who explained them as “. . .a common motor activity with a 
general goal“ which represent  “the basis for more advanced and highly specific motor 
activities”. However, it does not mean that before 1977 the term FMS did not exist. A 
variety of studies investigated: 1) relations between FMS and physical growth or 
development in children (Johnson, 1962; Halverson, 1966); 2) how FMS influence 
acquiring of rhythmic skills (Beisman, 1967); 3) learning/acquiring of FMS in a 
population with lower motor ability  (Lafuze, 1951); or 4)  studies which tried to detect 
the structure of FMS (Jones, 1935). Generally, a lot of questions have been asked 
mostly regarding the role of FMS in human motor development. 
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FMS are clearly defined types of movements so we can also find in literature the 
term “fundamental movement skills” (Logan, Ross, Chee, Stodden, & Robinson, 2018) 
and they are considered as building blocks of more advanced movements, for instance, 
for developing of physical fitness components (strength, speed, coordination) or 
acquiring of sports-specific skills (Clark & Metcalfe, 2002; Robinson & Goodway, 
2009; Payne & Isaacs, 2017). FMS are most often divided into three parts a) locomotion 
– involving run, jump, hop, leap, slide, gallop; b) object control skills – manipulation – 
involving catching, throwing, kicking, and balance (changes of positions and 
movements during standing and while moving, standing on one leg, walking on tip-toes, 
etc.), (Stodden et al., 2008; Haywood & Getchell, 2009; Gallahue, Goodway & Ozmun, 
2012).  
Fundamental motor skills (FMS) are developed through human ontogeny as a 
higher function of verticalization whose aim is locomotion in upright position and 
manipulation. Evidence of a significant relation between verticalization, locomotion and 
manipulation has been provided especially by physiotherapy and pediatric neurologists 
(e.g., Twitchell, 1951; Stockmeyer, 1967; Bobath & Bobath, 1972; Case-Smith et al., 
1989;). 
The verticalization process in every human starts immediately after birth (we 
will not include the reflex period) and is firstly driven mainly by sequences of reflexive 
and rudimentary movements of children. In the following parts we will not discuss 
infants’ reflexes (author’s note). These rudimentary movements have an evolutionary 
perspective, which includes a certain amount of stages necessary for a full sensory 
motor control (Shirley, 1933; Bayley, 1935; Gesell, 1945). These stages are, for 
instance: turning from back to tummy, crawling, creeping, sitting, quadrupedal walking, 
staying and walking (Gallahue, Goodway, & Ozmun, 2012; Blythe, 2014). One field of 
physiotherapy called “developmental kinesiology” investigates the presence or absence 
of certain reflexes in infants and tries to correct, mostly using reflexology approaches 
like Vojta approach, rudimentary movements and their continuity (Kobesova & Kolar, 
2014). Starting at about 4 months of age, rudimentary movements are combined with 
first voluntary movements, which are involved in the verticalization of walking as an 
energetically very efficient kind of transportation (Lieberman, 2014) and free hand 
manipulation. Therefore, rudimentary movements could be perceived as platform stages 
for developing of higher brain centres involved in more complex voluntary movements 
like transportation plus manipulation (if a child wants a toy which is out of reach then 
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the child first has to transport itself to the toy and then it can move or manipulate – 
observing, playing, etc.).  At this point it is important to emphasise that in the early 
stages of child development, children learn mainly through movement (Houston-
Wilson, 2015, p.12).  
Nevertheless, rudimentary movements should not be seen as only maturationally 
based because then they would lack voluntary developmental control like it was 
suggested by Heldebrandt, Rareik, Glassow and Carns (1961). The subsequent 
developing the locomotion, manipulation skills and balance can, under certain concepts, 
be determined as a process of developing and improving of FMS.  
In literature, the term FMS often overlaps with other terms like gross motor. 
Gross motor refers to processes in which large muscles are usually involved that are 
responsible for moving the body in space. It includes, for instance, trunk movements, 
orientation or balance (Carlson, Rowe, & Curby, 2013; Cameron, Cottone, Murrah & 
Grissmer, 2016). When we look back at the structure of FMS, we can see that human 
gross motor is partly reflected in each defined sub-concept of FMS (Veldman, Okely, & 
Jones, 2015). Thus, locomotion definitely contains gross motor as well as balance; 
otherwise we would not be able to walk. Further, object control is also involved in gross 
motor, which is observed, for instance, in certain types of throwing. Moreover, throwing 
on distance or on target is generally considered as part of the concept called 
manipulation and object control. One kind of manipulation skills that is highly 
developed in human is manual dexterity. Manual dexterity in simplification represents 
conception of fine motor performance (very deep and detail description of Dexterity as 
complex psychophysical phenomenon provides Latash and Turvey (1996)). 
Nevertheless, it is important to realize that no fine motor activities could be carried 
without gross motor. These concepts of human motor skills are joined vessels 
(Seashore, 1942; Case-Smith et al., 1989; Case-Smith & Bigsby, 1993). When someone 
wants to perform a very accurate, precise fine motor movement, the main role of gross 
motor is to adjust the angles in our joints to the most effective position, which 
consequently enables us to perform the fine motor movement by acral parts (fingers) as 
accurately as possible (Skinner, 1979; Véle, 2006). Therefore, efficient co-operation of 
gross and fine motor is essential for learning of new skills (Jenkinson et al., 2008). 
From this perspective, the conjunction of gross motor and FMS, according to 
Logan et al. (2018), leads to misunderstanding of the basic principles that FMS is a 
superordinate construct to each of its subconstructs, including gross motor. 
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5.1 Fundamental Motor Skills: Review 
We consider it crucial to at least briefly note that before FMS concept was 
established, research had published conclusions that explained only certain natural 
relations in motor development. In the field of physical fitness it was found that 
different aspects of physical fitness from preschool age are age and sex dependent. 
Older children perform better than younger ones and boys perform better than girls 
except for flexibility (e.g., Phillips, 1955; Adams, Linde, & Miyake, 1961; Pařízková, 
1973, 1977; Milne, Seefeldt, & Reuschlein, 1976). Even though the concept of FMS 
was not known, the studies that looked into the development of motor skills (no unified 
consensus existed between categories used or assessed skills) pointed out that the 
acquisition or the level of motor skills are also age dependent – younger children 
performed worse compared to older ones. Further, it was revealed that the level or 
improvement in different motor skills is significantly related to the content of the 
assessed motor skill. Boys outperformed girls in catching and throwing but girls 
performed better in balance, fine motor tests and in motor skills where anticipation was 
necessary (e.g., Dusenberry, 1952; Sapir, 1966; Connolly, Brown, & Bassett, 1968; 
Denckla, 1973; Dunham, 1977; Halverson, Roberton, & Langendorfer, 1982). 
Investigations into FMS which developed from the FMS concept defined by 
Wickstrom (1977) have been under way for approximately 40 years. If we look back at 
these four decades, we can observe interesting break points in research. Studies focused 
on FMS in the late 1970s and in the 1980s found that the degree of FMS is age and sex 
dependent during preschool age and elementary-school age and that its degree is 
significantly related to children’s physical activity (e.g., Martinek, Cheffers, & 
Zaichkowsky, 1978; Morris, Williams, Atwater, & Wilmore, 1982; Toriola & Igbokwe, 
1986). Researchers also identified factors which influence the development of FMS 
including genotype, environmental factors and own motor development from birth 
(Haubenstricker & Seefeldt, 1986; Pohlman & Isaacs, 1990). Particular attention was 
devoted to the role of family and especially to parents, who seemed to be important 
drivers for children in developing of FMS (Halverson, et al., 1982; Morris et al., 1982; 
Thomas & French, 1985). In addition, next to what we can call internal environment – 
family, further research verified that the development of FMS can be successfully 
improved in external education environment (kindergarten, schools) by application of 
special education programmes (Masser, 1987; Kelly, Dagger & Walkley, 1989).  
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Additional direction to which a lot of attention has been devoted is assessing of 
FMS. Generally in the 1970s, there were several batteries for assessing of psychomotor 
development in children (Seashore, 1930; Ozeretsky, 1948; Bruininks, 1978) as well as 
batteries which tried to identify children with a motor skills impairment. Among them 
was also the Test of Motor Impairment (TOMI) by Stott, Moyes and Henderson, (1972).  
The TOMI was later revised in 1984 and called TOMI-H (Stott, Moyes & Henderson, 
1984). Other instruments that could be adopted for measuring of some parts of FMS 
included, for instance, Koordinations Test fur Kinder (KTK) (Schilling & Kiphard, 
1974), which assessed body control (walking backwards, hopping for height, jumping 
and moving sideways), Ohio State University, Scale for Intra-Gross Motor Assessment 
(OSUSIGMA) (Loovis & Ersing, 1979) or a very comprehensive Peabody 
Developmental Motor Scale (PDMS) containing 244 items assessing concepts of 
Reflexes, Stationary, Locomotion, Object Manipulation, Grasping, Visual-Motor 
Integration (Folio & Fewell, 1983). From a different perspective, what was quite 
interesting was assessing of kinaesthetic sensitivity which showed that kinaesthetic 
perception and memory – the position of a body segment or speed of segment is 
significantly correlated with fine manual control as well as with co‐ordinated gross 
body movements (Bairstow & Laszlo, 1981). 
In our opinion, the first truly worldwide accepted instrument was developed in 
the beginning of the 1980s by Ulrich and colleagues (Ulrich, 1984; Ulrich & Ulrich, 
1984; Ulrich & Wise, 1984). These authors developed an instrument with a qualitative 
assessment protocol called the Test of Gross Motor Development (TGMD) (Ulrich, 
1985) covering the gross motor sub-concept of FMS. This qualitative approach met the 
demand for an instrument which would take into consideration the fact that motor 
development and FMS do not contain only a product (quantitative) oriented component 
but also a process (qualitative) oriented component. Immediately in the second half of 
the 1980s, research studies interested in motor development started to point out the 
worsening of manipulation skills in children. Graham (1987), who was focused on the 
“goal of physical education programme”, presented a very important finding that 
children from 3rd to 7th grade had very poor throwing, catching and kicking skills with 
definite differences regarding sex (girls performed worse than boys). Several of these 
findings led to the question as to whether there might be some rational cut off which 
would distinguish between motor difficulties caused by neurology deficits and others 
with environmental causes.  
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In the middle of the 1980, researchers and professional and general public were 
already familiar, at least in the western world, with the term “Developmental 
Coordination Disorder” (DCD) (Dare & Gordon, 1970). This diagnosis is explained as 
the presence of severe motor difficulties or clumsiness manifested also in daily 
activities which have a neurological background and are often associated with another 
comorbidities like Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), reading or 
learning disorders, or dyslexia (e.g., Tarver & Hallahan, 1974; Henderson & Hall, 1982; 
Cermak, Ward & Ward, 1986; Visser, 2003; Pieters, Roeyers, Rosseel, Van Waelvelde 
& Desoete, 2015; Biotteau et al., 2017). However, in the 1980s there was only little 
evidence as to what is the proportion of these children in the population and whether the 
worsening manipulation, found for instance by Graham (1987), might not be associated 
with the growing amount of children with motor difficulties or children with diagnosis 
of DCD. 
Hence, during the 1985–1992 period, we can notice something like the first 
wave of development of diagnostic instruments that tried to identify, using field testing 
methods, the degree of motor difficulties in FMS (TGMD, Ulrich 1985; Component 
Developmental Sequences (DevSeq), Haubenstricker & Seefeldt, 1986; Motoriktest fur 
Vier- bis Sechsjahrige Kinder (MOT 4–6), Zimmer & Volkamer, 1987; Fundamental 
Motor Skills (FMS) Test package in Eurofit test, Adam et al., 1988; Movement 
assessment battery for children, Henderson & Sugden, 1992; In. Logan et al., 2018). 
The Movement Assessment Battery for Children (MABC), developed by Henderson 
and Sugden (1992), contained centile scale with two important cut-off points (16th and 
5th). A child scoring under or equal the 15th centile was considered to have severe 
motor difficulties and a child scoring under or equal the 5th centile was considered to 
have a high probability of DCD. This approach was very helpful and widely used 
because it provided examiners with information that was important for deciding to what 
extent the measured motor difficulties were related to a possible neurology impairment 
of motor coordination. The following period 1993–2000 could be labelled as the second 
wave of instrument development focusing on the identification of motor difficulties in 
FMS sub-concepts. During that period, some previous instruments were re-validated 
and improved (TGMD-2, Ulrich, 2000; KTK, Schilling & Kiphard, 2000) and others 
were developed (Motor Skill Checklist, State of Victoria, Department of Education, 
1996; Assessment of Perceptual and Fundamental Motor Skills (APM) Inventory, 
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Numminen, 1995; Get Skilled Get Active (GSGA), NSW Department of Education and 
Training, 2000; In Logan et al., 2018).  
During the last wave that took place between 2000 and 2012, two widely used 
instruments were re-validated: 1) Bruininks Ozeretksky test battery of motor 
proficiency BOTMP-2, (Bruininks & Bruininks, 2005), and 2) the MABC-2, 
(Henderson, Sugden, & Barnett, 2007). In addition, Furtado-Gallagher Computerized 
Observational Movement Pattern Assessment System (FGCOMPASS) (Furtado, 2009; 
Furtado & Gallagher, 2012) or Fundamental Movement Skill (FMS) Polygon for 8-
year-old children (Zuvela, Bozanic, & Miletic, 2011) were developed; however, the 
replication and verification of the diagnostic quality and applicability of these tools is 
still in process.   
 
In our opinion, the development of the aforementioned test batteries, particularly 
in the first two waves, was very important for the determination of FMS in human 
motor development. Questions related to human motor development are closely 
connected with the term “motor behaviour”. For instance, studies by Ellson (1949) or 
Fitts (1954) presented a possible understanding of human motor behaviour as a certain 
change, though mostly explained as an immediate reaction to a definite stimulus. 
Gallahue (1982) pointed out that a vast amount of instruments used for assessing of 
motor development in children are product oriented which means that they are 
descriptive and “establish a standard of performance based on certain expectations for 
each chronological age” (Gallahue, 1982,  p. 247). In addition, in that period much less 
attention was given to the development of process orientated tests and batteries which 
could provide more information about the developmental progression of movement skill 
acquisition (Gallahue, 1982, p. 247). Another perspective regarding the importance of 
FMS in motor development, was introduced by 
Seefeld (1984) focused on when to start with systematic development of FMS in 
children. In conclusion Seefeld propose that FMS and its developemtn as well as degree 
is probably closely linked with physical fitness of children. Specifically, he assigned 
FMS an irreplaceable role in increasing physical fitness from early childhood (Seefeld, 
1984). Further, Schmidt and Young (1987), who worked on the transfer of learning (the 
transfer of motor control into process of acquiring of motor skill) suggested that motor 
behaviour is a process in which the primary determinants are: how an individual 
controls certain body segments during movement (timing, precise patterning, muscle 
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force). Therefore, motor behaviour is a situation when humans have to determine the 
way to solve it rather than how to solve it (Schmidt & Yang, 1987). Even though it 
might seem that the conclusions from previous studies only emphasized the necessity: 
1) to develop other kinds of tools for assessing of motor development; 2) to pay 
attention to FMS development or 3) how to understand acquiring of motor skills in the 
domain of motor behaviour, we perceive these conclusions and suggestions as important 
connections to another study Clark and Whitall (1989), which dealt with the difficult 
question: What is motor development, and how it is connected with the field of FMS. 
The biggest challenge which remains, by the way, still open to a certain extent, in 
assessing of FMS was to show whether motor development is a product or a process. If 
we consider motor development as product then motor development could be seen as a 
“change over time in motor behavior. On the other hand, when considering motor 
development as process then emphasis is on the underlying mechanisms of change” 
(Clark & Whitall, 1989, p. 194). This conclusion showed not only that motor 
development contains both product and process and that none of them should be given 
priority but it also defined new perspectives of research in the area of FMS. Even 
though shortly after Clark and Whitall (1989) some studies, like Higgins (1991), 
concluded that “Factors that influence the individual's level of skill are fully explored, 
along with the implications for functional behavior” (Higgins, 1991, p. 123), many 
other investigations were conducted in several dominant areas.  
We consider most important those studies that verified the importance of FMS 
development during childhood within educational process. In his theoretical paper, 
Gabbard (1988) saw FMS as one of the key mechanism for motor as well as cognitive 
development and underlined that FMS development must be an integral part of physical 
education. In addition, Ignico (1994), who focused on preschool children, emphasized 
the irreplaceable role of teacher for developing of FMS. Moreover, this author pointed 
out that the right guidance of children in FMS development also means looking for 
positive association of children to physical activities which persist to adulthood. This 
was also supported by 20-year longitudinal study carried out by Lloyd, Saunders, 
Bremer and Tremblay (2014). In addition, it was found out that certain aspects of 
academic achievement (math, reading, information processing skills) are positively and 
significantly related to the amount of physical activity (Goldstein & Britt, 1994; 
Shephard, 1997). Following research showed that social or cognitive skills significantly 
correlate with FMS in preschool children (Connor-Kuntz & Dummer, 1996; Goodway 
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& Rudisill, 1996; Payne & Isaacs, 1998) and especially agility and balance seemed to 
have a significant impact on working memory capacity and visual perceptual ability 
(Alloway, 2007; Niederer et al., 2011). On the other hand, poor level of FMS was found 
to be a significant predictor for lower self-concept (Gallahue & Ozmun, 1998). Later 
(more recent) research focused on the relation between academic achievement and FMS 
found that children with better FMS achieved better results in math and language skills 
(Ericsson, 2008) and that mastery of FMS may contribute to better student achievement 
(Sortor & Kulp, 2003; Jelle Vuijk, Hartman, Mombarg, Scherder & Visscher, 2011; 
Jaakkola, Hillman, Kalaja & Liukkonen, 2015;). A very interesting study was carried 
out by Rigoli, Piek, Kane and Oosterlaan (2012), who found, using structural equation 
modelling (on a small sample of n=93 adolescents) that motor coordination (aiming and 
catching) has significant indirect effect on academic achievement via working memory 
what could have an important impact specifically on the assessment of treatment of 
motor and learning difficulties. One of many factors which can affect/delay the degree 
of cognitive and executive skills is related to low gestanional age because the central 
nervous system is not generally well matured. Research showed that very preterm 
children have significantly poorer degree of FMS with higher probability of DCD and 
worse cognitive skills as well as academic performance (Foulder-Hughes & Cooke, 
2003; Davis, Ford, Anderson, Doyle & Victorian Infant Collaborative Study Group, 
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6. ARE SEX DIFFERENCES IN FUNDAMENTAL MOTOR 
SKILLS UNIFORM THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE 
PRESCHOOL PERIOD?  
 
 
In parallel with research devoted to benefits of FMS or how it could possibly be 
affected by definite factors, differences in FMS performance related to gender were also 
investigated. Gender differences in tests involved in the FMS concept had already been 
found in studies from the 1950s and 1960s. In relative conformity these investigations 
concluded that girls were better in balance, fine motor tests and in motor skills where 
anticipation was necessary and boys outperformed girls mainly in catching and 
throwing (e.g., Dusenberry, 1952; Govatos, 1959; Sapir, 1966; Connolly, Brown & 
Bassett, 1968;). In contrast to these findings, in their comprehensive meta-analysis 
Thomas & French (1985) found that balance did not differ in boys and girls till the age 
of 12 when boys start to perform better. In addition, according to some studies, gender 
differences in pre-pubescent age might be more dependent on social and environmental 
conditions (Garcia, 1994) than on biological factors. Since the development of FMS 
was often associated with preschool age period, intensive research started to investigate 
FMS structure and differences using standardized FMS batteries (KKT, MABC, 
MABC-2, TGMD and others) in preschoolers. Subsequent findings were mostly in 
conformity with the results of studies conducted in the 1950s and 1960s. In samples 
including children from preschool age to the end of pre-pubescence, girls were better in 
balance and fine motor and boys were better in overhead throwing (Schneck & 
Henderson, 1990; Butterfield & Loovis, 1993; Loovis & Butterfield, 1993; Raudsepp & 
Pääsuke, 1995; Junaid & Fellowes, 2006; Olesen, Kristensen, Ried-Larsen, Grøntved & 
Froberg, 2014). On the other hand, we must not forget studies that did not find any 
gender differences in the FMS degree particularly in preschoolers (e.g., Van Waelvelde, 
Peersman, Lenoir, Engelsman, & Henderson, 2008; Shala, 2009; Venetsanou & 
Kambas, 2011; LeGear et al., 2012; Spessato, Gabbard, Valentini, & Rudisill, 2013; 
Foulkes et al., 2015)  
When we studied the methodology applied in the aforementioned research 
focused on gender differences in preschool age, we concluded that the inconsistency of 
results could be explained by a number of factors. We consider as highly significant the 
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two following aspects: 1) not including children from the entire preschool period (3±6 
years old); 2) researchers sometimes created two age categories by combining 3- and 4-
year-olds and 5- and 6-year-olds together. Our subsequent search showed that only few 
studies compared the degree of FMS of boys and girls against each other according to 
individual age. One of these studies was conducted by Morris, Williams, Atwater & 
Wilmore (1982), where sex differences were present for locomotor and balance skills, 
but object control and fine motor skills were not investigated. We consider the 
information about the combination of sex age-specific in FMS vitally important in order 
to optimally develop FMS in modern day preschoolers whose conditions and social 
environment has significantly changed compared to the time of Morris et al. (1982) 
study.  
Therefore, the aim of our following research was to compare FMS scores of 
preschool boys and girls for each age group across the entire preschool period. Based on 
the incongruous findings of the research discussed above, it was hypothesized that sex 
differences would occur in different types of FMS (manipulative, locomotor and 
balance), but would not be uniform between boys and girls in each age group across the 
entire preschool period. Since we were not able to carry out repeated measurements, our 




For the purpose of this study, seven randomly chosen preschools in two regions 
(Prague and Central Bohemia) of the Czech Republic were selected. Parents were 
informed of the purpose, procedures and benefits of the study. The study was approved 
by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Physical Education and Sport at Charles 
University, and an informed consent was required from the children's parents or legal 
guardians. Children who had been diagnosed with mental or other clinically diagnosed 
impairments (such as ADHD, DCD, developmental dysphasia, etc.) and children from 
special needs classes were not included in the study. 
In the end, we received an informed consent from parents of n=325 children (162 boys 





Figure 12. Frequency of children considering age and sex  
Adapted from Kokštejn, Musálek, & Tufano, (2017). Are sex differences in fundamental motor 




We recognized that if we wanted to assess FMS in whole preschool age spectrum which 
is, according to Czech legislative, between the age of 3 and 6, we should focus our 
attention on the Movement Assessment Battery for Children – second edition (MABC-
2) (Henderson et al., 2007), specifically on MABC-2 Age Band 1 (AB1), which was 
designed for assessing of FMS in preschool children. The MABC-2 was translated to 
Czech environment by modified direct translation method (Behling & Law, 2000) and 
validated on Czech population of children (Psotta, 2014).  
The MABC-2 test AB1 contains eight test items which assess FMS in three basic 
motor domains: manual dexterity (MD), aiming and catching (AC), and balance (BAL) 
The four motor tasks have different conditions between younger (3- and 4-year old) 
and older (5- and 6-year old) children. For instance, younger children must post six 
coins and thread six beads whereas older children must complete 12 of each. Younger 
children can use the entire body when catching a beanbag; older children must only use 
their hands. 
Further, the MABC manual allocates normative values for 5- and 6-year olds 
independently, while norms for 3- and 4-year olds are divided into two groups per age 
using 6-month categories, yielding four groups in total (3 y 0 months to 3 y 6 months; 3 
y 6 months to 4 y 0 months, etc.). For simplicity and clarity, these half-year categories 
were combined into a single score for each age, and the same was done in case of 5- and 
6-year olds. Data were collected by one trained research team. For more detail, see 







In the first step we analysed “as usual” whether any differences exist in FMS 
between boys and girls in preschool age. We compared the degree of FMS in each 
assessed sub-concept (manual dexterity – MD; aiming and catching – AC; balancing – 
BAL) between boys and girls regardless to which specific age category they belonged 
to.  
From fig. XX it is evident that not only the total test score (TTS), which is a composite 
score of results of each sub-concept, but also performances in two sub-concepts were 
significantly different for boys and girls. Girls achieved better results in MD and BAL 
compared to boys. On the other hand, AC did not prove to be sex dependent (Fig. 13). 
 
 
Note: FMS = fundamental motor skills; MABC-2 = Movement Assessment Battery for Children-2; TTS 
= total test score; MD = manual dexterity; AC = aiming 
and catching; BAL = balance; ** p < .01. 
 
Figure 13. FMS proficiency in 3- to 6-year-old children   
Adapted from Kokštejn et al. (2017). Are sex differences in fundamental motor skills uniform 
throughout the entire preschool period?. PLoS one, 12(4), e0176556. 
 
 
To verify whether the assumed changes in the development of FMS during preschool 
period between boys and girls exist, we split the results from the MABC-2 to age 




Figure. 14 FMS in 3-year, 4-year, 5-year and 6-year old children  
Adapted from Kokštejn et al., (2017). Are sex differences in fundamental motor skills uniform 




The results received by splitting children into four age categories with respect to 
sex showed that the differences between boys and girls in FMS and its sub-concepts are 
not uniform during whole preschool age. We can see that girls achieved better TTS only 
at the age of 3 and 4 years. A detailed investigation of changes in TTS also revealed that 
while each age group of boys achieved better results in the MABC-2 from the 25th 
centile at the age of three (Fig. 14A) to the 48th centile at the age of six, (Fig. 14D) girls 
showed quite a different pattern. The group of 3-year-old girls achieved the 50th centile 
(Fig. 14A) and the group of 4-year-old girls achieved the 56th centile, an even better 
result (Fig. 14B). However, 5- and 6-year-old girls worsened their performance to the 
48th and the 40th centile respectively (Fig. 14C and Fig. 14D). In addition, MD, which 
is closely related to fine motor and which, it has been frequently stated, is generally 
superior in girls compared to boys, seemed not to be different with regards to sex at the 
end of preschool age (Fig. 14D). Very similar changes are also visible in BAL, which 
negatively and rapidly changed between the age of 4 and 5 in girls (Fig. 14B and Fig. 
14C). The last sub-concept, AC, could be also divided into two periods. At the age of 3-
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4, girls performed better in AC even though the difference was not significant. 
However, at the age of 5, the position between boys and girls in AC clearly changed. 
Boys start to outperform girls in AC and this outperformance was at its maximum in the 
last age category of 6-year-old children when boys achieved significantly better results 




It was shown that FMS development probably does not occur in preschool age 
boys and girls in parallel way. Our results from each age category matched with 
conclusions of previous studies to the effect that girls aged 3–5 outperform boys in MD 
(Sigmundsson & Rostoft, 2003; Livesey, Coleman, & Piek, 2007; Kourtessis et al., 
2008) and TTS and BAL; (Sigmundsson & Rostoft, 2003; Livesey et al., 2007). In 
addition, our finding that boys are significantly better at AC at the end of preschool age 
(6-year-old boys) was also in line with results of Vandaele, Cools, de Decker and de 
Martelaer (2011) or Spessato et al. (2013). However, it must be said that in our study 
differences in AC skills did not occur between sexes in 3-, 4-, or 5-year-olds. Based on 
these findings, we support the suggestions that preschool boys and girls should not be 
compared to each other, but should be compared only to children of the same age and 
sex. In relation to the used instrument it has been previously suggested that unisex 
norms in the MABC-2 should be separated for boys and girls Livesey et al. (2007). To 
support this idea, it is plausible that differences in FMS proficiency between sexes exist 
during early childhood and can be credited to a complex interaction of environmental, 
socio-cultural and biological factors (Thomas & French, 1985; Cools, De Martelaer, 
Samaey & Andries, 2009). Specifically, it has been indicated that motor development 
during infancy is different, with a note that in some areas of motor development girls 
are faster/more advanced compared to boys (Hutt, 1972). This suggestion concerned the 
different tempo in motor development, which has been related to different maturation of 
the brain structure between sexes during infancy, childhood and adolescence age (De 
Bellis et al., 2001; Piek, Gasson, Barrett & Case, 2002). In particular, the study of De 
Bellis et al. (2001) found, on a sample of boys and girls in the age range 6-17 years, an 
age-related decrease of gray matter volume in boys along with an increase of white 
matter volume and corpus callosum area compared to girls. Here, it is also quite 
important to remind that research conducted in the 1990s proved that cerebral gray 
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matter volumes decrease progressively after age 4 (Jernigan & Tallal, 1990; 
Pfefferbaum et al., 1994), which could be seen in our study as a break point for 
significant changes in the FMS profile regarding sex (Fig. 14, A-D ). Studies focused on 
changes in white matter volume in relation to motor skills showed that increasing 
volume of white matter in primary motor cortex was significantly related to improving 
of motor skills in children (Barnea-Goraly et al., 2005; Mostofsky, Burgess & Gidley 
Larson, 2007). On the other hand, reduced volume of white matter or smaller 
development of white matter is related to neurodevelopmental problems (Dyet et al., 
2006), including motor difficulties manifestation (Bos, Van Braeckel, Hitzert, Tanis & 
Roze, 2013). Differences in the degree of FMS during preschool period between boys 
and girls could be also explained from neurology perspective. In preschool age children, 
an increase in white matter volume has been observed, which has been linked to the 
improvement of motor skills. Further, this increase which is more evident after fourth 
year is greater in motor cortex areas in boys compared to girls. Nevertheless, we must 
not forget another aspect, namely that changes in the CNS system usually occur as a 
result of interaction with the environment (Malina, 2004).  
According to Malina (2004), the sex differences in FMS might be explained by 
social and cultural diversity and appropriateness of motor skills that involve these motor 
patterns (Malina, 2004). Interaction of socio-environmental factor along with biology 
maturation involving maturation of CNS was partially presented by Seefeldt and 
Haubenstricker (1982), who developed 5 stages from immature to fully mature 
performance in specific eight motor skills (jump, hop, catch, strike, kick, run, skip, 
overhead throw). During early childhood period till the age of seven boys dominated in 
overhead throw and kick. It was also found that the range of differences between boys 
and girls is age-related in these tests. On the other hand, girls were better at catching 
and hoping. Nevertheless, only better results in catching showed to be age-related.  
Aforementioned information about the specifics of brain maturation and changes 
and its interaction with environmental factors could suggest that 3- to 4-year-old boys 
may need more time to develop fine motor skills and should not be compared to girls of 
the same age, which is supported by the seemingly sub-par performance of younger 
boys in nearly all FMS skills. As the present study utilized a cross-sectional design, 
meaning that age groups could not be compared to each other and patterns of FMS 
development could not be determined from the data, a longitudinal follow-up of 
children may allow for more accurate explanation as to why boys begin to outperform 
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girls in object control skills as they get older. Lastly, the data presented should not be 
viewed as novel normative values, but instead they indicate that preschool children of 
all ages and both sexes should not be compared to one another in the Czech Republic. 
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7. RELATION BETWEEN AMOUNT OF BODY FAT AND 
FUNDAMENTAL MOTOR SKILLS IN PRESCHOOLERS  
 
 
Since for several decades now societies around the world have been facing the 
problem called obesity, with different intensity in each country, it was just a matter of 
time when research studies would start to focus on the relation between FMS and 
obesity. In locomotion it was revealed that obese children displayed lower cadence 
along with longer cycle duration and lower relative velocity compared to normal‐weight 
subjects (Hills & Parker, 1992). Till the beginning of the 21st century there was a 
certain inconsistency in results related to the association between body status, body 
composition or adipose profile and the degree of FMS. Ellery (1991) or Raudsepp and 
Jürimäe (1996) found only a weak relationship in preschool children and pre-pubertal 
boys between skinfold thickness and performance in FMS. Further, Graf et al. (2004)1 
or Williams et al. (2008) or Yang Lin and Tsai (2015) did not reveal any meaningful 
significant relations between BMI and the degree of FMS. Whereas, Malina et al. 
(1995); Burton and Miller (1998); McKenzie et al. (2002); Lopes Stodden and 
Rodrigues (2014) and others found a significant negative correlation between the degree 
of FMS and body status (BMI). When we look in more detail at research which revealed 
inverse relations between the degree of FMS and overweight and obesity, we will find 
that body weight or body status (defined for instance by BMI) does not affect the results 
of all sub-concepts (locomotion, object control, balance) of FMS.  The majority of 
studies conducted on preschoolers and pre-pubescent children agree that locomotor and 
balance skills are significantly poorer in overweight and obese children compared to 
their non-obese peers (e.g., Okely, Booth & Chey, 2004; Southall, Okely & Steele, 
2004; D’Hondt, Deforche, De Bourdeaudhuij & Lenoir, 2009; Cliff, Okely, Morgan, 
Jones, Steele & Baur, 2012; Roberts, Veneri, Decker & Gannotti, 2012). In addition, 
only some studies revealed that overweight and obese children also performed 
significantly worse in object control activities (e.g., Okely et al., 2004; D’Hondt et al., 
2009; Vameghi, Shams & Dehkordi, 2013). The aforementioned studies that revealed 
                                                          
1 Graf et al. (2004) stated that BMI and FMS are significantly negatively related based on correlation 
coefficient r=-0.164 (p<0.01). This study was conducted on a sample of n=668 participants. Even though 




negative associations between body status and the degree of FMS worked with a 
sufficiently large research samples and FMS were assessed by widely used valid and 
reliable instruments (e.g., BOTMP; CHAMPS; MABC-2; OSU-SIGMA scale; TGMD-
2). In addition to the conclusions about the existence of differences in the degree of 
FMS regarding body status with a negative effect for overweight and obese individuals, 
we see as very important the findings of D'Hondt et al. (2013). These authors 
longitudinally observed (in two years cycle) changes in gross motor skills in the 
population of overweight, obese and non-obese pre-pubescent (age 6-10 years) children. 
The results of this research proved that: 1) in the first measurement overweight and 
obese children had a lower degree of gross motor skills compared to non-obese peers; 2) 
the gap in gross motor skills between overweight, obese children and non-obese 
controls widened significantly after two years. These results suggest that gross motor 
skills as part of the FMS concept are not only generally delayed in overweight and 
obese children but that the development of gross motor skills seems to be decelerating 
in these children during the pre-pubescent age period. 
To sum up, we have quite solid support for the negative implication of body 
weight or body status for certain aspects of FMS. However, almost all studies were 
focused on comparisons of non-obese and overweight and obese children. Even though 
previous research has verified that for motor performance it is also necessary to have a 
sufficiently developed lean mass component (Morris, Naughton, Gibbs, Carlson & 
Wark, 1997; Ortega, Ruiz, Castillo & Sjöström, 2008), much less attention has been 
paid to the question whether the status of underweight children could be also negatively 
related to performance in FMS. We found only one study Roberts et al. (2012), which 
included also underweight children. However, it was more focused on the implication of 
excessive weight on FMS. In this study, only 150 out of about 4,600 children were 
identified as underweight according to BMI cut offs. The results of this study (see 
Roberts et al., 2012, p. 356) clearly show that underweight children performed similarly 
to overweight and obese peers, whose performances, particularly in catching skills and 
balance, were worse compared to healthy weight counterparts. The hypothesis that also 
very skinny underweight children have lower level of certain motor competences was 
also supported by research of Khodaverdi, Bahram and Jafarabadi (2012). These authors 
focused on the relation between body status and the degree of motor ability. Results of 
their investigation showed that underweight children had significantly lower motor 
ability than their healthy-weight peers.  
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Due to the lack of information about whether underweight body status is inversely 
related to the degree of FMS, we formulated the following research questions: 
1) Underweight children defined using BMI and the amount of subcutaneous fat 
will display a significantly lower degree of FMS compared to their healthy non-
obese peers 
2) Severe impairment of fundamental motor skills will be significantly more 
frequently identified in preschoolers aged 3-6 years with the amount of body fat 
higher than the 85th centile of norms. 
 
 
Since to date the majority of studies carried out on preschool children have used 
only BMI as an indicator of overweight and obesity even though research has pointed 
out its limits (see Okorodudu et al., 2010; Sedlak et al., 2015), we decided to collect 




Four randomly selected kindergartens (not private) from two specific districts of 
Prague, Czech Republic, were involved in the study. These kindergartens did not have 
any specialization (e.g., sport, language, art). The final research sample consisted of 
n=492 (females=241, males=251) preschoolers aged 3 to 6.9 years (x=4.75; ±1.21) 
whose parents signed a voluntary inform consent. The research was approved by the 





All anthropometric measurements were done according to the reference manual 
Lohman, Roche and Martorell (1988) using standardized equipment. We measured:  
Weight: medical calibrated weight type TPLZ1T46CLNDBI300 was used to assess 
weight to the nearest 0.1 kg  
Height: portable anthropometer P375. Measurements were taken to the nearest 0.1 cm  
Skinfolds: triceps and subscapular skinfolds were measured by Harpenden type caliper 




Percentage of body fat (%BF) was calculated according to equations Slaughter et al. 
(1988) using the data of skinfold measurements on triceps (SFT) and subscalpular 
(SFS).  
 
Since we estimated the percentage of body fat in the somatic part, we finally decided to 
classify children in slightly different way than is usual (i.e., underweight, overweight 
etc.). We determined three categories with respect to the amount of body fat as follows: 
1) underfat, 2) proportionate fat, 3) overfat   
The final classification of individuals into categories was done according to norms of 
Schwandt, Eckerstein and Haas (2012), who used Slaughter equations approach.  
1) underfat<15th centile 
2) proportionate fat 16th–85th centile 
3) overfat>86th centile  
 
Fundamental motor skills: 
Same as in the previous study we used the Movement Assessment Test Battery 
for Children-2 (MABC-2) (Henderson et al., 2007).  In particular, we used the age band 
(AB1) variant intended for children aged 3-6 years. Since the number of children in 
each kindergarten would overwhelm one trained research team, which collected the data 
in the previous study, we had to train two additional teams. So, finally we had three 
independent research teams with 5 trained people within each team for collecting data. 
From the perspective of inter-rater reliability it was necessary to verify the data 
collection consistency between teams.  Therefore, before own data collection we carried 
out pre-testing on a sample of 20 preschoolers who were not included in the results of 
this study. In each team the responsibility of each individual examiner for examining of 
a definite portion of items was defined. The inter-rater reliability (InRel) between teams 
and examiners respectively was InRel=0.91.  
 
FMS degree cut offs: 
A child whose performance in the MABC-2 was: 1) ≤15th centile was defined as 
having significant motor difficulties; 2) ≤5th centile was defined as having severe motor 




For more details concerning the methods, see full text Musálek et al. (2017) at the end 




In order to have a clear idea about the measured sample of preschoolers from 
somatic perspective, we first compared weight, height and thickness of skinfolds of the 
participants with the latest national norms (Vignerová et al., 2006). While the values of 
weight and height were on the 49th and the 52nd centile of the national norms 
respectively, the thickness of two measured skinfolds (triceps and subscapula) was 
significantly higher than the average, in particular on the 75th centile of the national 
norm. However, this finding was not surprising and it corresponds with studies from 
many countries that reported an increased prevalence of overweight and obesity even in 
preschoolers in at least the last three decades (e.g., Kalies, Lenz, & Von Kries, 2002; 
Luo & Hu, 2002; Sedlak, Pařízková, Daniš, Dvořáková & Vignerová, 2015).  
In our study, out of the whole sample of 496 children, 12 were identified as 
underfat, 306 had proportionate adiposity and 178 children were identified as overfat. 
The number of children in each of the defined categories indicates a highly unbalanced 
sample. Therefore, the interpretation of the results in the following parts, particularly 
with respect to underfat children, will be very careful.   
 
Prevalence of risk of motor difficulties2 and severe motor difficulties: 
The first important finding was that overfat as well as underfat children displayed twice 
as much frequency of significant and severe motor difficulties compared to 
proportionate fat peers Chi-square=12.71, df=4, Effect size=0.16 (Fig. 15).  
 
                                                          
2 Additionally, we decided to identify performance in MABC-2 ≤15th centile as being at risk of motor 
difficulties instead of being at risk of DCD. This decision was made based on the currently accepted 




Figure 15. Incidence of movement difficulties corrected to amount of adipose tissue 
Adapted from Musálek, Kokštejn, Papež, Jírovec and Honsová. (2017). Relation Between 
Percent Body Fat and Fundamental Motor Skills in Preschool Children age 3-6 years. Sport 
Mont, 15(2), 9-13.  
  
 
Although we have to interpret this result carefully due to the very unbalanced sample, 
this finding led to the question whether the frequency of children on the opposite side of 
the performance spectrum, that is children with above average performance in the 
MABC-2, will also differ significantly between underfat, proportionate fat and overfat 




Figure 16. Difference in TTS, TSS and portion of high above centile score (PCT)≥90th from 
MABC-2  
Adapted from Musálek et al. (2017). Relation Between Percent Body Fat and Fundamental 
Motor Skills in Preschool Children age 3-6 years. Sport Mont, 15(2), 9-13.  
 
 
Before comparing the frequencies of children with above average values achieved in the 
MABC-2, we shall give on a brief description of average results. It was revealed that 
underfat children achieved statistically the worst average results in the MABC-2. 
However, due to the very unbalanced number of participants in each category, this 
finding was not supported by Effect size. A further analysis of above average values led 
to surprising findings. Firstly, no underfat children achieved value ≥90th centile. 
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Moreover, frequencies of children with results ≥90th centile did not different between 




This study, oriented on the relation between FMS performance and body 
composition in preschoolers, revealed two main findings. Firstly, overfat as well as 
underfat children had a significantly higher prevalence of significant and severe motor 
difficulties compared to proportionate fat counterparts. If we took into consideration 
only the results of overfat children, our finding would only support previous 
conclusions that excessive body or obese status negatively influence performance in 
FMS (e.g., Okely et al., 2004; Cliff, et al., 2012; Sedlak et al., 2015; Vameghi et al., 
2013; Roberts et al., 2012).  
However, in addition, we found that the relation between adiposity and 
prevalence of motor difficulties might be seen from two different perspectives. It means 
that too much body fat, but also too little body fat, can negatively influence FMS 
performance. This assumption was further supported by the fact that underfat children 
also achieved the worst average results in the MABC-2. This finding could be indirectly 
in conformity with Roberts et al. (2012), where underweight, but not defined as 
underfat, children, also achieved worse results in FMS compared to normal weight 
peers. Although we knew about the prevalence of significant or sever motor difficulties 
as well as about average results of children in each defined category, we did not know 
yet whether the data distribution, particularly in case of underfat and overfat children, 
would differ. The assumption of different data distribution between underfat and overfat 
children was made based on the fact that although underfat children had the same 
prevalence of motor difficulties compared to overfat children, their average value from 
the MABC-2 was worse. Finally, we were not interested in the complete data 
distribution profile but we focused on the results ≥90th centile from the MABC-2, 
which are considered as above average. Results of frequency analysis showed that no 
underfat child was above average in the MABC-2. On the other hand, above average 
results were achieved by 8.4% of overfat and 10.4% of proportionate fat children.  The 
main question remains as to why overfat children were able to achieve above average 
performance in the MABC-2 while underfat peers were not. Here, however, we once 
again need to emphasise that due to the very unbalanced sample this conclusion that too 
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little fat could contribute to higher motor difficulties and lower probability to achieve 
above average performance in the MABC-2 still leaves many questions unanswered.  
One possible suggestion to explain the differences in data distribution between overfat 
and underfat preschoolers could be that these two categories of children differ in their 
biological maturation. In preschool age, a well-known phenomenon called adiposity 
rebound appears, which refers to a moment when until then declining BMI starts to 
increase. Although it has not been confirmed that earlier adiposity rebound would be 
connected to advanced biology maturation in preschool age rather than in pre-
pubescence and pubescent age (Rolland-Cachera et al., 1984; Williams & Dickson, 
2002; Cameron, Pettifor, De Wet & Norris, 2003; Malina, 2014), some studies (e.g., 
Frisancho & Flegel, 1982) found that advanced biological maturation from early 
childhood could be linked to the amount of both centripetal adipose tissue and internal 
adipose tissue. Therefore, in future research it would be very interesting to verify 
whether the amount of centripetal adipose tissue is linked to biological maturation of 
even preschool age children which might bias the results of FMS batteries, which are 
scored according to chronological but not biological age.  
We would also add some closing remarks regarding studies whose aim is to 
investigate the influence of body status on definite motor performance. We assume that 
the interpretation of body status (overweight and particularly obesity) just by BMI 
without any additional information about the adiposity profile can contribute to the 
inconsistency in results between studies mainly caused by low sensitivity of BMI – a 
fact that has been often criticised (e.g., Pařízková, 1977, 2008; Scheffler et al., 2007; 
Okorodudu et al., 2010; Morano, Colella & Caroli, 2011; Bogin & Varela-Silva, 2012). 
Further, we would also not recommend using only raw values of measured skinfolds for 
correlation or regression analysis like it was done in study Ellery (1991), in which the 
whole sample without any categorization was analysed. When we additionally 
correlated the total test score (TTS) MABC-2 with the sum of two measured skinfolds 
considering age and sex (unpublished additional results for this thesis), we received 
very low non-significant relation r=-0.12. Therefore, we would first suggest 
categorizing participants according to standard reference cut offs (e.g., underweight or 
underfat, normal weight or proportionate fat, overweight, obese or overfat) based on 
body composition approaches (skinfolds, pletysmographmy, DXA, etc.) where lean and 
fat mass can be distinguished. Then researchers can use the whole sample or divide the 
sample to definite categories for a concrete analysis, mainly depending on the defined 
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research problem and aims. However, the portion of participants in each category 
should always be known because similarity or diversity of participants and their 
distribution in the selected sample directly affects data variance, which plays a key role 
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8. CONSTRUCT VALIDITY OF MOVEMENT ASSESSMENT 




From previous chapters it is evident that we used the MABC-2 for assessing of 
FMS in preschool age children. The MABC-2 is widely respected and it has been used 
since the validation of the second edition in 2007 done by Henderson et al. (2007). The 
MABC-2 is composed from three constructs (factors): 1) manual dexterity (MD); 2) aiming 
and catching (AC); 3) balance (BAL). According to Henderson et al. (2007), these 
factors are not significantly related to each other and they do not form a hierarchical 
structure (one construct is superior to another construct). 
When we conducted the analyses in our previously presented studies, in addition 
to our main research aims we were also interested to reveal which sub-test seemed to 
cause the biggest difficulties to participants or which items in each sub-test seemed to 
have the biggest effect on the final sub-test standard score. To obtain such information 
we had to check the raw date repeatedly (e.g., raw scores in each sub-test or even in 
each item). This detailed investigation showed that some of the items seemed to be too 
easy for our participants or had low discrimination power due to very similar results 
with only little variance. Particularly in sub-test BAL we revealed using the data from 
studies Kokštejn et al. (2017) and Musalek et al. (2017) that more than 50% of children 
reached the ceiling effect in items 1) walking heels raised and 2) jumping on mats.  
Although we do realize that the main aim of the MABC-2 is to identify children with 
significant motor impairment that should seek treatment, there are studies which 
recommend using the MABC or the MABC-2 also for cross sectional and comparison 
studies for assessing FMS in neurotypically developing (ND) children (Burton, & 
Miller, 1998; Henderson et al., 2007; Cools, De Martelaer, Samaey & Andries, 2009).  
Therefore, the question remains as to whether the defined scales of items and sub-tests 
in the MABC-2 are appropriately built in case we seek to receive a sufficiently detailed 
picture about FMS of ND children. 
When we looked for feedback on the MABC-2 from the academic sphere, we 
found that two years after the MABC-2 was made available to researchers, Brown and 
Lalor (2009) did the first critical review. These authors mentioned that, for instance, the 
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MABC-2 manual provides only limited information about its reliability. Reliability of 
MABC-2 AB1 items for preschoolers was carried by test-retest method on a small n=20 
research sample. Time stability of results from each sub-test was MD=0.77; AC=0.84; 
BAL=0.77 and TTS=0.80 (Hendersen et al., 2007). Nevertheless, the same authors 
pointed out that reliability for younger children from AB1 3 and 4 years was much 
lower in the range 0.48 – 0.68. In conclusion, in their ciritical review Brown and Lalor 
stated that the MABC-2 might be a useful clinical tool; however, the final interpretation 
of its outcomes should be done with care. It has been 10 years since Brown and Lalor 
published their study in 2009 and many other studies have tried to verify especially the 
validity of the originally suggested three-factor structure of the MABC-2. 
From the point of view of so-called non-criterial validity (e.g., face validity or 
content validity) it was shown that the semantic content of the MABC-2 items 
sufficiently corresponds with information that these items should provide in each sub-
test (manual dexterity, aiming and catching, balance) (Wagner, Kastner, Petermann & 
Bös, 2011).  
However, further studies which verified the construct validity of items and 
fitness of the original three-factor model of the MABC-2 using CFA approach (Schulz, 
Henderson, Sugden & Barnett, 2011; Hua, Gu, Meng & Wu, 2013; Psotta & Brom, 
2016) mostly did not find mathematically supporting results for the acceptance of the 
originally suggested three-factor model.  Rather, Schulz et al. (2011) and Psotta and 
Brom (2016) suggested that some of the items are related to more than one subtest. 
When Schultz et al. (2011) rejected the original three-factor model in AB1, they tried to 
find another, more appropriate model. Finally, a bi-factor structure with one general 
factor (g motor skill factor) for all variables in the MABC-2 and three separate 
constructs (manual dexterity, aiming and catching, and balance) produced the best fits. 
However, in this type of model quite a strong assumption must be made that 
correlations between each sub-tests should be fixed to zero. First, in this study 
correlations between factors were not fixed to zero and secondly, it must be stated that 
the suggestion that manual dexterity, aiming and catching, and balance measure totally 
different movement properties (it is common sense that manual dexterity – aiming and 
catching must share at least a certain portion of hand-eye coordination) does not have a 
strong behavioural background. Further, a bi-factor structure often gives nice fits; 
nevertheless, according to Brown, these adjustments primarily made to receive the best 
fit for our data, can be a double-edged sword. On one side, we get “easily” acceptable 
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values of fit indices for our model and we can interpret loadings between the g factor 
and each item. On the other side, factor loadings between items and sub-tests (e.g., MD, 
AC and BAL) can mean anything and it is usually hard to provide arguments about the 
cause or explanation of these loadings. Even though the suggested bi-factor structure 
with g motor skill factor can be problematic for interpretation, we found that the 
possible existence of g motor skills factor was apparently supported by Smits-
Engelsman, Niemeijer and van Waelvelde (2011). These authors revealed that the items 
in AB1 have strong internal consistency Cronbach 0.81 to 0.87. It means that each 
defined sub-test (MD, AC, BAL) could underlie motor performance in all tests items. 
Another approach to how to deal with a non-acceptable model fit of the original three-
factor model was introduced in Psotta and Brom (2016), who also tried to find a more 
suitable model by additional analysis. Since these authors stated that the g factor 
structure could not be accepted due to non significant loadings, they used the original 
three-factor model with modification indices. Modification indices are mathematical 
operations that are used to find solutions (mathematically, not behaviourally or 
empirically) how to achieve the best model for the collected empirical data. 
Nevertheless, the use of information provided by modification indices is conditioned on 
strong behavioural support for these mathematical suggestions (e.g., free correlation of 
errors between items, multi factor relations of some items, etc.). Using modification 
indices, Psotta and Brom (2016) finally suggested that the item threading beads has 
multifactor membership and should be related to two sub-tests MD and BAL. 
Moreover, to get an acceptable fit of the three-factor model it was recommended to add 
correlations of errors between items posting coins and drawing trail and between 
drawing trail and catching beanbag. The question is what these errors between items 
really mean; otherwise we have an acceptable fit of the model without any clear 
explanation why it is acceptable from the behavioural perspective. Hua et al. (2013), 
who investigated the model fit in MABC-2 on Chinese population, revealed an 
unacceptable fit of the original model and low factor validity of certain items (drawing 
trail, walking heels raised).  Interestingly, these authors only removed the problematic 
items with the poorest factor validity and then stated that the MABC-2 with six instead 
of eight items could be used.  
The only one study which supported the original three-factor model was 
Ellinoudis, Evaggelinou, Kourtessis, Konstantinidou, Venetsanou and Kambas (2011). 
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However, in this study a relatively small sample of n=183, 3- to 5-year-old preschoolers 
was used.  
Surprisingly, none of the studies aimed to verify the originally suggested 
structure considered the possible influence of age and gender throughout the entire 
preschool period, which has recently been shown to affect the MABC-2 test scores 
(Kokštejn et al., 2017). Based on suggestion of Schultz et al. (2011) that future research 
should examine the structure of factors in the MABC-2 test at different ages, we assume 
that the rather ambiguous results of the aforementioned studies indicate that throughout 
the preschool period (3-6 years), a wide range of individual differences in motor-skill 
development is likely present between different ages and genders (Gidley Larson, et al., 
2007; Van Waelvelde, Peersman, Lenoir, Engelsman & Henderson, 2008; Kambas et 
al., 2012). Specifically, our previous research Kokštejn et al. (2017) provided evidence 
that FMS proficiency assessed by the MABC-2 differs between preschool boys and girls 
and that this FMS proficiency is not uniform regarding sex during whole preschool 
period. Therefore, we recommended that sex- and age-specific norms should be created 
for the MABC-2 test. However, as our previous study only assessed the differences 
between genders and ages, it would be logical that the discriminatory abilities of each 
test item should also be assessed before new sex- and age-specific norms are developed. 
By assessing the construct validity of the individual subtests within the MABC-2, it 
may be possible to make recommendations regarding which test items should remain 
and which should be adjusted. Therefore, the aim of this study was to use CFA to verify 
the construct validity of the MABC-2 test in the Czech population of preschool children 
with respect to gender and age. We hypothesized that variability in the children’s test 
performance with respect to age or gender may be the cause of the inconsistent 




Since our sample had to be sex and age balanced, we decided to use a stratified 
sampling method. In the first step, we determined the accessible area of public (not 
private) kindergartens without any special programmes (sport, language, art) in the 
capital city of Prague and in adjacent parts in the radius of 20 km from the limits of 
Prague. In cooperation with the management, we distributed a presentation for parents 
of the children in each kindergarten. Finally, we made a selection of study participants 
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from 10 randomly selected kindergartens which matched the aforementioned criteria. 
Those parents who were interested provided a written informed consent for their child’s 
participation in the study, in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The protocol 
was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Physical Education and Sport 
at Charles University, Prague. Children who had been previously diagnosed with mental 
or other serious clinical impairments (n = 6) were excluded from the study. Final 
research sample consisted of a total of 510 preschool children (4.9 ± 1.1 years; 247 girls 
and 263 boys). After data analyses were done, parents of all involved children received 
a FMS profile of their child with suggestions especially for those children whose test 




The MABC-2 test for age band 1 (3-6 years old) was used. According to the MABC-2 
manual the raw score achieved in each test item is to be converted into the age-normed 
standard score available for Czech population. Further, standard scores of three MD 
tests, two AC tests and three BAL tests are converted to final total test score (TTS). In 
the current study the main aim was to verify the structural hypothesis about the 
existence and suitability of the three-factor structure suggested by Henderson et al. 
(2007) with respect to sex and age. Therefore, we will work with standard scores from 
each item rather than with final TTS which is used for the determination of whether a 
child has significant motor difficulties.  
 
Unlike in the previous study, children were tested by one trained research team. Examiners 
from the research team performed the same tests for all children, meaning that there were 




CFA was used to verify the structural hypothesis about the three-factor model 
suitability and factorial validity of the MABC-2 items. There are several options how to 
estimate of parameters, which are mainly dependent on data distribution. Since the 
Mardia test, the Henze–Zirkler’s test and the Royston’s test rejected multivariate normal 
distribution, the robust maximum likelihood estimate parameter was used (Ferron & 
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Hess, 2007; Muthén & Muthén, 2010). The following fit indices with certain cut offs as 
guidelines for model suitability were used (1) model discrepancy: Chi-square (S-Bχ2), 
model significance p > 0.05; (2) approximating error: root mean square error of 
approximation (RMSEA) < 0.06, standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) ≤ 
0.08; and (3) incremental fit indices: comparative fit index (CFI) > 0.95, Tucker–Lewis 
Index (TLI) > 0.95 (McDonald, 1999). Further, differences between observed and 
model predicted correlation of two variables were investigated through normalized 
residual matrices. Values in normalized residual matrices higher than 1.96 were 
considered to share significant unexplained part of correlation. Additionally, the 
frequencies of a child achieving the maximum score in each test (i.e., ceiling effects) 
were also evaluated. 
Due to the sufficient sample size in each age category we firstly applied separate 
CFA on three year3-year-old, 4-year-old, 5-year-old and 6-year-old children. Secondly, 
we did a separate CFA for boys and girls. Comparisons of model fits between each age 
category and between boys and girls were done using the Bayesian information criteria 
(BIC) coefficient. Differences between two BIC coefficients were evaluated using the 
approach of Raftery (Raftery, 1995), which respects the inner algorithm of the M-plus 




In the first step, we used CFA for all n=510 children regardless of age and sex. From fit 
indices values, see first raw in (Fig. 17), it is quite clear that the original three-factor 
model did not sufficiently explain the empirical data in Czech children aged 3-6 (CFI 





Figure 17. Fit of the original three-factor model of MABC-2 for all children, girls of all ages and 
boys of all ages, each age category separately and combined categories boys and girls  
Adapted from Kokstejn, Musalek and Tufano (2018). Construct Validity of the MABC-2 Test in 
Preschool Children with Respect to Age and Gender. Frontiers in Pediatrics, 6, 12.  
 
 
When we looked at the relations within the structure of this model (Fig. 18), we 
revealed that item BAL3 Jumping on Mats has very low factor loading λ=0.19. Further, 
CFA in all children showed very strong correlation between sub-test MD (manual 
dexterity) and BAL (balance) r=0.89 suggesting that there is poor discrimination 
between these two behaviourally different constructs.  
 
 
Figure 18. Original three-factor model for all children with factor loadings  
Adapted from Kokstejn et al. (2018). Construct Validity of the MABC-2 Test in Preschool 





Since we wanted to know whether the poor fit of the model was sex related, we 
carried out CFA for boys and girls independently.  Results from the MABC-2 indicated 
that the original three-factor model of FMS seems to be suitable to be applied for boys 
(p=0.24) but not for girls (p<0.05), whose fit was the worst from all analysis that were 
carried out, see Fig XX. A detailed analysis of factor loadings and correlations between 
sub-tests of MABC-2 in both boys and girls models found several significant lacks. For 
girls poor factor loadings were found in MD3 – Drawing Trail λ=0.31 for, BAL2 – 
Walking Heels Raised λ=0.19, BAL3 – Jumping on Mats λ=0.23. In boys “only” one 
really poor factor loading was revealed in BAL3 – Jumping on Mats λ=0.16. 
Additionally, the correlation was too high in girls as well as boys between factors MD 
and BAL (r = 0.97 and r = 0.83) (Fig. 19 (Figures 2 and 3)). When we looked into 
normalized residual matrices on a portion of unexplained correlation, we found 
significantly higher values, not satisfactory (>1.96) in girls between MD3 – Drawing 
Trail and BAL1 – One-Leg BAL = 2.373; AC2 – Throwing a Beanbag onto a Mat and 
BAL2 – Walking Heels Raised = 2.172; and AC2 – Throwing a Beanbag onto a Mat 
and BAL3 – Jumping on Mats = 1.973. 
 
 
Figure 19. FIGURE 2 Original three factor model with factor loadings for all girls; FIGURE 3 
Original three factor model with factor loadings for all boys  
Adapted from Kokstejn et al. (2018). Construct Validity of the MABC-2 Test in Preschool 
Children with Respect to Age and Gender. Frontiers in Pediatrics, 6, 12.  
 
 
Further, based on the finding of Henderson that reliability of an item is, mainly 
in younger pre-school age children, questionable, we were interested whether the 
original three-factor model would fit equally across all ages. Although the RMSEA, 
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SRMR, and p-values generally suggested that empirical covariances of MABC-2 items 
agreed with the predicted model covariances in all age categories (Fig. 17), different 
BIC index values and poor CFI and TLI scores revealed significant variability in model 
fits between age categories and models for five and six years old children had to be 
rejected. We can say that the possible troublemakers in the models seems to be mainly 
items related to the BAL sub-test (age of 4 – BAL3; age of 5 – BAL3; age of 6 – BAL2 
and BAL3) and then also item AC1 in 6-year-old children (Fig. 20 and Fig. 21).  
 
 
Figure 20. FIGURE 4 Original three factor model with factor loadings for 3-years old children;   
FIGURE 5 Original three factor model with factor loadings for 4-years old children  
Adapted from Kokstejn, Musalek, and Tufano (2018). Construct Validity of the MABC-2 Test in 
Preschool Children with Respect to Age and Gender. Frontiers in Pediatrics, 6, 12.  
 
 
Figure 21. FIGURE 6 Original three factor model with factor loadings for 5-years old children;  
FIGURE 7 Original three factor model with factor loadings for 6-years old children  
Adapted from Kokstejn, Musalek, and Tufano (2018). Construct Validity of the MABC-2 Test in 





The last question which still remained unanswered in this study was to verify a 
possible interaction between age and sex. Therefore, we divided the children to four 
groups (3- to 4-year-old boys, 3- to 4-year-old girls, 5- to 6-year-old boys, and 5- to 6-
year-old girls). Subsequent CFAs revealed that for both age groups of boys, the original 
three-factor model fits well. In contrast, the fit was not so good in girls of all age 
groups, especially in 5- to 6-year-old girls, where a Heywood case was detected (Fig. 
17).  We talk about a Heywood case when negative variance is present in an analysis. It 
may have different causes (from sample size problems to collinearity between items). In 
other words, the results in 5- to 6-year-old girls showed too little variance to be 
explained in the construct, thus forcing structural error variance to be negative. 





In conformity with the majority of previous studies (Schultz et al., 2011; Hua et 
al., 2013; Psotta and Brom, 2016), we did not find sufficient support to accept the 
original three-factor model of MBAC-2 AB1 when CFA was used for children in the 
range 3-6 years. Henderson et al. (2007) wrote in the MABC-2 Manual that the 
correlation between scores obtained from MD and BAL is 0.26. Nevertheless, this 
correlation does not represent a between-factor (construct) correlation received from 
CFA which showed how much the constructs behaviourally overlap  and whether they  
share too much common variance. In contrast, the results of our study showed that the 
correlation between factors (constructs) MD and BAL =0.89 which means that these 
constructs measure a very similar domain. As a rule of thumb, according to some 
methodologists, the cut off that allows us to accept that two constructs measure a similar 
domain is put at around construct correlation =0.80 (Kline, 2011).  When we compared 
our results with previous CFAs carried out on the MABC-2, we revealed that the 
between-factor correlation of MD and BAL was in Hua et al. (2013) r=0.63 and in 
Psotta and Brom (2014) r=0.75. However, in the Psotta and Brom (2016) study this 
between-factor correlation was obtained after adding an error correlation parameter 
between the MD1 and MD2 items. The between-factor correlation of MD and BAL is 
not mentioned in the original model. Nevertheless, Psotta and Brom are the closest to 
our study by research design because they conducted their research also on Czech 
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children. Further, Schultz et al. (2011) did not provide the original between-factor 
correlation and just stated that the three-factor model with intercorrelated factors of 
MD, AC and BAL had to be rejected because of poor fit indices. Nevertheless, the study 
Schultz et al. (2011) gave us a certain idea why the aforementioned factors correlate 
more than it would be assumed. These authors used information from Rarick, Dobbins 
and Broadhead (1976), who allegedly revealed three factors 1) Fine Visual Motor 
Coordination equal to MD; 2) Gross Limb-Eye Coordination equal to AC; 3) Balance 
on sample of 145 typically developing children. However, this study investigated the 
structure of the motor domain and its correlations in educationally handicapped children 
citation “describes an investigation primarily concerned with the identification of the 
basic components of the motor behavior of educable mentally retarded children through 
the use of factor analysis technique” (Rarick et al., 1976). So the question is whether a 
structure of the defined factors: 1) Fine Visual Motor Coordination equal to MD; 2) 
Gross Limb-Eye Coordination equal to AC; 3) Balance determined in an exploratory 
not confirmatory way can be equally replicated on neurotypical developed children. 
Even though Schultz et al. (2011) supported this reasonably devised platform with the 
results of later studies Bruininks and Bruininks, (2005) (BOTMP) and Sun, Zhu, Shih, 
Lin and Wu, (2010) (Preschooler Gross Motor Quality Scale - PGMQ), we should be 
very careful to generally confirm the existence of three factors that do not measure a 
similar domain in pre-school age children. Firstly, the item banks of BOTMP and 
PGMQ are different from those in MABC-2; secondly, both abovementioned batteries 
contained a much greater number of items scored in each sub-test (greater diversity); 
thirdly, the study Sun et al. (2010) used only one fit index RMSEA based on which the 
authors accepted the whole model. Further, when we looked at the relations between the 
items and the sub-tests, we revealed, similarly to Hua et al., (2013) and Psotta and Brom 
(2016), problems in the BAL sub-test, more specifically the poor factor validity of 
BAL2 λ=0.19.  We can conclude, based on the information provided in this paragraph, 
that it would be rather problematic to consider the defined factors (constructs) MD, AC 
and BAL as clearly separable areas in motor development and FMS in preschoolers at 
least in a situation when researchers do not know how the structure would changed 
when considering basic covariates like age and sex.  
Unlike previous studies, which used CFA and tried to find the best model for the 
data from the MABC-2, we were interested whether the variables of age and sex would 
give us a better insight into the structure of FMS.  Separate CFAs applied on girls (3-6) 
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and boys (3-6) rejected the three-factor model in girls (p<0.05), where all fit indices 
where even poorer than in a CFA carried out on all 510 children. In addition to an 
almost direct relationship between the MD and BAL factors (constructs) r=0.97, poor 
factor validity was found in BAL1=0.41(one-leg balance), BAL2 = 0.23, (walking heels 
raised) BAL3; BAL3 = 0.19 (jumping on mats), which suggests that these items did not 
estimate and discriminate well between certain degrees of Balance in girls. In contrast, 
empirical data in boys were explained from 24% by the three-factor model and therefore 
seemed to be acceptable. However, item BAL3 jumping on mats showed poor factor 
validity also in boys. The results of CFAs considering sex independently provided 
support for the conclusion from our previous study Kokštejn et al. (2017) that boys and 
girls do not acquire motor skills in parallel. This unequal development has many causes, 
which we explained in the previous two chapters. It is mainly the combination of 
biological and environmental factors (for more information see chapter 5.1).  Further, it 
is interesting to note that four separate CFAs of four age groups (three, four, five, six) 
revealed difference model fits. While three-factor models of the MABC-2 for 3- and 4-
year old children could be accepted, the same three-factor models for older, 5- and 6-
year olds expressed poor fit CFI<0.95 and TLI<0.95 and had to be rejected. It is also 
noteworthy that in girls the consistency of rejecting the three-factor model was 
confirmed also when splitting the girls into age categories of 3-4 years and 5-6 years. 
On the other hand, in boys it seems to depend more on the developmental process 
because the model for 3- to 4year-old boys could not be accepted, while the model for 
5- to 6-year-old boys showed acceptable values of all fit indices.   
From the perspective of suitability of the three-factor model we can conclude 
that the three-factor structure of the MABC-2 seemed to be reasonable for boys and for 
children of both sexes up to the age of four. During CFAs we detected so-called 
troublemaker items with poor factor validity. Those were mostly items for assessing of 
Balance and also one item from Manual dexterity MD3 – drawing trail.  There is more 
than one reason why a certain item does not fit to the given structure. Usually problems 
arise from the semantic content of an item, its intelligibility to the examinee or its 
difficulty. Since we only used the empirical quantitative scores, we focused our 
attention on the difficulty of the problematic items. In our study, a large percentage of 
children achieved the highest possible score in BAL2 (78% and 85% in 5- and 6-year 
olds, respectively), BAL3 (94% and 96% in 5- and 6-year olds, respectively) and MD3 
(70% in 6-year olds). These results also match the finding of Psotta and Brom (2016). In 
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addition, an agreement between poor performance (≤16th percentile) in MD3, BAL2 
and BAL3 and poor TTS (≤16th percentile) was 65% in 3-year olds, 60% in 4-year olds, 
44% in 5-year olds, and 47% in 6-year olds. Thus, a strong ceiling effect and weak 
ability of discrimination for MD3 BAL2, and BAL3 appear as possible causes of the 
low discriminatory ability in dynamic BAL and MD in 5- and 6-year-old preschoolers. 
The data from the present study confirm the suggestions set forth by Kokštejn et al. 
(2017) and Livesey et al. (2007) that gender-specific normative values should be 
determined so that the MABC-2 can effectively identify children with motor 
difficulties, ultimately resulting in more appropriate motor intervention programmes for 
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9. NORMAL WEIGHT OBESITY: WHAT IS HIDDEN FOR BMI  
 
 
Before we start the next and last chapter of this thesis, we feel we should point 
out, especially to young researchers, that in our opinion to succeed in a research field, 
you should be guided by common sense and thirst for knowledge.  
In previous studies we usually defined a research problem based on a detail 
literature search (e.g., the chapter about handedness and its structures) or evident and 
comprehensible clinical experience (e.g., FMS and body status), which we “just” 
verified by “objective” methods.  However, in study Musalek et al. (2017), where the 
main aim was to verify whether excessive body fat is negatively related to the degree of 
FMS in preschoolers, we firstly encountered a situation to which we had not immediate 
answer. We recognised a certain portion of children who looked, when dressed, average 
but who had a surprisingly high amount of body fat. Since our raw data sheet contained, 
in addition to skinfold parameters, also the height and weight of the measured children, 
we decided, after publishing study Musalek et al. (2017), to re-evaluate this data and 
divide the children using a combination of skinfolds value and BMI into 3 categories: 1) 
underfat – low BMI; 2) proportional fat – normal BMI and 3) overfat – high BMI.  In 
adding children into the first and second category there were minimal discrepancies 
when using cut off of skinfolds and cut off of BMI from Czech reference. Sensitivity of 
skinfolds and BMI parameters for the categorization of 1) underfat – low BMI; 2) 
proportinal fat – normal BMI, was higher than 95%. Nevertheless, within the sample of 
n=178 children originally determined as overfat >86th centile in sum of skinfolds, we 
revealed n=47 of them, whose BMI was in the range of 25 – 80th centile; however, their 
fatness was >86th centile. In other words, those children looked as normal weight but 
had an excessive amount of body fat. When we analysed their performance from the 
MABC-2, we found that their results were in average as bad as of the clearly 
(manifestly) overfat, (overweight and obese) peers. This important finding led us to a 
series of questions. Who are these children? How can we define them? Has this 
category of people or even children been already discovered? Was the presence of this 
sub-sample just incidental and caused by the sampling or is it a common diagnosis, and 




At the start of our investigation into how to define people with a “normal” 
weight but with a high amount of body fat, we had to find the answer to the question 
about which searching formula would provide relevant results. The combination of the 
words latent, hidden, obesity, normal weight showed that no unified term used to 
describe this “diagnosis” existed in global research. Samples of individuals with a 
normal weight and a high amount of body fat were called in different time periods 
latently obese, metabolically obese-normal weight, normal weight obese. 
Peer-reviewed studies carried out on humans revealed based on using all 
aforementioned terms were published between 1964 and 2017.  
The first studies that we investigated included studies published in 
Czechoslovakia (Rath & Petrásek, 1964; Petrásek, Rath & Mašek, 1965), which focused 
on women population. Both studies found women with abnormally high body fat among 
Czech women with “normal” body status assessed by Broca’s index.  The authors called 
this status in Czechoslovak environment as “latent obesity”. A follow-up research 
conducted by Rath, Petrásek and Mašek, (1967) on a sample of women in the age range 
15-50 revealed that latently obese women had significantly higher cholesterolaemia and 
lipaemia in comparison to normal non-obese counterparts. Further, results of this study 
also showed that frequency of latently obese women is apparently positively age related. 
It means that the frequency of latently obese women increased along with age. In the 
following decade from 1970 to 1979, we found just two comments where latent obesity 
was mentioned and in both cases we believe these comments were used as a reminder 
that this type of obesity existed. In the monograph Ošancová and Hejda, (1975) it is 
mentioned on page 58 that assessing of body fat is an essential method for identification 
of obesity, including latent obesity. From a sociological and historical perspective of 
obesity, Simeons (1971, p. 1799) states: “Wherever abnormal fat was regarded as an 
asset, sexual selection tended to propagate the trait. It is only in very recent times that 
manifest obesity has lost some of its allure, though the cult of the outsize bust always a 
sign of latent obesity shows that the trend still lingers on“. 
Among subsequent research we consider as very important the study of 
Ruderman, Schneider and Berchtold (1981), who did a review of metabolic 
abnormalities in the population called: "metabolically-obese," normal-weight. 
Metabolically-obese, normal-weight individuals are characterized by an increased 
probability of hyperinsulinism and endogenous hypertriglyceridemia, along with the 
presence of physically larger individual fat cells. In addition, Ruderman et al. (1981) 
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stated that those individuals are in fact obese according to their metabolic response on 
nutrition but their obesity cannot be identified by usually applied methods and measured 
parameters like weight and height or even by measurements of skinfobd thickness or 
adipose mass. So, our interpretation of this description is that there exists a population 
with a higher probability of serious metabolic problems, whose weight is normal and 
even that these people need not to be but can have a high amount of fat essentially due 
to larger fat cells. About 17 years later Ruderman and collegues (see Ruderman 
Chisholm, Pi-Sunyer & Schneider, 1998) revised the research findings concerning 
metabolically-obese, normal-weight individuals and provided extended conclusions 
compared to previous study Ruderman et al. (1981). According to Ruderman et al. 
(1998), metabolically-obese, normal-weight people tended to have a higher amount of 
central fat distribution with average or slightly higher BMI and that their aerobic 
capacity assessed by Vo2max was significantly lower compared to their normal weight 
metabolically non-obese peers. Primarily the question of fat distribution and the ratio of 
fat and lean mass seemed to be essential for the determination of the currently most 
commonly used nomenclature. Researchers (e.g., De Lorenzo, Martinoli, Vaia, & Di 
Renzo, 2006; Oliveros, Somers, Sochor, Goel, & Lopez-Jimenez, 2014) pointed out that 
most studies have been oriented on so-called “manifest obesity” defined as having a 
high level of body fat along with a high body mass index (BMI) although there is 
evidence for people who have “normal weight” or normal BMI along with excessive 
amount of body fat. The combination of “normal” weight along with excessive amount 
of fat led to the introduction of the term normal weight obesity. Normal weight obesity 
was quantitatively defined as having BMI in range 18 – 24,9 along with body fat >30% 
for males and >33% for females. However, we want to accentuate no methodologically 
accepted method for the identification of normal weight obese individuals had existed 
yet (Oliveros et al., 2014). 
Research investigating the relation between normal weight obese status and 
health indicators has shown that normal weight obese (NWO) adults have a higher risk 
of functional, metabolic and cardiovascular health problems (De Lorenzo et al., 2006; 
Marques-Vidal et al., 2008; Romero Corral et al., 2009; Oliveros et al., 2014; Franco, 
Silveira, Lima, Horst & Cominetti, 2017). Furthermore, it was revealed that NWO 
people are, apart from early inflammatory status, probably contextually exposed to 
oxidative stress related to metabolic abnormalities accompanying obesity. Renzo et al. 
(2010) showed that NWO subjects had a significantly lower level of antioxidant non-
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proteic, and a significantly higher presence of lipid hydroperoxide capacity compared to 
their normosthenic peers. In the area of self-esteem, Di Renzo et al. (2016) also found 
that NWO women have a significantly higher drive for thinness, and a higher level of 
body dissatisfaction compared to their normal weight non-obese peers. 
The majority of aforementioned research devoted to normal weight obesity was 
conducted on adult female populations and its conclusions supported the findings of 
Rath et al. (1967), who used the term latent obesity instead of normal weight obesity. 
Surprisingly, when we focused our attention on studies interested in normal weight 
obesity in children, we found only very limited body of research.  
In their longitudinally study, Wiklund et al. (2017) showed that NWO girls 11 to 
18 years old were virtually indistinguishable from their normal weight and normal BMI 
peers in terms of personal weight and BMI values, even though the NWO girls had a 
significantly greater amount of body fat according to dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry 
(DXA). Furthermore, in the same study, the NWO girls displayed cardiometabolic risk 
in childhood (measured by a metabolic score which includes diastolic blood pressure, 
systolic blood pres-sure, abdominal fat mass, fasting plasma glucose; serum HDL 
cholesterol), with this difference persisting into early adulthood. Olafsdottir, Torfadottir 
and Arngrimsson (2016) revealed that NWO adolescents within a selected group of 
Icelandic students had about six kilograms more fat and slightly lower mineral bone 
density assessed by DXA than their counterparts with normal weight and normal BMI 
values. In addition, NWO participants achieved significantly worse results in Vo2max 
test, which also corresponded with the previous suggestion of Ruderman et al. (1998). 
Although we found that the population of preschool children revealed after the 
re-evaluation of raw data in our sample from study Musálek et al. (2017) could be 
called normal weight obese and that normal weight obesity is a serious term with 
serious negative health impacts, which was verified especially in middle age females, 
we asked further why there was only little evidence for normal weight obesity in 
children populations.  
One of the reasons for this might be that thus far only those parameters that 
could be analyzed under the guidelines of, for example, Cole et al. (2007) – such as total 
body weight, height and BMI – have been widely used for children. However, in 
research as it was discussed in chapter 7 of this thesis, there has been strong evidence 
that body weight and BMI are not sensitive enough for adiposity identification 
(Okorodudu et al., 2010). This is mainly related to a limited ability to distinguish 
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between fat and lean body mass using BMI (Bogin and Varela-Silva 2012), which could 
result in a failure to detect NWO children. The low sensitivity of BMI implies that 
individuals – especially during growth periods – with different degrees of adiposity can 
have the same BMI values, and vice versa. Therefore, more exact measurements of 
body composition and other parameters, including adiposity, have been recommended 
(Jean, et al., 2014; Pařízková, 2015).  
We also realized that using BMI especially in research aimed at the relation 
between BMI and the degree of FMS brought rather ambiguous results, as explained in 
chapter 7. With respect to the relation between body composition and  the degree FMS 
some studies claimed that there exists a negative relationship between BMI, while 
others (e.g., Graf, et al., 2004; Williams et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2015) did not find any 
significant association between BMI and the degree of FMS. Would it be possible that 
in these studies a certain portion of children with “normal” BMI were in fact normal 
weight obese? Would it be possible that these children were clumsier in FMS compared 
to their normal weight non-obese peers? Previous findings suggested that NWO 
individuals have poor aerobic capacity and are probably less physically active 
(Ruderman et al., 1998; Olafsdottir et al., 2016). It is logical that if someone has 
“normal BMI” along with a high amount of body fat then this person must have lower 
lean mass development. There is a large body of studies that have verified the 
importance of lean mass during childhood adult age and in elderly people. The level of 
general physical activity, exercise and sport participation – and their sufficiency 
(character, intensity and volume – are the main factors of lean mass and bone 
development. In addition, this physical loading should start early in childhood 
(Pařízková, 1985, 2010) or at least before the pubescent growth spurt (Vicente-
Rodriguez, Ara, Perez-Gomez, Dorado & Calbet, 2005). On the other hand, a low level 
of lean mass and a low level of muscular strength and endurance are strongly associated 
with cardiovascular diseases also in the population of children (Magnussen, Schmidt, 
Dwyer & Venn, 2012).  The quantity of lean body mass is considered to be a significant 
indicator of muscular competence, physical fitness, bone health and self-esteem in 
children and adolescents (Pařízková, 1977; Pařízková & Hills, 2010; Smith et al.,  
2014). Specifically, the increase in lean body mass is significantly related to bone 
mineralization and the growth of bone mass during the prepubescent period (e.g., Frost, 




So we can conclude that NWO children are at least very good candidates for 
achieving weaker results in motor tests (physical fitness or FMS).  
 
In the introduction of this chapter we provided evidence that normal weight 
obesity has been considered a relatively new syndrome in the society and that there is 
only minimum information about basic health parameters from the anthropometric 
perspective (bone development or FM/LM on limbs) and also about the motor profile of 
normal weight obese children (e.g., the degree of FMS in NWO children). Therefore, 
we conducted two following studies focused on:  
1) The relationship between normal weight obesity and the degree of fundamental 
motor skills in pre-school children (differences in FMS between normal weight obese, 
normal weight non-obese, overweight and obese pre-school age children), 
2) Lean mass development and skeletal robustness of normal weight children in middle 




9.1 Fundamental Motor Skills in Normal Weight Obese Preschoolers 
 
Research sample: 
For the purpose of the first study we received agreement with research from four 
randomly selected kindergartens. These kindergartens had status were public 
kindergartens and were situated in a specific district of Prague, Czech Republic. None 
of the kindergartens had a special movement programme or any other specialization 
(e.g., extended language or sport activities). The data were collected from n = 492 
preschoolers: (boys = 251, girls = 241).  
The research was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Physical 
Education and Sport, Charles University, and the parents of all participants signed an 
informed consent. 








In all children four skinfolds were measured: triceps, subscapula, suprailiaca, calf. All 
anthropometry markers were measured at the same time of the day from 2 pm to 4 pm 
by three trained research professionals. All anthropometric measurements were done 
according to the reference manual Lohman et al., (1988), using standardized equipment.  
Weight: medical calibrated weight type TPLZ1T 46CLNDBI300 was used to assess 
weight to the nearest 0.1 kg 
• Height: portable anthropometer P375. Measurements 
were taken to the nearest 0.1 cm 
• Skinfolds: triceps, subscapula, suprailiaca and calf skinfolds 
 
Since there is more than one type of skinfolder/calliper, we must mention that 
for the purpose of this study and also with regard to the available Czech skinfold norms 
for pre-school children (Blaha, 1990), we measured all skinfolds by a modified Best 
type caliper (skinfolder) with constant pressure 28 g/mm2 (Pařízková-Čapková, 1957) 
with accuracy of 0.5 mm. To ensure accuracy and meet physical and concentration 
demands of skinfold measurement, we established a skinfold team composed from three 
trained examiners, each of them responsible for measuring of specific skinfold/s. To 
carry out ensure an acceptable systematic error of skinfold measurement we first 
verified inter-rater reliability of examiners in pre-measuring on n=30 children who were 
not included in the following research study. Inter-rater reliability analysed as intraclass 
correlation (ICC) was: ICC triceps = 0.93; ICC subscapula = 0.96; ICC suprailiaca = 
0.90; ICC calf = 0.92.  
Further, the MABC-2 AB1 was used for assessing the level of FMS (for detailed 
description of MABC-2 see chapter XX). Data collection from MABC-2 AB1 was 
carried out by three research trained teams at the same time of the day from 9 am to 11 
am. Children were 
assessed individually.  
 
In the introduction to this chapter we claimed that there was no standard 
validation method for the identification of NWO children. Therefore, we had to select 
an adequate procedure with a strong background that would support the finding that 
children that we consider as NWO really correspond, by their body composition profile, 
to NWO individuals. As skinfold norms for Czech children are available only for Best 
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caliper and also due to certain criticism aimed at using body fat equations for so young 
children (for instance by Slaughter et al., 1988, equations which are recommended for 
middle age school children), we decided to determine NWO children based on values 
received from skinfold measurement along with available norms from Blaha (1990).  
To be able to compare the results from the MABC-2 between normal weight obese, 
normal weight non-obese, overweight and obese pre-school age children, we defined 
three categories of children:  
1)  Overweight and obese (OWOB) – individuals with high BMI and high amount 
of body fat: a) overweight BMI > 85th centile along with values of each skinfold 
> 85th centile of national norm, b) obese BMI > 95th centile of the national 
norm according to Cole et al. (2007), along with values of each skinfold > 95th 
centile 
of the national norm according to Bláha (1990)  
 
2) Normal weight obese (NWO) – individuals with normal BMI but excess body 
fat. Although this looks relatively easy, we realized that if we used the same 
range of BMI for NWO and normal weight non-obese peers (25th – 84th 
centile), we could get into possible trouble as there exists a potential danger that 
some children with BMI around 84th along with average sum of skinfolds 
around 86th centile would be defined as NOW, but in fact these children would 
be in fact borderline overweight. For this reason we narrowed the range of BMI 
for NWO children to 25th–60th centile along with average values of each 
skinfold >85th of the national norm  
3) Normal weight non-obese individuals with BMI in the range of 25th–84th 
centile along with values of each skinfold 25th–84th of the national norm 
 
Four pre-school children with unusual combination of BMI and skinfolds were 
excluded from the sample of overweight and obese individuals. These pre-schoolers had 
BMI in the range of 85th–88th centiles; however, their values of skinfolds were in the 
range of 54th–62th centiles of the national norm. The sample of normal weight non-
obese pre-schoolers originally contained n = 392 children. From these n = 392 we 
randomly selected the final proportional research sample of n = 52 normal weight non-
obese pre-school children using the Randomizer software. These children did not show 
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any significant differences in anthropometry and FMS performance from the original 
sample of normal weight non-obese sample of n = 392. 
 
The final research sample consisted of n = 152 preschoolers aged 3–6.9 years (x = 4.78; 
±1.10): 
A) n = 49 Overweight and obese children - OWOB (females = 25, males = 24) 
B) n = 51 Normal weight obese children  - NWO (females = 27, males = 24) 






When we compared basic anthropometric parameters such as personal height 
and personal weight, we recognised that NWO girls are taller and heavier compared to 
their NWNO counterparts. On the other hand, NWO boys were shorter and also lighter 
in comparison to NWNO peers. Nevertheless, the main outcome from Fig. 22 is that 
BMI of NWO children and NWNO children did not significantly differ in BMI, which 
was one of our main requirements for further analyses. 
 
Figure 22. Basic anthropometry characteristic of NWO, NWNO and OWOB children with regard 
to sex 
Adapted from Musalek et al. (2017). Impact of normal weight obesity on fundamental motor 
skills in pre-school children aged 3 to 6 years. Anthropologischer Anzeiger; Bericht uber die 
biologisch-anthropologische Literatur. 203-212 
 
 
Since NWO individuals are described as those indistinguishable by BMI from 
NWNO peers but with excessive amount of body fat, Fig. 23 provides a clear support of 
this assumption. NWO children had around 30% higher value of the sum of skinfolds 
and these children were also closer in values from the sum of skinfolds to OWOB 
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counterparts. When we looked at the sum of skinfolds is relation to sex, post hoc 
analyses revealed that boys  had a significantly greater amount of adipose tissue 
compared to normal weight non-obese peers ((F 2, 73) = 28.17 p < 0.001). In addition, 
NWO boys did not have a significantly higher of the sum of skinfolds than OWOB 
boys. Also NWO girls had a significantly higher value of the sum of skinfolds 
compared to NWNO peers. On the other hand, NWO girls had a significantly lower 
value of the sum of skinfolds than OWOB girls ((F 2, 74) = 24.83 p < 0.001). 
 
 
Figure 23. Differences in skinfold thickness between NWO NWNO and OWOB with regard to 
sex  
Adapted from Musalek et al. (2017). Impact of normal weight obesity on fundamental motor 
skills in pre-school children aged 3 to 6 years. Anthropologischer Anzeiger; Bericht uber die 
biologisch-anthropologische Literatur, 74(5), 203-212. 
 
 
Therefore, from anthropomeric perspective, our criteria and methodology used 
for dividing children into three categories, worked well to distinguish with sufficient 
sensitivity the category of children, which can be labelled as NWO. These children were 
indistinguishable by their BMI from NWNO counterparts, but in addition these children 
had a significantly higher amount of body fat.  
 
In the next step we investigated the differences in the degree of FMS between 
categories of: NWO, NWNO and OWOB children. In Fig. 24 (Table3) it is evident that 
NWO children scored constantly more poorly in the majority of MABC-2 tests. 
Although NWO children generally did worse in the majority of MABC-2 tests, a 
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significantly worse performance was found only in AC1 – catching a bean bag, where 
NWO boys scored significantly worse compared to NWNO boys (F 126 3) = 3.34 p < 
0.05. However, the constant poor performance of NWO children in each MABC-2 
caused that NWO children achieved a significantly poorer final total test score TTS 
(Fig. 24, Table 4). Since the MABC-2 contains two cut offs for emerging of present 
severe motor difficulties we were interested to learn whether the prevalence for motor 
difficulties will be also higher in the NWO group of children. 
 
 
Figure 24 TABLE 3 Standard scores in each test from MABC-2 achived by NWO, NWNO and 
OWOB with regard to sex; TABLE 4 Difference TTS and PCT scores between NWO, NWNo and 
OWOB children; TABLE 5 Frequency of severe motor deficits ≤5th centile in NWO, NWNO and 
OWOB children  
Adapted from Musalek et al. (2017). Impact of normal weight obesity on fundamental motor 
skills in pre-school children aged 3 to 6 years. Anthropologischer Anzeiger; Bericht uber die 
biologisch-anthropologische Literatur. 203-212 
 
 
From Fig. 24 (Table 5) we can see that the the highest frequency of individuals 
with severe motor problems ≤ 5th centile were found in the category of NWO, Chi-
square df 3 X2 = 8.85 p < 0.05. NWO children had a more than 3.5 times higher chance 
of severe motor deficit incidence than normal weight non-obese counterparts ODDS 
ratio (OR) = 3.69 (p = 0.03) CI95% (1.10; 12.35). There were no significant differences 
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As we informed in the introduction part to this chapter, the valid, globally used 
method for the identification of NWO individuals has not existed yet (Oliveros et al., 
2014). Therefore, the first question in this study was whether the methodology we used 
sufficiently differentiated NWO children from their NWNO peers and whether the 
category of NWO children matched the general definition of NWO individuals. In 
conformity with Wiklund et al. (2017), our NWO children were visually and by BMI 
indistinguishable from NWNO peers, even though NWO had significantly higher values 
of the sum of skinfolds.  In our research more than 10% (10.5%) of pre-schoolers from 
the total number of pre-schoolers were identified as normal weight obese (NWO). The 
ratio of normal weight obese children among boys and girls was slightly higher in girls 
population: NWO girls 11.16% (n = 27 from n = 241); NWO boys 9.45% (n = 24 from 
n = 251). 
Although the main aim of this study was to investigate the differences in the 
degree of FMS of NWO compared to another group of children (NWNO and OWOB), 
we believe it is important to emphasise that the low sensitivity of BMI in the 
identification of NWO individuals might have serious implications for the research 
field. Since the BMI parameter is usually used for body status estimation in children 
studies, we suggest that the missing information concerning the body fat mass could be 
one of the reasons why previous studies (e.g., Castelli & Valley 2007; Erwin et al. 2008; 
Hume et al. 2008) failed to detect any evidence for an association between body size 
status (fatness) and FMS in pre-school children, school children and adolescents. In 
addition, we consider it essential to define NWO individuals as those with non-
significantly different BMI but an excessive amount of body fat compared to their 
NWNO counterparts. When we look at previous research, we can find studies (e.g., Di 
Renzo et al., 2013; Olafsdottir et al., 2016), where NWO individuals had significantly 
higher BMI compared to NWNO peers. Therefore, it is unclear whether the authors of 
these studies really worked with the population of NWOs or whether they rather worked 




In MABC-2, NWO children had a significantly poorer performance. NWO 
children had more than three times higher frequency OR= 3.69 CI95% (1.10; 12.35) of 
severe motor deficit performance ≤5th centile of the MABC-2 norm. These results 
support the conclusion that severe motor deficits are linked to high percentage of body 
fat (e.g., Chirico et al., 2011; Silman, Cairney, Hay, Klentrou, & Faught, 2011; Cairney, 
Kwan, Hay, & Faught, 2012). However, on the other hand, our results are not in 
agreement with the conclusion of the systematic review Hendrix, Prins, and Dekkers 
(2014), which suggested that the prevalence of severe motor deficits diagnosed as 
developmental coordination disorder is associated with increasing BMI in child 
population. 
Interestingly, OWOB children had better results compared to NWO but worse 
than normal weight non-obese children. Previous studies showed that OWOB 
individuals have, at least during childhood and adolescence, more lean mass than 
NWNO peers (e.g., Ellis, Shypailo, Wong, & Abrams, 2003; Ogden & Flegal, 2010). 
Further, we also have information that skeletal muscle cells of obese children have a 
maximal oxidative capacity similar to that of non-obese children, independent of their 
adiposity. In other words, overweight and obese children probably can use their lean 
mass if stimulated (Reid, 2008). In addition, a couple of decades ago it was also 
suggested that there were two types of obesity in childhood. “The first is characterized 
by increased LBM in addition to fat, by a tendency to tallness and advanced bone age, 
and to have been overweight since infancy” (Forbes, 1964).  Nevertheless, we have to 
add here that it has not been confirmed that earlier adiposity or rapid weight gaining is 
connected to advanced biology maturation in pre-school age (e.g., Cameron, et al., 
2003; Malina, 2014; Rolland-Cachera, et al., 1984). However, if we take into account 
all aforementioned findings about overweight and obese children, we can conclude that 
their higher portion of lean mass and maybe in specific cases also advanced maturation 
can give them an advantage in motor performance over their NWO counterparts. This 
suggestion matches the findings which did not support the conclusion of Ellery (1991), 
where no significant relation between the sum of two skinfolds (triceps, subscapula) and 
qualitative assessing of FMS by the test of gross motor development in pre-schoolers 
was found. However, it is important to note that in this study no categorization of 
children was carried out. The authors of this study used regression analysis applied on 
all children. It is a question whether the regression analysis fulfilled all requirements, 
particularly when the data distribution was not normal like in case of skinfolds, the 
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distribution of which is significantly skewed to the right.  Our results are in conformity 
with Logan et al. (2011) or Okely, Booth & Chey (2004), who revealed that high BMI 
or category of OWOB children performed significantly poorer in FMS tests.  Further, in 
preschoolers, Scheffler et al. (2007) provided evidence that the changes in the ratio 
between lean mass and body fat influenced by controlled regular long-term physical 
activity caused improved motor skills and cardiovascular parameters. The reason why 
OWOB children had non-significantly poorer performance in FMS than normal weight 
non-obese counterparts may be the fact that we put together overweight and obese 
individuals. D’Hondt et al. (2009) established a separate category for obese and a 
separate category for overweight children and found that the performance in FMS was 
better in normal weight and overweight children than in obese children.  
NWO children had more than three times higher frequency OR= 3.69 CI95% (1.10; 
12.35) of severe motor deficit performance ≤5th centile of the MABC-2 norm. These 
results support the conclusion that severe motor deficits are linked to high percentage of 
body fat (e.g., Chirico et al., 2011; Silman et al., 2011; Cairney et al., 2012). However, 
on the other hand, our results are not in agreement with the conclusion of the systematic 
review Hendrix et al. (2014), which suggested that the prevalence of severe motor 
deficits diagnosed as developmental coordination disorder is associated with increasing 
BMI in child population. 
Based on the aforementioned findings we suggest that the performance in FMS 
is significantly influenced by the body composition status already in pre-school age. 
Therefore, our results on preschoolers contribute to previous research which showed 
that the increasing amount of adipose tissue in middle age school children and 
adolescents is related to decreasing performance in balance, object control and manual 
dexterity (Malina, 1995; McKenzie et al., 2002; Okely et al., 2004; Logan et al., 2011). 
Moreover, we assume that not only fatness but also the ratio between the amount of 
body fat and the amount of lean mass may play a crucial role in the degree of FMS in 
early childhood.  So, the currently investigated secular trends in decreasing of physical 
fitness and FMS in children could be related to the increasing amount of NWO children 
who have been hidden due to poor sensitivity of BMI in the category of normal weight 
non-obese children. Our findings also correspond with recent studies that concluded that 
the increasing in adiposity, primarily on the trunk, acting as a marker of metabolic 
syndrome present at an early age (Pařízková, Sedlak, Dvořáková, Lisá & Bláha, 2012; 
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Sedlak et al., 2015), has been apparent, mostly, without significant changes in BMI 
values (Sedlak et al., 2017).  
 
Limitations of study: 
Firstly, no international standards are available for determination of normal weight 
obese children. Therefore, in this study we defined criteria of normal weight obese 
children only based on synthesis and recommendations from previous research that was 
done on adults.  Secondly, since this research has a cross-sectional design, no causality 
can be established if normal weight obese children have poor motor performance or if 



































9.2 Skeletal Robustness and Lean Mass Development on Limbs in Normal 
Weight Obese Middle Age School Children  
Results from previous study Musalek et al. (2017) pointed out that NWO 
children achieved significantly worse performance in FMS. If we take into account the 
significantly higher values of skinfolds thickness revealed in these children compared to 
their NWNO peers but with the same BMI, then logically NWO children should have a 
significantly lower amount of lean mass.  As it has been previously stated, a low level 
of lean mass along with excessive body fat is significantly related to poor skeletal 
development (low level of bone mineralization as well as small bone area) (Rietsch, 
Eccard, & Scheffler, 2013). The FM/LM ratio also negatively affects muscular strength 
and endurance (Ortega, Ruiz, Castillo, & Sjöström, 2008) and indicates a higher 
prevalence of metabolic risk (Benson, Torode, & Fiatarone Singh, 2006, Steene-
Johannessen, Anderssen, Kolle, & Andersen, 2009) and cardiovascular diseases 
(Freedman, Mei, Srinivasan, Berenson, & Dietz, 2007, Magnussen, Schmidt, Dwyer & 
Venn, 2012) in the child population. Moreover, we have to realize that aforementioned 
health risks very often continue into adolescence and adult age (Wiklund et al., 2017) 
with serious and worsening health consequences (Daniels, 2006). 
When we looked for information about the anthropometric profile of NWO 
children, we mostly found results that provided a basic picture of the overall body 
profile (e.g. the amount of body fat, the amount of whole body fat free mass (FFM) or 
whole body lean mass). Olafsdottir et al. (2016) revealed that NWO adolescents within 
a selected group of Icelandic students had about six kilograms more body fat and a 
slightly lower mineral bone density assessed by dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry 
(DXA) than their NWNO counterparts. Similar information was provided by Wiklund 
et al. (2017), who investigated by DXA differences in body composition between NWO 
and NWNO Finnish girls. According to their results, NWO Finnish girls had about 
seven kilograms more body fat and slightly less FFM compared to NWNO peers. 
Despite the similar conclusions of the two previous studies, it is important to emphasise 
that in the study Olafsdottir et al. (2016), adolescents determined as NWO had a 
significantly higher BMI compared to their NWNO peers. So, it is open to discussion 
whether the sample of NWO participants met all criteria to be identified as NWO. 
Further, to our knowledge there has not been any study focused on lean mass 
development of limbs in NWO children. Although it has been proved, especially in 
elderly population, that lean mass development usually assessed as appendicular 
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skeletal muscle mass index is highly important for the identification of risk of a 
sarcopenic (loss of muscle mass and muscular strength) (Coin et al., 2013). In addition, 
it was found that not only the amount or surface of lean mass but specifically also the 
ratio of FM/LM on limbs seemed to be an important marker in prevalence of 
sarcopenia. Increasing value of FM/LM index on limbs was found to be related to a 
higher prevalence of sarcopenia (Schautz, Later, Heller, Müller & Bosy-Westphal, 
2012).  However, similar information related to NWO population of children is missing.  
Since research carried out in child population provides support for significant 
associations between the amount of FM, LM and bone mass (BM) development 
(Pietrobelli et al., 2002), we can just speculate that these relations could be also valid 
for specific regions on human body like limbs. Some evidence about the relation 
between lean and bone mass on limbs in children is known from studies where LM and 
BM on limbs in an affected sample (like by spastic hemiplegia) of children was 
compared with LM and BM on limbs in neurotypical developed children. This research 
found that the affected limbs have a lower amount of LM as well as a decreased level of 
bone mineral density (BMD) and bone mineral content (BMC) (Lin & Henderson, 
1996). Since MECHANOSTAT hypothesis of Frost (2000) and results of other studies 
(Vicente-Rodriguez  et al., 2005; Rauch et al., 2004) investigating relations between 
physical activity  on bone development commonly suggested a positive impact of the 
amount of muscle contraction on bone health, especially in prepubertal age, in the 
second study we aimed to investigate the difference in skeletal robustness and lean-fat 
ratio on the limb as indicators of health development that are important for: muscular 
competence, physical fitness and bone health, between NWO aged 9-12, NWNO and 




A sample of middle age school children was obtained from ten non-specialized 
elementary schools (i.e., without a specific orientation toward technical studies, the arts, 
languages, or sport) from Prague, the capital city of the Czech Republic. All the selected 
elementary schools are cooperating with the Faculty of Physical Education and Sport 
and are providing practical training of BA and MA students for their future profession 




In next step we determined three categories of children 
1) Overweight and obese (OWOB):   
a. overweight children: BMI > 85th percentile along with average values 
from three skinfolds > 85th percentile of Czech national reference  
b. obese children: BMI > 95th percentile along with average values from 
three skinfolds > 95th percentile of Czech national reference  
2) Normal weight obese (NWO): BMI 25th-60th percentile, along with average 
values from three skinfolds > 85th of Czech national reference. The narrower 
range of BMI compared to NWNO children was used with the aim to avoid a 
situation when NWO should have a significantly higher BMI compared to BMI 
children  
3) Normal weight non-obese individuals (NWNO): BMI in the range of the 25th–
84th percentile, along with average values from three skinfolds within the 25th–
84th of Czech national reference (29) 
The methodology for adding children into concrete category was adapted from previous 
study Musálek et al. (2017). 
 
We finally received n=72 OWOB children, n=69 NWO children and n=649 NWNO 
children. 
Since we did not want to work with highly unbalanced samples which could 
significantly affect the statistical power and Type I error rates, we decided to reduce the 
original sub-sample of NWNO children by randomization procedure.  
The research sample finally consisted of 210 middle-school-aged children, from 9 to 
11.9 years old (x = 11.3 ±1.09) 
A) n = 72 overweight and obese children - OWOB (boys = 40; girls = 32)  
B) n = 69 normal weight obese children - NWO (boys = 26; girls = 43)   
C)   n = 69 normal weight non-obese - NWNO (boys = 34, girls = 35)  
The research was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Physical 
Education and Sport, Charles University, and the parents of all participants signed an 









All anthropometric measurements were carried out according to Lohman, et al., (1988) 
manual using standardized equipment. 
We measured: 
1) Weight, height:  
2) Skinfolds: triceps, subscapular, suprailiac, and calf – (the latest available data on 
the thickness of triceps, subscapular, suprailiac and calf skinfolds for Czech 
school children were used as references (Vignerová & Bláha, 2001).  
3) Skeletal breadth measurements: humeral and femoral epicondyle  
4) Limb circumferences: circumferences on the upper arm and calf  
 
From measured parameters, the following indicators were calculated:  
1) The body mass index was calculated as BMI = 
   
(    )
  
2) Frame indices of skeletal robustness according to Frisancho formula (Frisancho, 
1990) from humerus and femur breadth epicondyles were calculated 
3) Percentage of body fat (%BF): the amount of body fat was calculated according 
to equations by Slaughter et al. (1988) considering sex.  
4) The muscle area on the upper arm and calf was calculated according to Rolland  
Cachera equations (Rolland-Cachera et al., 1997) 
 
All anthropometric measurements were taken by one professionally trained researcher 
from the Faculty of Physical Education and Sport. All raw data were transformed to z-
scores. Consequently, all results are presented in z-score normalized values to take 




The first view into anthropometric profile of NWO was provided by the two most used 
variables – height and weight. NWO children did not differ in their weight and height 
from NWNO counterparts; however, they were significantly shorter compared to 
OWOB peers (p < 0.01, Hays ω2=0.10) and lighter (p < 0.001, Hays ω2=0.70). Due to 
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non-significant differences in height and weight between NWO and NWNO children we 
could confirm an important pre-condition that NWNO and NWO children will not have 
different BMI (Fig. 25). The highest BMI was revealed in a sub-sample of OWOB 





Figure 25. Basic anthropometry characteristic of NWO, NWNO and OWOB middle age school 
children  
Adapted from Musálek et al. (2018). Poor skeletal robustness on lower limbs and weak lean 
mass development on upper arm and calf: Normal weight obesity in middle-school-aged 
children (9 to 12). Frontiers in Pediatrics, 6, 371. 
 
 
Unlike in a previous study conducted on preschool age children Musálek et al. 
(2017), in this research we estimated the percentage of body fat in all measured children 
and we found that NWO children displayed a significantly higher amount of body fat 
compared to NWNO counterparts, even when corrected for sex (girls: p < 0.001, Hays 
ω2=0.65; boys: p < 0.001, Hays ω2=0.62. Nevertheless, the results of post hoc test also 
showed that the differences in the amount of body fat were not the same between the 
defined categories when considering sex. While NWO boys did not significantly differ 
in the percentage of body fat from their OWOB peers, NWO girls has significantly less 





Figure 26. Difference in body fat between NWO, NWNO and OWOB 
Adpated from Musálek et al. (2018). Poor skeletal robustness on lower limbs and weak lean 
mass development on upper arm and calf: Normal weight obesity in middle-school-aged 
children (9 to 12). Frontiers in Pediatrics, 6, 371. 
 
 
Skeletal robustness, though considered as an important parameter in the process 
of bone development, is not so often assessed by field anthropometry methods. The use 
of double x-ray like DXA method is more common, in which the mineral content, bone 
mass density or bone area are calculated. In this study we used a simple and reliable 
equation called Frame index developed by Frisancho (Frisancho, 1990) where we 
needed just personal height and epicondyle breadth of the femur and humerus bones. 
NWO children had the lowest z-scores of both Frame indices (on the upper and lower 
limb) compared to their NWNO peers. Nevertheless, only their Frame index calculated 
from femur epicondyle (p < 0.001, Hays ω2=0.66) was revealed as significantly lower 
(compared to NWNO).   Significantly highest values of Frame indices calculated from 
upper and lower limb were found in OWOB children of both sexes. In addition, sex 
proved to be a major factor affecting robustness of the lower limbs in further analysis 
((F 2, 205) = 8.09, p < 0.001). The boys had twice poorer robustness of the lower limbs 
Z-score= -0.85 than NWO girls Z-score = -0.43 as compared to their NWNO and 






Figure 27. Skeletal robustness in NWO, NWNO and OWOB children with regard to sex 
Adapted from Musálek et al. (2018). Poor skeletal robustness on lower limbs and weak lean 
mass development on upper arm and calf: Normal weight obesity in middle-school-aged 
children (9 to 12). Frontiers in Pediatrics, 6, 371. 
 
 
Since in previous analyses conducted in this study it was found that NWO 
children did not differ in their BMI but had a much more body fat compared to NWNO 
peers it was logical that we assumed in NWO children a significantly poorer lean mass 
development (muscle area) on selected regions – upper arm and calf. So, the question 
was rather by how much smaller the muscle area of NWO children will be compared to 
NWNO peers. The result was highly alarming because NWO children had about 1.5 Z-
score poorer muscle area on the upper arm and 2 Z-scores poorer muscle area on the 
calf. In addition, when we calculated muscle areas in OWOB children, we found that 
OWOB children did not have a significantly different size of the muscle area on the 
upper arm (Hays ω2<0.01); however, the size of the muscle area on the calf was 








Figure 28. Muscle areas on upper limb and calf in NWO, NWNO and OWOB children  
Adapted from Musálek et al. (2018). Poor skeletal robustness on lower limbs and weak lean 
mass development on upper arm and calf: Normal weight obesity in middle-school-aged 





NWO children of both sexes markedly differ in selected anthropometric 
indicators, which are closely related to health or health risks parameters. In line with 
previous studies focused on NWO children or adolescents (Olafsdottir et al., 2016; 
Wiklund et al., 2017), we found in that NWO children had a significantly higher amount 
of body fat compared to their NWNO peers. Nevertheless, the questiona still remains as 
to which methods and criteria should be used for the identification of NWO individuals 
and whether cut offs might or might not be age and sex independent. Some studies 
defined NWO people – adults as those, whose BMI is in the range of 18.5–24.5 kg/m2 
and who have body fat ≥30%. However, no unified method has been developed yet. 
Based on our criteria for the identification of NWO children which we adapted from our 
previous study Musálek et al. (2017), we obtained again a category of NWO children 
that did not differ in their BMI from NWNO peers. Further, although we used quite a 
simple method for body fat estimation where just two skinfolds, height and weight are 
put into a regression equation, our results were in line with previous studies (e.g., De 
Lorenzo et al., 2007; Marques-Vidal et al., 2008; Romero-Corral et al., 2009; Di Renzo 




NWO children of both sexes were significantly more skeletally fragile and had 
weaker lean mass development on upper and lower limbs compared to their NWNO and 
OWOB counterparts. The fact that NOW children displayed a significantly poorer 
physical disposition might indicate that these children probably have an insufficient 
amount and intensity of physical activity. Although in this study we did not collect data 
about physical activity of measured children, a number of indices from previous 
research suggest that poor skeletal robustness and weak lean mass development are 
consequences of physical inactivity.  Moreover, a great deal of previous research has 
revealed significant relationships between the amount and type of physical activity and 
bone and lean mass development. 
The assumption that physical activity as one of the major drivers of bone area 
development would support the hypothesis developed by Frost framework called 
“Mechanostat” (Frost, 1964, 1973, 1987, 1997) have strongly supported the assumption 
that physical activity is one of the major drivers of bone area development. Further 
support which directly connects bone and lean mass development came from the Iowa 
Bone study (Janz et al., 2001; Janz, Rao, Baumann & Schultz, 2003), where it was 
confirmed that the number of muscle contractions is in close relation to bone mass and 
bone area development. Since we found the greatest differences in lean mass and 
skeletal robustness on the lower limb, we asked the question whether lean mass 
development specifically on calf might be associated with skeletal robustness on the 
lower limb. Surprisingly, 25 years ago, in 1994, Slemenda et al. (1994) found that the 
calf muscle area is strongly related to the bone development in the lower limb. So we 
would interpret this poor skeletal and lean mass development that is markedly evident 
on the lower limb in NWO children as a result of a possibly very low level of physical 
activity, particularly in transportation and locomotion (walking, running, jumping). 
The issue of lean mass and bone mass development in overweight and obese 
children has often attracted researchers’ interest. Some studies claimed that overweight 
and obese children had at least same amount of lean mass and more robust frame 
compared to NWNO peers (Klein et al., 1998), that adipose tissue stimulates bone 
development (Clark et al., 2006) or that bone development in overweight children, 
which seems to be advanced compared to NWNO peers, is rather caused by muscle of 
these overweight children (Wetzsteon et al., 2008). On the other hand, there is also a 
large body of studies that came with opposite results to the effect that overweight and 
obese children had, especially due to the low level of physical activity, a much lower 
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bone density and that those children were more prone to fractures (Zamboni, Soffiati, 
Giavarina, & Tato, 1988; Mccormick, Ponder, Fawcett & Palmer, 1991; Goulding, 
Taylor, Jones, McAuley, Manning & Williams, 2000; Rocher et al., 2008). The results 
from skeletal robustness found in our study rather support the suggestion that OWOB 
children have a wider bone area compared to NWNO counterparts, which could be 
caused by body weight. However, a detailed analysis showed that a significantly wider 
bone area calculated in our study as Frame index was present in OWOB children only 
on the upper limb. In addition, OWOB children did not differ in Frame index calculated 
from femur epicondyle compared to NWNO counterparts and moreover OWOB 
children had a significantly smaller amount of lean mass on the calf. This would also 
indicate a low volume of transportation activities like walking or running in these 
children, which has been well documented (Marten & Olds, 2004; Jiménez-Pavón, 
Kelly & Reilly, 2010).   
We have to note that the original Frame index equation developed by Frisanco 
contained only the humerus epicondyle parameter. However, for the purpose of this 
study we artificially developed also Frame index for the lower limb (femur epicondyle 
parameter), which is not part of standard equations for skeletal robustness estimation. 
Nevertheless, based on our finding, we believe that it would be appropriate to measure 
under field testing condition also the skeletal robustness from femur epicondyle breadth, 
which seems to be more sensitive compared to the Frame index calculated from 
humerus epicondyle breadth. Overall, the main conclusion of this study is that NWOs 
have a very risky combination of the amount of body fat, lean mass and bone 
development, which can imply serious problems in the long run. Since simple indices 
based on personal height and weight cannot identify NWO individuals, we have 
highlighted the importance of the development of a simple identification of NWO 
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Unpublished data – laterality quotient and mixed laterality in ADHD and non ADHD 
children      (data from study Scharoun et al., 2013)                                                       
Boys with ADHD   Boys without ADHD  
LQ Hand LQ Foot 
Frequency 
of mixed 




100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
66,66666667 55,55556 0 
 
66,66667 55,55556 0 
100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
66,66666667 55,55556 0 
 
100 100 1 
100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
66,66666667 55,55556 0 
 
100 100 1 
100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
66,66666667 55,55556 0 
 
66,66667 88,88889 0 
100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
33,33333333 11,11111 0 
 
33,33333 11,11111 0 
100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
33,33333333 11,11111 0 
 
33,33333 11,11111 0 
100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
66,66666667 55,55556 0 
 
66,66667 88,88889 0 
100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
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100 100 1 
 
100 66,66667 0 
 
girls with ADHD 
  
girls without ADHD 
 
LQ Hand LQ Foot 
Frequency 
of mixed 




100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
100 66,66667 0 
 
0 0 1 
100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
100 100 1 
 
66,66667 88,88889 0 
33,33333333 11,11111 0 
 
100 100 1 
100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
33,33333333 11,11111 0 
 
33,33333 77,77778 0 
100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
66,66666667 88,88889 0 
 
33,33333 77,77778 0 
100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
0 0 1 
 
100 100 1 
100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
100 100 1 
 
33,33333 77,77778 0 
100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
66,66666667 88,88889 0 
 
100 100 1 
66,66666667 22,22222 0 
 
100 100 1 
100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
100 100 1 
 
66,66667 88,88889 0 
100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
66,66666667 22,22222 0 
 
100 100 1 
100 100 1 
 
100 100 1 
LQ – laterality quotient 
1 – strong lateralization 
0 –weak lateralization  
 
